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Abstract
This thesis examined an integrated theory which connects values with situations through
valuations. It proposes that the relevant values are activated as reward or cost values in each specific
situation, and a person's attitude toward the situation is determined by the resultant trade-ofif. The Rokeach
Value Survey (Rokeach, 1973) and Schwartz's (1987, 1992) value questionnaire were combined and
modified to measure valuation elements which included the relevant values, their status (as reward or cost
values) and importance. The theory was supported by Study 1 which measured British subjects' valuations
and attitudes about nuclear weapons and about abortion. Study 2 replicated previous work to explore the
stability and change in valuations over time (5 weeks). The results revealed that most subjects' valuations
and attitudes remain stable while some subjects changed their attitudes which could be predicted fi'om
changed status of core relevant values. Furthermore the measurement of valuation is applied to study
career achievement domain of British and Taiwanese university students. Study 3 explored their
perceptional appraisals about career achievement indicating that the Taiwanese subjects held broader views
than the British subjects did on the antecedents and standards of career achievement, but both the samples
held similar views on the consequences of career achievement. Study 4 investigated their motivational
appraisals about the standards and consequences of career achievement, and for whom do they seek or
avoid career achievement. The results indicated the core components within the subjects' career
achievement motivation, and their tendencies of individualism or collectivism on career achievement. These
results challenge the previous views on these topics. This research provides a theoretical fi’amework and a
new way to investigate a person's valuation about a situation and thereby many other value-related
variables.
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Overview of This Thesis
Toffler (1969) once remarked that 'Values are so inextricably woven into our language, thought
and behavior patterns that they have fascinated philosophers for millennia. Yet they have proved so "quicksilvery" and complex that, despite their decisive role in human motivation, we remain desperately ignorant
o f the laws that govern them' (p.3). The nature of values has been considered from two opposite
perspectives by different philosophers. One perspective regarded values as the subjective valuations of an
object; the other regarded values as objective criteria used in valuations. Empirical values research in social
sciences adopted overwhelmingly the objective position with or without explicitly admitting it. As a result,
no empirical study has been devoted to the nature of valuations and the relations between valuations and
values (as criteria).
The nuyor purpose of this research, therefore, is to bring values and valuation together into
empirical values research in order to search a more complete feature of the phenomenon of value through
the following three procedures;
(1) analyze values and valuation, and the relations between them,
(2) establish, according to the conceptual analysis of values and valuations, a measure to assess the
valuation process empirically, and
(3) apply the procedure of valuation measurement to value-related studies within and between cultures.
Part 1 of this thesis deals with the conceptual analysis of values and valuations. The natures of
values and valuations were attempted to spell out in Chapter 1. The theoretical backgrounds of the
previous approaches to empirical values research were reviewed in Chapter 2.
Part 2 deals with the establishment of a procedure for valuation measurement. Acœrding to the
concepts developed in Part 1, the Rokeach Value Survey was modified into a measure to assess the
valuation process in Chapter 3. The stability and change resulted from the test and retest of this measure
were reported in Chapter 4.
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Part 3 deals with the applications of valuation measurement within and between cultures. The
procedure of valuation measurement was applied to study the perceptional appraisals about career
achievement (Chapter 5), and the motivational appraisals about the standards and consequences of career
achievement (Chapter 6) of the British and Taiwanese university students. The results from Chapter 6 also
indicated the two samples' tendencies of individualism or collectivism on career achievement.
Part 4 is the summary and conclusion of this thesis. The theoretical, methodological, and practical
implications of this research were discussed in the final chapter (Chapter 7).
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PART ONE

Theoretical Analysis

13

CHAPTER 1

The Concept of Values and Valuations

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Values are presumed to abstract the aspirations of individuals and societies which vaguely relate
to some aspects of human desire, approval, the sense of worth, beauty, and goodness. They can be used as
standards to determine future directions and justify past actions. They also seem to play a crucial role in
the explanation of a number of phenomena, and thereby have found their way into the socialization
process, cultural, religious, political, educational, occupational, and family research, either at the individual
or social level of analysis (Braithwaite & Scott, 1991). Kluckhohn (1951) remarked that "the concept of
values supplies a point of convergence for the various specialized social sciences, and is a key concept for
integration with the study in humanities' (p. 389).
The study of values includes the'interests of philosophers, anthropologists, sociologists, and
psychologists. The most initial important problem in the study of values was to find a fiiiitful conceptual or
theoretical framework from which to initiate research. However, each field pursued values research from
one specific point of view. Since values research had been conducted by people who 'differ widely in
disciplinary origin, in substantive theoretical interests and modes of investigation' (Inkeles & Levinson,
1969, p. 435), it is not surprising that values research 'have altogether failed to link together and yield a
domain of cumulative knowledge' (Smith, 1969, p.98), and that frameworks for research on values
remained theoretical fragmentation and conceptual diversity (Levitin, 1968; Zavalloni, 1980).
Nevertheless, there is a basic difference between philosophers and other social scientists on the
way of conceptualizing the term. As Williams (1968) has noticed that there are two connotations of the
term "value":
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In ordinary speech the term Value' is used interchangeable in two senses that must be kept
separate here. In one meaning, we refer to the specific evaluation of any object, as in
'industrialized countries place a high value on formal education' or 'governmental
regulation is worthless'. Here we are told how an object is rated or otherwise appraised,
but not what standards are used to make the judgements. The second meaning of value
refers to the criteria, or standards in terms of which evaluations are made, as in 'education
is good because it increases economic efiBciency'. Value-as-criterion is usually more
important usage for purposes of social scientific analysis (p.283).
Here, a distinction is proposed between value as verb which refers to appraising an object, and value as
noun which refers to the criterion used in the evaluation. While social scientists focused their attention on
value as criterion, philosophers were fascinated by the nature of value existence which determined their
definition of what value is: as criterion or as valuation.

Philosophical Perspectives
Initially, most of the thinking on values was contributed by philosophers (Clawson & Vinson;
1978). They dealt with values in a subdivision of their discipline called axiology (the study of value). There
are two distinctively different perspectives in this discipline. One group of axiological philosophers
consider that values are objective, the other group regard values as subjective. Those proposing the
'objectivity' of values are in essence suggesting that values are independent of a subject or a valuing
consciousness. Conversely, the 'subjective' position holds that values owe their existence, their validity, to
the subject who does the valuing (Frondizi, 1971).
Values are reduced to personal experience by the axiological subjectivists. Individual's pleasure,
desire, or interest supposedly decides whether something has value or not. Meinong was the first
subjectivist to address himself to the problem of the nature of values. 'Something has value', he said, 'when
it pleases us and to the extent that it pleases us' (cited in Frondizi, 1971, p34). In a similar vein, Ehrenfels
argued that 'Things which we desire or covet are valuable, and they are so because we desire and covet
them' (cited in Frondizi, 1971, p.37). Perry (1954) was a distinguished figure to consider the subjective
position of value theory systematically in this century. He offered a relational definition of values: 'Value
arises whenever interest is taken in something and doçs not inhere in an object as isolated entity" (Perry,
1954, p.3). Supporting the subjective position, Russell (1935) said, 'The chief ground for adopting the
subjective view of values is the complete impossibility of finding any arguments to prove that this or that
has intrinsic value. It is 'our desires which confer value' (p.238).
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The objective approach to values was championed by Scheler (Frondizi, 1971). He believed that
the study of values represented the investigation of a legitimate scientific field, unlike Russell who held that
questions which refer to values were outside the realm of science. According to Frondizi (1971), Scheler
argued that, if all values were relative to life, as the subjectivists suggest, then life itself could not possibly
have any value. He considered values as the a priori qualities: They are not only independent of their
corresponding carriers (e.g. painting, human action and so on), but also independent of our reaction to
their carriers. Value independence implies their immutability. Furthermore, Scheler held that values exist in
a hierarchical order. This order is expressed by 'preferring' or 'deferring'; we prefer one course of action,
one good, one mode of behaviour to another as we prefer 'a given value to another, regardless of the
carrier* (cited in Frondizi, 1971, p.84).
To the subjectivists, value is the worth attached to an object by a person when s/he evaluates the
object as pleasure, desired or interesting. Values are not some kind of quality that exist inside the object,
but are decided by the subject's valuation on the object. To the objectivists, values are the criterion to make
the valuation. Values are independent of the subject or even the object (the value carrier). The subjectivists
claimed that, if values exist outside the domain of our valuation, how we can know the existence of such
kind of values? The objectivists argued that we must distinguish between valuation and value and that
value is prior to valuation — if there were no values, what would people evaluate (Frondizi, 1971)?
Must values be either subjective or objective? Frondia (1971) pointed out that the question
should be the both/and instead of either/or. He stated that the psychological experience of pleasure, desire,
and interest is the necessary condition but not the sufficient condition for values, and, on the other handi
that the psychological experience does not exclude the objective aspects of values, but instead confirming
their existence. Thus, values have both objective and subjective aspects; they reside in the relationship
between the subject of valuation and the object of values, and do not exist apart fi'om them. He reckoned
that value should be understood with reference to a total situation. If so, the relationship between values
and valuation would be like the causality of the chicken and the egg: each give rise of the other. Four
elements which compose the phenomenon of value can be drawn fi'om these arguments, and the
relationship among them can be expressed as follows:
Valuation
Subject------------------------------------- >Object
Values as Criteria
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Social Scientific Approaches
It is hardly surprising that empirical values research in social sciences adopted the objective
approach with or without being aware of it. One reason for this may be because the subjective approach
does not accept that we should presume a set of values which are desired by people, and thereby is difiScult
to conduct scientific study. As the result, most theoretic fi'ameworks developed in empirical values
research focus on describing what values are, but ignore how values are used by people to evaluate objects
in various situations. In the social sciences, values are commonly defined as concepts or beliefs (Schwartz
& Bilsky, 1987), and are treated as if they can exist apart fi’om the subject of valuation and the object of
values.
Since social scientific researchers of values confined themselves to describing what values are, the
most fiequently used dimensions to analyze values are content and mode, especially content. Much effort
have been put into the classification of values along these two dimensions. One of the major purposes of
their analyses on values is to provide a clear and systematic classification of values. However, 'much of the
confiision in discussion about values,' Kluckhohn (1951) wrote:
Undoubtedly arises fiom the fact that one speaker has the general category in mind,
another a particular limited type of value, still another a different specific type. We have
not discovered any comprehensive classification of values. Golightly has distinguished
essential and operational values; C. I. Lewis intrinsic, extrinsic, inherent, and instrumental
values. The Cornell group speaks of asserted and operating values. Perry has
discriminated values according to modalities of interest: Positive-negative, progressiverecurrent, Potential-actual, and so on. There are various content classifications such as:
hedonic, aesthetic, religious, economic, ethical, and logical. The best known of the
content groupings is Spranger's (used in the AUport-Vemon test of values): theoretical,
economic, social, political, and religious. The object to these content classifications is that
they are culture bound. Ralph White has distinguished one hundred 'general values' and
twenty-five 'political values' all with special references to Western culture (p.412).
Much has happened in the past two decades to improve this confiising situation, most of it
attributable to the innovative contribution of the late Milton Rokeach (1968, 1973). He identified values as
preferable modes of conduct or end-states of existence. This definition not only classified values into two
modes but also clearly delimited the boundaries of the value domain in content. Rokeach not only
integrated much of contemporary thinking on values but also offered a popular fiamework to empirical
values research (Braithwaite & Scott, 1991). His fiamework and measurement of values have dominated
empirical values research for the past twenty years.
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However, Rokeach adopted the objective aspect of value too. He assumed that 'all men
everywhere possess the same values to different degrees' (Rokeach, 1973, p.3), and that values transcend
specific objects or situations. Furthermore, like the objective axiologist Scheler, Rokeach conceptualized
that values are hiCTarchically organized along a continuum of relative importance. These arguments can be
challenged fi-om value subjectivists' point of view. For one thing, his assumption pre-excluded the possible
unique values of various cultures and individuals. For another, subjectivists would argue that the
hierarchies of values do not necessarily remain unchanged when the values of hierarchies are used to make
valuation in various situations. Only empirical data can prove who is correct, but since most researchers
take Rokeach's argument for granted, no such data have appeared so fer. These points will be developed
more fully later on in this chapter and the next chapter.
Overall, empirical values research so far has provided some important classifications about what
values are at the conceptual level, but researchers' 'objective' approach not only hampered the exploration
the laws of valuation and the relations between values and valuation but also may mislead our
understanding about the whole phenomenon of value. The major purpose of this research, therefore, is to
bring values and valuation together into empirical values research in order to search a more complete
feature of the phenomenon of value. The first step to achieve this is to analyze values, valuations, and the
relations between them conceptually. In the following discussion, the nature of values and valuation will be
discussed separately because they are not quite the same, but this does not mean that they can be separated
fi'om each other so clearly. Some aspects of the nature of values will be discussed together with the nature
of valuation in order to manifest their meanings more clearly.

1.2 THE NATURE OF VALUES

The Sources and Definition o f Values
The 'objective' side of values originates fi'om the fact that human biology and adaptation to the
environment force a certain structure of preference for particular situations and states of the world. In
other words, these preferences are inherent in the structure of reality and precede any individual. They
therefore have some stable attributes along some dimensions which can be described objectively. This point
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was echoed in Schwartz and Bilsky's (1987) work. They summarized the nature and sources of values from
the literature on human values;
'Values are cognitive representations of three types of universal human requirements:
biologically based needs of the organism, social interactional requirements for
interpersonal coordination, and social institutional demands for group welfrire and
survival. •••• These three universal requirements pre-exist any individual; to cope with
reality, individuals must recognize, think about, and plan responses to all three
requirements' (p.551).
Based on this assumption, Schwartz and Bilsky reckoned that each value in fact expresses either individual,
or collectivist, or both interests. It is these objective aspects that researchers in empirical values research
try to define and study. However, no single definition of a value in social science is likely to do justice to
its complexity, therefore, three essential elements in the definition of values will be discussed, which are
conception of the desirable, social desirability and domain of values.
Conception o f the desirable.

To give values a finite definition it may necessitate adopting an

objective axiologists' approach: viewing values as criteria to make valuations, and thereby values are
concepts or beliefs about what are desirable, in other words, 'standards of desirability' (Williams, 1968,
p.284).
A common and important problem in the early stage of values research was the distinction
between values as the desirable (or the preferable) and value as the desired (or the preferred). Smith (1969)
wrote: 'The more serious problems, which has yet to be solved in systematic research, is to distinguish
dependably between values and preferences, between the desirable and the merely desired' (p. 116). If
values are defined as what are desired, all the desired would be valuable thereby we can not distinguish
good desires from bad desires. If we accept this definition education would be impossible. Moreover, if
people desire something that is because they reckon that there is some quality in the object which is worth
pursuing. The identification of the desirable with the desired opens the door to axiological chaos.
Nevertheless, the desirable retains its umbilical cord which unites it to the desired. Could anything ever be
desirable if no one desired it or could ever desire it? Absolute separation of the desirable and the desired
would transform the value of the desirable into a mere hollow formula (Frondizi, 1971).
However, researchers in empirical values research considered this problem from one aspect or the
other. Those who defined values as the desired regarded values as what is preferred personally. Those who
defined values as the desirable equated the desirable with what ought to be desired by everyone. Looking
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from whose interests that values possibly serve, it is not surprising to find that, in empirical research,
definitions of values can be classified into three categories according their concern for personal desire or
public welfare or both; (1) values as what is desired personally, i.e. values about pleasure and satisfaction
for self (2) values as what is ought to be desired socially, i.e. values about duty and obligation for others,
and (3) values as what is desirable personally or socially, i.e. a mixed conception of the former two
definitions (see Table 1.1 for examples). Clearly, if we accept Schwartz and Bilsky's assumption that values
express individual or/and collectivist interests, the third type of definition of value is more complete.

Table 1.1 Three Types o f Value Definitions__________________________________________________
as what is
• 'A value is a belief upon which a man acts by preference' (Allport, 1961, p.454).
desired
• 'Conceived values' were defined operationally as 'conceptions of the good life'
personally
one likes (Morris, 1956, p. 13).
as what ought
to be desired
socially

• A value is a moral ideal, an individual's concept of 'a particular state of affairs as
an ultimate end, an absolute good under all circumstances, and a universal
"ought" toward which all people should strive' (Scott, 1965, p. 15).
• A value is 'a statement of an existing norm, or a proposal for a new norm' (Bdes
& Couch, 1969, p.4).

• 'A value is a conception explicit or implicit, distinctive of an individual or
characteristic of a group, of the desirable which influences the selection from
available modes, means and ends of action' (Kluckhohn, 1951, p.395).
• ’A value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of
existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of
_____________________conduct or end-state of existenqe' (Rokeach, 1973, p.5).____________________
as what is
desirable
personally or
socially

Social desirability o f values.

To be effective members of social groups, individuals must

communicate about values in culturally shared terms. There are no problems in expressing the values which
concern collectivist interests. But, when the case comes to expressing individual's need or want, the terms
have to be dressed up 'like a rose', so they can be 'defended, justified, advocated, and exhorted as
personally and socially desirable' (Rokeach, 1973, p.20). For example, sexual needs may be transformed
into values for intimacy or love, requirements for coordinating resource exchange into values for equality
or honesty, and demands for group survival into values for national security or world peace. Viewed from
this aspect, values are the cognitive representations and transformations not only of societal and
institutional demands but also of individual needs (Rokeach, 1973). An unifying consensus underlying the
previous three types of values definitions: No matter what are represented by values, values express them
in a socially acceptable way.
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Content domain o f values.

What are the meaningful contents, then, that values refer to? As

Kluckhohn (1951) has mentioned, there are various content classifications on values proposed by value
researchers. The proposed contents relate to anything from the way a person interacted with another
through individual life styles or philosophies of life to the way a person thought the world should be
(Braithwaite & Scott, 1991). The problems of these content classifications are that they are culture-bound
and that they are not comprehensive.
to

Nevertheless, these value contents refer^either desirable modes of conduct of desirable end-states
of existence. Viewing from this point, Rokeach (1973) points out that many researchers have concentrated
their attention more or less exclusively on one or the other. Thus, French and Kahn (1962), Kohlberg
(1963), Piaget (1965), and Scott (1965) have for the most part concerned themselves with certain values
representing idealized modes of conduct; Allport, Vernon and Lindzey (1960), Maslow (1959), Morris
(1956). Smith (1969), and Woodruff (1942) have concerned themselves for the most part with certain
values representing end-states. Rokeach (1973) included this distinction into his definition of values.
Braithwaite and Scott (1991) remarked that Rokeach's identifying values as modes of conduct or endstates of existence clearly delimited the boundaries of the value domain.
Rokeach (1973) classified these two kinds of values further according to their focus; those which
have an interpersonal focus are social values and moral values, and the those which have an intrapersonal
focus are personal values and competence (or self-actualization) values. The whole classification is shown
in Figure 1.1. There may be no culture-fi-ee and comprehensive way to specify various contents of values.
However, Rokeach's classification at least provide clear content domains to make systematic value item
sampling possible.

Desirable end-states
of existence
Content
domain
of values

Social values
Personal values
Moral values

Desirable modes of
conduct
Figure 1.1 Rokeach's classification of values

Competence values
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Table 1.2 summarizes several components which make the distinction among three types of value
definitions. The association between the various lines in Table 1.2 should be seen as probable, not rigid. In
some cases there may be little difference between what is desired personally and what ought to be desired
socially.

Table 1.2 Components o f Values
as what is desired
personally
Interests served
self

as what ought to be
desired socially
others, whole group

as what is desirable
personally or socially
mixed

Focus

self-centred

society-centred

mixed

Content concerned

personal goals; competence

social goals; morality

mixed

Expressing terms

want, like

ought, should

mixed

Personal concern

satisfaction

obligation

mixed

Expected result

good / bad

right / wrong

mixed

Named by researchers

personal value;
competence value

social value; moral value
interpersonal value

mixed

With the preceding considerations in mind, this research defines a value as a concept which
express the personally or socially desired or desirable (ought to be desired) mode of conduct or end-state
of existence in a socially acceptable way.

Intent o f Values
Many authors make a distinction between terminal values which are desirable for their sake, and
instrumental values which are conceived as means to further ends (e.g. Lovqoy, 1950; Kluckhohn, 1951;
English & English, 1958). Nevertheless, these authors also consider this ends-means dichotomy as not a
clear-cut distinction. Kluckhohn (1951) pointed out that "the distinction between ends and means values is
somewhat transitory, depending upon time perspective. What at one point in the history of the individual
or the group appears as an end is later seen as a means to a more distant goal' (p.403). Gorsuch (1970)
pointed out that any value which is not the ultimate value could be considered an instrumental value.
Rokeach (1973) considered that all the desirable end-states are terminal values, and all the
desirable modes of conduct are instrumental values although he did not rule out the possibilities that one
terminal value, so defined, is instrumental to another terminal value or that one instrumental value is
instrumental to another instrumental value. Not surprisingly, his proposal that modes of conduct are
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instrumenta] to the achievement of desirable ends cannot be readily justified neither theoretically nor
empirically. Heath and Fogel (1978) used the value measurement developed by Rokeach to test if values
can be assigned universally to one category or the other. Their findings cannot support Rokeach's
assumption. The subjects categorized values as instrumental or terminal value not only differently fi'om
Rokeach, but also differently among themselves.
In brief^ the transitory characteristic of the distinction between ends and means on values means
that this distinction is determined by the situation a person encounters, therefore which values belong to
terminal values and which values belong to instrumental values should not be pre-judged. The same value
may be regarded as terminal value in one situation, and as instrumental value in another situation by the
same person. And the same value may be held as terminal or instrumental value differently by different
persons in the same situation, not to mention this in the different situations. But, in what situation values
will be regarded as terminal values, and in what situation as instrumental values? This is an important but
being ignored question, which is closely related to valuations and will be further discussed later on in this
chapter.

Generality and Transituational Quality o f Values
The dimension of generality was provide by Kluckhohn (1951). But, he only discussed this
dimension briefly: 'Some values are specific to certain situations,

other values to a wide variety of

situations' (p.413). This dimension has been ignored by most researchers on value including Rokeach. It
should be an important dimension of value, because this dimension shows the variety of situations or
objects that a value can be applied to. Also, this dimension account for the transituational quality of value.
A value is an abstract category expressing a desirable attribute or quality people experience or
want among a variety of situations. The generality of each values is very different. A value may be relevant
to a few situations, and not relevant to many other situations at all. On the other hand, a value may be a
point of reference for a great many specific situations. However, no matter what degree of generality, each
value can be applied to at least more than one specified object or situation. It is in this sense that we say
values have a transituational quality.
Then, what determines the generality of a value? The answer would be that the content of a value
delimits its generality.
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"Filial piety', for example, is a traditional value in the Confiician culture. Obviously, it is suitable
only for the situation of family. People may use this value as a criterion to evaluate the behaviour and
attitude of children toward their parents. But, it is inappropriate to evaluate whether you have a good
holiday by using this value as a criterion. Similarly, 'enjoy life' is a possible criterion to evaluate a holiday,
but an unlikely criterion to evaluate the relationship between parents and children.
On the other hand, there are values which are less situation bounded. "Equality* is one of these
values. We want equality in many situations: equal opportunities in education, equal wages for identical
jobs in work place, one man one vote in politics, etc Freedom" is another one of these values. It can be
expressed as freedom to live anywhere, freedom to enter any profession, freedom of public expression,
freedom to have as many children as one desires, etc. However, values with higher generality do not
necessarily mean that they can be applied to all situations. For instance, "equality" is still an unlikely
criterion to evaluate a holiday.
In brief, the content of a value determines how many situations the value can be applied to. The
generality of values implies that values have the transituational quality, but this does not mean that every
value can be applied to all situations. Instead, transituational quality only means that values can be applied
to at least more than one specified situation. Confusing these two will mislead the empirical values research
which will be discussed in the next chapter. Because the generality concerning the relations between values
and situations which are closely related to valuations, this dimension will be further discussed in the
following section concerning the nature of valuations.

1.3 THE NATURE OF VALUATION
In this research, a Valuation is defined as an intrapsychic process in which one used some relevant
values as criteria to evaluate a situation in reality or in imagination. Here the term "situation" refers to the
object to be evaluated which includes the complex of individual, social, cultural and historical elements and
circumstances. When one evaluates a given object, in fact, s/he is evaluating the whole situation not only
the object per se, because the meaning of the object cannot be distinguished from the surrounding context.
Although Kluckhohn (1951) saw values as influencing selective behaviour, he never specified the
nature of this influence (Smith, 1969). Rokeach (1973) too, spent very little effort in probing the nature of
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valuation. Until recently Miceli and Castelfranchi (1989) proposed to identify value with a special type of
evaluation. This is not a new proposal. It is similar to the argument of subjective axiologists. If we
accepted this proposal and rejected Value-as-criterion', or vice versa, we would fall into the antithesis of
objectivism and subjectivism just like the philosophers who see the different sides of a coin and then argue
with each other about what the coin is.
No matter what essence of value subjectivists and objectivists would insist, one point seems clear:
a distinction should be made between valuation and value. Since so many efforts havebeen devoted to the
study of values, it is now the time to investigate the other side of value phenomenon — valuation.

Classification and Dimensions o f Valuations
A situation may be evaluated in three ways. The first one concerns what the antecedents to the
situation are. The second one concerns what the standards should be achieved in the situation. The third
one concerns what the consequences of the situation are. The ends-means distinction of values is reflected
on the these three types of valuations. Values serve either as ends or means in valuations. When valuations
concern the antecedents to a situation, values are consulted as means. When valuations concern setting
standards for a situation, or the consequences of a situation, values are consulted as ends.
When a person evaluates the antecedents of a situation, usually the situation refers to a
desired/desirable goal. The basic consideration in her/his valuation is what the desired or desirable means
to the situation are. In this sense, the potentially desired/desirable means can be represented by values. Of
course, whether a means is desired or desirable is determined by whether it can help to achieve the goal,
and whether it is acceptable to the person and sometimes the society.
When a person sets standards for a situation (e.g., setting standards for career success), s/he is
setting some desired/desirable goals which s/he wants or is expected to achieve in the situation. In this
sense, these standards can be represented by values.
In the valuations concerning the consequences of a situation, the situation itself is evaluated in
such a way as to facilitate the realization of some desired/desirable goals, and/or to impede that of some
other desired/desirable goals as its consequences. The desired/desirable goals within the consequences of
the situation can be represented by values. These consequences may be brought by the situation in the past,
or is expected to be brought by the situation in the future. Those values that are supported by the situation
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are viewed as the rewards of the situation, and those values that are threatened by the situation are viewed
as the costs of the situation. The trade-off importance of these rewards and costs is assumed to determine
how attractive or aversive the situation is to the evaluator.
There are two common dimensions involved in all the three types of valuations; (1) what values
are activated by the situation (i.e., consulted in evaluating the situation), and (2) how importance each
activated values is to the situation. These two dimensions are named as activated status and activated
importance respectively. An extra dimension is involved in the valuations on the consequences of a
situation, which concerns whether an activated value is viewed as the reward or cost to the situational
outcome. Since this dimension can influence people's affect about the situation, this dimension is named as
affective status. These three dimensions are discussed below.

Activated Status and Importance o f Values
When evaluating a situation, only the values which are reckoned as relevant to the situation will be
activated. Those values that are regarded as not relevant to the situation will not be activated. The
generality of each value may be reflected on its activated status in valuations. The higher degree of
generality a value has, the more situations the value is likely to be activated in.
An specific situation will not only activate a set of values as criteria of valuation fi'om a person's
value system, but also urge her/him to determine the importance of each activated value. In other words,
when a person evaluates a situation, s/he decides not only what values are relevant but also how important
they are to the situation. Of course it is possible that not everyone use the same set of values as criteria to
evaluate the same situation because valuation is subjective depending on valuer's perception at the moment
and his/her experience background in the past.
It is possible that in a person's subjective valuations, a value is relevant to several situations but its
importance is different in these situations especially when it is compared with other relevant values. For
example, 'politeness' may be regarded as a very important value in getting along with others, but its
importance may be lower than that of'mature love' when the case comes to the intimate relationship.
Sometimes the change of circumstance may also change the importance of a value in a person's
valuation. For instance, 'a comfortable life' may be the most important goal for a person who lives in
poverty. When the person achieved his goal and lives a stable and comfortable life for a period of time, he
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may finds that 'an exciting life' is more attractive than 'a comfortable life' as a goal of life. Suppose this
person went to climb a mountain in order to pursue an exciting life but unfortunately a serious accident
happened to him. At this moment the most important and the only goal of life would be 'survival'.
In other cases, the importance of a value is determined by the valuer's perception of whose
interests the value serves in the given situations. For example, clean your own room may be more
important than clean the house you share with other people. These kind of cases concern the multiple
standards and will be discussed fully later in this section. In brief, not only the activated status but also the
activated importance may vary with the evaluated situations. The relation between these two dimensions of
valuations and the evaluated situations are summarized in Table 1.3.

Values
1
2
3
4

n
* important

1
***
**

2
**
**

Evaluated situations
3
4
***
**
**

5
**

.......

*

*
** very important

***
extremely important

**

Affective Status o f Activated Values in Valuations
Before affective status of activated values can be discussed, it is necessary to consider a basic
characteristic of values, namely polarity. This characteristic is closely related to the affective status of
activated values and will be manifested more cteaH/ vf discussed with valuation.
The polarity of values means that values present themselves unfolded as it were in a positive and
negative light (Frondizi, 1971). Thus, good and bad, beautifiil and ugly, just and unjust, logical and
paradoxical etc. Many researchers named the positive aspect of values as 'positive values' and the negative
aspect as 'negative values' (e.g.. Perry, 1954; Kluckhohn, 1951; Hofstede, 1991). Positive values refer to
what are desirable, and thereby are usually called as values in short. On the other hand, negative values
refer to what are not desirable, and have to be specified as opposed to positive values.
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Axiologists have reminded us that negative values do not imply the mere lack of positive value
(Frondizi, 1971; Allen, 1993). Negative values are ontologically parasitic upon positive values in another
way. Negative values can be defined only in terms of positive values, because they are what obstruct, spoil,
disrupt, harm, reduce, eliminate, or in some other way are opposed and counter to what are of (positive)
values (Allen, 1993). The relation between positive and negative values can be revealed more clearly in
valuation instead of in values themselves, because when people perceive and use such terms as good or
bad, beautiful or ugly, just or unjust, etc. they are making valuations.
It has often been pointed out that polarity in value characteristic implies a break with indifférence
(Frondizi, 1971). People may be just indifferent to some situations. On the other hand, the moment people
attach values to a situation, such indifference is broken and people like it or dislike, accept it or reject it,
seek it or avoid it. In other words, when people attach positive values to a situation, the situation is
attractive to them, and when they attach negative values to the situation, it is aversive to them. In this
valuation process, people in fact are evaluating the consequences of the situation. The relevant positive
values are those values whose realization was, or will be, facilitated by the situation, and the relevant
negative values are those values whose realization was or will be impeded by the situation consequently.
The affective status of a relevant values is indicated by the positive or negative aspect of the value
considered in people's valuations on the situation. The relevant positive values may be viewed as the
rewards of the situation, and the relevant negative values as the costs of the situation in terms of social
exchange theory (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Adams, 1965). The trade-off importance of these rewards and
costs is therefore assumed to determine how attractive or aversive the situation is to the evaluator.
When evaluating a situation itself, people compare the total rewards and costs of the situation, and
the result determines or influence their feelings, attitudes, or even behaviour toward the situation. If the
total rewards are great than the total costs, people will have a positive feeling toward the situation. If the
total costs are great than the total rewards, people will have a negative feeling toward the situation. If the
total rewards are equal to the total costs, people will have an ambivalent feeling toward the situation.
The comparisons between the rewards and costs in the process of valuation does not mean that we
always make valuations rationally. Emotion and limited cognitive capacity are two great factors which
always keep us fi’om making valuations rationally. An angry victim of unfair treatment, for example, may
think only how unjust is the treatment ^ e received and how to restore justice by revenge without
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considering other values such as forgiving, social order or worth of revenge, etc. A person may buy
something s/he does not really need just because s/he sees it is on sale and thinks that s/he can save money
(thrift) if s/he buys it now. When emotion dominates our mind, it also narrows the scope of relevant values
available to be consulted.

Single and Multiple Standards (For Whom)
If values express individual, collective, or both interests, the question arises when people use
values as standards to evaluate a situation; whose interests are involved in the situation? Logically, people
have to perceive whose interests are involved firstly, then they can chose appropriate values to evaluate a
situation. Although people may not verbalize this perception when they make a valuation, they still can
tell whose interests are considered in their valuation without difficulty. This perception has powerful
â.

influence on people's valuation. A non-smoker, for example, may think smoking^cigarette in public place is
an anti-social behaviour because it threatens the public's health, especially his health. A smoker may think
it is his freedom to smoke cigarettes whenever he want even in a public place.
People's perception of whose interests are involved often makes them apply double or even
multiple standards to the same object. A character, an event, or an action may be evaluated in different
ways when it is related to different persons, especially to self and to others. For example, Zavalloni (1980)
reported that French subjects made a negative valuation about individualist when applied to the French:
'lack of social concern and egocentrism' but positive valuation when applied to the self: 'I value my
freedom and independence'.
Two possible reasons why double standards or even multiple standards occur are 'the actorobserver' bias (Jones & Nisbett, 1976) and 'self-serving' bias (Greenberg, Pyszczynski & Solomom, 1982).
The actor-observer bias is a tendency for actors to attribute their own actions to situational factors,
whereas observers tend to attribute the same actions to stable personality dispositions of the actors. In
terms of valuation this means that we use different values to evaluate the same action of different persons.
The self-serving bias refers to a tendency for individuals to make dispositional attributions for their
successes and situational attributions for their failures. 'One of the most fascinating aspects of the social
animal', Aronson (1992) commented, 'is our touching need to see ourselves as good and sensible people —
and how this need ... frequently leads us into performing actions that are neither good nor sensible' (p. 169).
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This need motivates us to engage in making positive valuation about ourselves to protect and maintain our
self-concepts and self-esteem, whereas we sometimes ignore the same need of others and make a negative
valuation about them for the same action.
Another factor that determines how a given situation is evaluated is the relationship between the
evaluator and the person involved in the situation. Take Chinese social behaviour as an example.
According to Hwang (1987) Chinese people generally classify interpersonal relationships into three
categories and interact according to different rules of social exchange.
Affective ties are generally the relationships as ends in themselves, valuable in their own right. The
most important affective ties for an individual in Chinese society are those with his family members. The
principal rule for social interaction within family is the need rule. That is, every family member who has the
ability to work shall do their best and work as hard as possible to obtain various social resources to satisfy
the reasonable needs of themselves and that of their family members. The value emphasized in this rule is
the responsibility for family.
Mixed ties mean the relationships an individual has with acquaintances outside the family including
relatives, neighbours, colleagues, etc. The main rule regulating interaction within these ties is 'renqing'
rule. That is, one has not only to make every attempt to save the other's face, but also to do favours to the
other whence is in trouble. Of course, the recipient shall always repay the favour with gratitude whenever
possible. The value emphasized in this rule is interpersonal harmony and reciprocity.
The third ties are instrumental ties. In this kind of relationship, an individual's motive to interact
with others is to use the relationship as an instrument to achieve his aims, rather than to establish a longlasting relationship with the other. The equity rule directs the social interaction within these ties. The two
parties of interaction would be used to calculate whether they can obtain or maintain their interests with
reasonable costs.
Applying different rules to different relationships is not only pervasive in Chinese society. There is
considerable research on equity and equality in social behaviour (e.g. Greenberg & Cohen, 1982;
Leventhal, 1976) which show that these are common phenomena in the western societies.
Then, when does the single standard happen? It is possible that we would apply single standard to
the persons who have an

relationship with ourselves. In other case, if we can put ourselves in other
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persons’ position and have empathy for their needs we may more possibly apply the same standards to
ourselves and to other persons.

Value Organization and Valuation
When discussing the dimension of value organization, Kluckhohn (1951) pointed out that 'there is
almost always a hierarchical notion to thinking about values: more beautiful than, better than, more
appropriate than' (p.419). Many researchers think that values are hierarchically organized (Katz &
Stotland, 1959; Kluckhohn, 1951; Mukeijee, 1965; Tanaka, 1972; Williams, 1970). Although the exact
form of the hierarchy (e.g., linear or otherwise) remained unresolved, the notion of'prioritizing' values had
been popular.
From the outset Rokeach (1973) assumed that 'through experience and a process of maturation,
we all learn to integrate the isolated, absolute values ... into a hierarchically organized system, wherein
each value is ordered in priority or importance relative to other values’ (p.6). He considered that value
system is like an architect's blueprint. Only that part of the blueprint that is immediately relevant is
consulted, and the rest is ignored for the moment. Different subsets of the value system are activated in
different situations. And the behavioural outcome will be a result of the relative importance of all the
competing values that the situation has activated. The value system is as a 'general plans for conflict
resolution and decision making’.
In brief, there are three problematic assumptions underlying his approach: (1) the hierarchy is
composed of all the values a person has*,(2) the hierarchy is linear and vertical, that is , its structure is a
strict rank-ordering of the importance of values; (3) the hierarchy is fixed, unchanged and valid in any
situation.
To the first point, since the generality of each value is different as discussed above, it is strange to
rank values which are relevant to different situations into one hierarchy. Although Rokeach classified
values into terminal values and instrumental values, and each class forms a hierarchy respectively, still, the
values within each class may be not of the same generality. For example, to rank the values of independent,
clean, and honest (according to Rokeach’s classification, they are all instrumental values) according to their
relative importance is about as meaningful as to rank vanilla ice cream, Chopin, and golf according to the
relative preference to them. Also, it is strange to rank values according to their relative importance while
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their importance may vary in different situations when used as valuation criteria (cf. Table 1.3). The
hierarchy of values is meaningfiil only when all the composed values are relevant to the same given
situation.
The second point precludes the possibility that some values may be of equal importance in a given
situation. In real life we sometimes use two or more equally important values to judge a situation. For
example, the values of good quality and competitive prices are equally important standards to the most
manufacturers. Furthermore, the second point also precludes the possibility that people may experience
conflict when they make a valuation about any situation. According to the second point, because the values
which are activated by the given situation have their own priority in the value hierarchy, the only thing a
person has to do in evaluating the situation is to accept the activated values with higher priority in her/his
value hierarchy. In doing so, the person is unlikely to experience conflict at all. A situation is a dilemma to
us if the choice is difScult to make because the balance of profits and losses seems to be evenly matched.
Translated into the language of values, this means that those values which are supported and those values
which are threatened by the given situation are of equal importance to the evaluator.
Thirdly, if the value hierarchy is unchanged across all situations, a person should have consistent
valuations across situations when the activated values are the same in each given situation. This
proposition is similar to the assumption that there is a stable personality within a person which makes
his/her behaviour or attitude cross-situationally consistent. Bem and Allen (1974) had argued that some of
the people can be predicted some of the time fi-om personality traits, and some of the people can be
predicted some of the time from situational variables. Their argument is equally suitable to valuations.
Consider two values of "behaving politely" and "behaving sincerely" as example. Of course, there
must be some people hold 'politeness first' or 'sincerity first' as principle, and follow their principle to
behave. But for some of the people some of the time they may rank these two values according to the
situational factors. For instance, when people want to say is what you want to hear, the two values may
coexist harmoniously in their valuations about the situation and are of equal importance, therefore they talk
you to politely and sincerely. When people want to say is what you don't want to hear, they may rank
politeness higher than sincerity, so they talk to you politely without mentioning what they want to say
originally. But, if people want to say is what you don't want to hear but must know, they may experience
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conflict and don't know how to talk to you because they evaluate politeness and sincerity as of equal
importance in this situation.
Frondizi's (1971) conclusion can sum up the character of the organization of values: 'The
hierarchy

is the result of a very complex interrelation of values. Such interrelation varies according to

the situation of the subject, his needs and possibilities, his relation to the object and the situation of the
community in which he lives. That is why it is always situational, and has no meaning in the vacuum'
(p. 165).
Some thinkers may worry that without a clear hierarchy of values life becomes a sequence of
reactions to stimuli that are related only in physical or biological terms. However, there is more to the
organization of values than hierarchy. One value is tied to another logically and meaningfiilly. •••At any
rate, values do appear to occur in clusters rather than alone' (Kluckhohn, 1951, p420). Thus, we may
distinguish the organization of a person's value system into two parts: central values and peripheral
values.
Central values refer to those values whose activated importance, no matter how the importance
may vary, remains high in the related situations whenever they are consulted as valuation criteria. It is this
stable quality of a person's central values showing in valuations that makes both the person and the
observer feel that the person has some principles in her/his value system. On the other hand, peripheral
values refer to those values that their activated importance vary from high to low in various related
situations when used as valuation criteria. It is possible that central values have higher generality than
peripheral values, and thereby the former are more often used in a person's daily life than the latter.
However, extensive research is needed to confirm this notion.

Distribution o f Values and Valuations
'Distribution' here means how many people held the same aspects of values or valuations. There
are two aspects of the distribution of values: to a given value (1) how many people hold it in their mind?
and (2) among those people who hold the value, how many hold it as a central value, and how many as a
peripheral value? On the other hand, there are four aspects of the distribution of valuation: in a given
situation (1) how many values are activated and each activated value is held by how many people? (2)
among those who used the same activated values as valuation criteria, how many people regard that the
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situation support (or threaten) each activated values? (3) how important are the activated values to the
situation regarded by the people who use them? and (4) how many people whose results of valuation are
positive (or negative)?
The distribution of values and valuations in all these aspects may range from a single individual to
the whole of humanity. As Kluckhohn and Murray (1948) stated, a man is (a) like all other men; (b) like
some other men; and (c) like no other men. The same is true for the distribution of values and valuations in
all aspects. Three levels of uniqueness in values and valuations according to how many people hold them in
every aspect can be distinguished broadly as follows:
Universal Level. Aspects at this level are held by all, or almost all, mankind because of the
fundamental biological similarities of all human beings and the fact that human existence is invariably a
social existence. They are the least unique and most basic. In the concepts of values, the most obvious
example is the value 'security' which is the most basic need for any individual, family, or nation to survive.
Kluckhohn (1951) has suggested that 'reciprocity', 'truth', and 'beauty' (however differently defined and
expressed in detail) are

other values essential in all societies. In the result of valuation, Kluckhohn

(1951) pointed out that 'no culture fails to put a negative valuation upon killing, indiscriminate lying, and
stealing within the in-group' (p 418)
Collective Level. Aspects of values and valuations at this level are shared with some but not with
all other people. Here, the collective level refers to any combination of people into a group, if only the
members of the group share some aspects of values or valuations, for example, a nation, an ethnic group, a
political party, a business organization, working class, bridge club and so on. The whole area of human
culture belongs to this level. Each culture had its own special history, social structure, and environmental
situation. These factors nourish its own unique values which are shared by most members within the same
culture. "Filial piety', for example, is an unique Chinese cultural value. Confucian tradition had put a great
emphasis on the responsibilities, attitudes, and behaviours of children toward their parents. This may be
unthinkable for the people in the West, where children often reduce relationships with their parents to a
minimum or break them off altogether after having left the parental home (Hofstede, 1991). Similarly,
'salvation' is an important value in Christendom, but is an irrelevant concept in non-Christian culture.
Group values shared by their members of various groups within each society also belong to this
level. There may be some overlap of collective values among different groups within a society. Of course.
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not everyone in the same group internalizes all the collective values in his value system. But, when a
person use collective values as valuation criteria, s/he will expect that other people in the same group
would do the same thing. It is in this expectation that collective values and valuations are shared by the
members in the same group awarely.
Idiosyncratic Level. Aspects at this level are the truly unique part — no two people are
programmed exactly alike. In addition to the universal and collective values, different persons internalize
different values during their different life experiences. For instance, a person who grew up in a stable
environment may regard 'an exciting life' as an attractive value. On the other hand, another person who is
poor may consider 'a comfortable life' as an important goal. Unlike universal values and cultural values, this
part of values is not shared among members of the culture. Sometimes what is valued by one man may be
not valued by another man: one man's meat is another man's poison. There is a personal selection from
limited cultural possibilities, which are, in turn, a selection from a limited number of universal possibilities
(Kluckhohn, 1951).
How to draw dividing lines between individual and collective values or collective and universal
values is an open issue. Certain cultural values may be considered as unique cultural values by its members,
but an empirical study may find that some of them are universal values. Also, when times change, an
idiosyncratic value may become a new collective value, and a collective values may become a new
universal value. The same is true for valuations.
The distribution of broadness of interests served by values need to be considered additionally. In
terms of values, the more extensive that a value serves the group's interests, the more possible that the
value is held by the majority of the group in their value systems. Usually, these kind of values are held as
social norms or cultural values. But this does not mean that the values serve individual's interests are held
by the individual only. It is possible that the broadness of interests served by values at each level ranges
from self to the whole of humanity. For example, Maslow (1954) had proposed that everywhere man has
five hierarchical needs, safety, security, love, self-esteem, and self-actualization. These five needs are
shared as values at the universal level which serve the interest of self. On the other hand, in terms of
valuation, would the broadness of interests change when the same values are used to make valuations in
different situations? Although the semantic meanings of some values such as 'self-respect', 'social order*
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and 'world peace' may assure the broadness o f interests invariable across situations, only empirical research
can give clear answers to this question.
The distribution o f values can be pictured as in Figure 1.2 along the dimensions o f uniqueness and
broadness o f interests. The dotted lines in area o f collective values represent hypothetical groups and the
dashed lines between values represent the indefinite boundaries.

high
Idiosyncratic
Values

'

UNIQUENESS
Collective Values

Universal Values
low
self

significant
others

general
others

the whole
world

BROADNESS OF INTERESTS SERVED BY VALUES
Figure 1.2 Distribution o f values

Dimension o f Explicitness
to

Kluckhohn (1951) proposed this dimension as a continuum without sharp breaks. He referred^an
explicit value as one which is stated verbally by actors, and an implicit value as one which is inferred by
observers fi-om recurrent trends in behaviour, including verbal behaviour. Obviously, this dimension is
describing the activated values used in valuations since values have to be perceived through valuation.
Although an actor's values are often partially or occasionally verbalized by her/him in the process o f
valuation, implicit values can be put into words by the observers and then agreed to, or dissented to, by the
actor.
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1.4 RELATIONS TO ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR

Values and Attitudes
Both value and attitude are part of the makings of mental states and mental processes, but the
concept of attitude has been far more popular than the concept of values in social science. Although social
scientists have paid much more attention to the theory and measurement of attitudes than to the theory and
measurement of values, there is not total consensus among social scientists regarding the definition of
attitude. However, most researchers would agree that a person's attitude represents her/his evaluation of
the properties of an object (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977) and that affect fo r or against is a critical component
of the attitude concept (Mueller, 1986).
Values have been identified with, or strictly related to, attitudes by some researchers because their
functional interconnections. Newcomb, Turner, and Converse (1965), for instance, see values as but
'special cases of the attitude concept' (p.45) and use the value concept only 'informally*. Campbell (1963)
regards the value and attitude concepts to be fimdamentally similar. However, values and attitudes are not
equivalent. They differ basically in their components and generality. As Rokeach (1973) has pointed out,
an attitude refers to an organization of several beliefs around a specific object or situation. A value, on the
other hand, refers to a single belief about what is desirable standard. No matter what range the generality
of a value can apply, a value can be a point of reference for more than one situation. On the other hand, an
attitude is usually a response to a specified object or situation.
Furthermore, there is general agreement that values cause attitudes (Mueller, 1986). Values are
regarded as determinants of attitudes by many researchers; 'attitudes themselves depend on pre-existing
social values' (Allport, 1961, p.802-803); 'attitudes express values' (Watson, 1966, p.215); 'attitudes are
functions of values' (Woodruff^ 1942, p.33). More specifically, an attitude toward an object is a function of
the extent to which that object is perceived to facilitate the attainment of important values. According to
Rosenberg (1965), attitude is a function of (1) 'the rated importance of each value associated with the
object', and (2) 'the rated potency of the object for achieving or blocking the realization of that value'
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(p.367). The components of Rosenberg’s attitude function is similar to the valuation process discussed
above. An attitude is the product of valuation Values give meaning to attitudes.

The Activated Values Model
Values and attitudes are both intervening variables between given situations and responsive
behaviour to the situations. An Activated Values Model is proposed here to describe the relations among
values, attitudes, and behaviour in terms of valuations. Before looking at the relations among values,
attitudes and behaviour, consider the relation between attitudes and behaviour first. Although intuitively it
seems that a person's attitudes can be used to predict how s/he will behave, there are considerable reports
of rather low or non significant relations between attitudes and behaviour. Various researchers have
attempted to resolve these matters by suggesting that behaviour is a function of at least two kinds of
variables — an attitude toward the object and situational factors (Wicker, 1971; Warner & DeFleur,
1969). Indeed, subtle situational variables are strong determinants of our behaviour more often than not
(Aronson, 1992).
What are situational variables? Why are they strong determinants of behaviour? What are the
relations between an attitude toward the object and situational factors? There is few systematic research so
far to answer these questions. An activated values model (Figure 1.3) based on valuation processes is
proposed not only to answer these questions but also to integrate relations among the concept of a
situation, values, attitudes, and intention to act.
The basic pre-requirement to judge whether an attitude is consistent with an overt action is that
both the attitude and action are towa rds am e object. In fact, the specificity of the attitudinal object may
be different from that of the action target. Similarly, the situations in which the attitudinal object is
embedded may be different fi'om the situation in which the action toward the target happens.
The attitudinal objects may include persons, things, events, behaviour, or various combinations of
these four elements in specific, or in general, for instance, attitudes toward one's own grandfather, a
computer. Buddhism, name calling in specific, and attitudes toward older people, technology, religion,
aggression in general, and attitudes toward social welfare (general event) for single mothers (general
persons) in combination and so on. The attitudinal objects may be perceived with or without other
situational factors such as specified time or/and place.
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On the other hand, an action is usually carried out toward a specified target in a specified
situations by an actor. If the elements o f an attitudinal object is general, the target at which the action is
directed is usually a specified representative o f the attitudinal object. These specified conditions would
make the actor expect immediate consequences from outside because o f her/his action. The actor will
evaluate these expected outcomes in order to make her/his decision on action.
Since there are some factors, such as the possible consequences o f an action tow ard the attitudinal
object, which have to be considered by the actor in action but not in attitude because these factors are not
specified in the attitudinal object, the Activated Values Model suggests that there are tw o separate sets o f
valuation processes which lead to the formation o f attitude and action intention, though the latter can be
seen as a special case o f the former with all necessary elements specified. In Figure 1.3, the rectangle with
shadow represents the beginning o f a valuation process; the other rectangles w ithout shadow represent the
major elements o f the valuations; the diamond represents the decision point o f the valuation; and the circle
represents the influential factor on the valuation.
The valuation processes o f attitude and action are similar. The actor's perception about whose
interests are involved may make the actor take different standards for different persons' interests when
approach the same elements o f the valuation object. Once the relevant values are activated, they will be
used to evaluate whether the valuation object will support or threaten them. If they are supported by the
valuation object, they are regarded as reward values, otherwise, as cost values. The result o f comparison
between the importance o f reward values and o f cost values will determine the person's attitude or her/his
action intention.
In the case o f attitude, if reward values outweigh cost values the person will hold positive attitude
toward the object. I f cost values outweigh reward values the person will hold negative attitude tow ard the
object. If the importance o f reward and cost values is about equal, the person's attitude will be in conflict.
The person may shift her/his conflicting attitude to pro- or anti-position later on; or s/he will maintain an
undecided attitude for a while. N ot every object is interesting enough to the person. Sometimes, an object
may be not interesting enough to activate any relevant value within the person's mind. Hence, the person
shows no attitude tow ard the object.
In the case o f action, people who have a pro- or anti-attitude toward the object would initially
have the tendencies to act according to their attitudes, but the final action is determined by their valuations
on the outcomes o f acting in this way. If acting consistently with their attitudes brings more rewards than
costs, people would act in accordance with their attitudes toward the object, otherwise they would not act
according to their attitudes. No m atter people with conflicting attitudes have or have no strong tendencies
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to act in a definite way, their ambivalent feelings will influence their valuations on outcomes of each action.
People who have no attitude toward the object will act only according to their valuations on the outcomes
of each action. If their valuations on action show that the reward and cost are both zero, they would have
no any intention to act toward the object. People whose valuations on action show that the rewards and
costs are equal but not zero would be trapped in conflict and thereby defer their action, or may shift their
intention to other alternatives.
One thing should be bonxin mind that values are expressed in socially acceptable terms. There is
no difiBculty to express the desired of the bright side of human need, such as, friendship, self respect and so
on. On the other hand, it is not always easy to justify the impulse of our dark side of human nature, such as
laziness, greed, anger, foolishness and so on, in terms of values. Viewed form this point, it is possible that
our actions sometimes are not controlled by our rationality. We may sometimes do something that we can
not justify or regard as valuable. A famous example comes from Christian Bible; Paul lamented that 'I don't
do the good I want to do; instead, I do the evil that I do not want to do' (Romans, 7, 19). This part of
human behaviour is beyond the scope of this research but it serves as a remainder of the limitation of the
research on human values and valuations.
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CHAPTER 2

Approaches to Empirical Studies of Values

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Hofstede (1980) has pointed out that any empirical research of human mental programs has to use
forms of behaviour or outcomes of behaviour which are observable phenomena and from which the
constructs that describe mental programs can be inferred. According to him, the behaviour used in research
can be either "provoked" (stimulated by the researcher for the purpose of the research) or "natural" (taking
place or having taken place regardless of the research and the researcher). Also, the behaviour can be
verbal (words) or nonverbal (deeds). The combination of these two classifications leads to four types of
strategies to study human mental programs as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Four Types of Strategies to Study Human Mental Programs
Natural
Provoked
2) Content analysis of speeches, discussions.
Words
1) Interviews
documents
Questionnaires
Projective tests
3) Laboratory experiments
Field experiments
Source: adapted from Hofstede, 1980, p. 17.

Deeds

4) Direct observation
Use of available descriptive statistics

Since the phenomena of value are the major part of human mental programs, these four strategies
are also applicable to the empirical research of values. In fact. Cell 2 and 4 measurements were adopted by
many sociologists and anthropologists to study values (see Zavalloni's review, 1980), but the most
frequently used strategies in empirical value studies were those in Cell 1, especially paper-and-pencil
"instruments". However, Cell 3 measurements of values are rare in the literature because the concept of
value is so highly abstract that it resists the manipulation in experiments.
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Value research using Cell 2 and 4 measurements have to rely on experts (e.g. anthropolo^sts or
sociologists) to judge

whether something reflects a value or not. Cultural anthropologists as well as

sociologists, who are observers of other's or their own society, have often provided descriptions of its
values by relying essentially on their own analytical powers. No matter how objective the experts tried to
be, their own values and personal limitation may affect their judgement, therefore the results would not
necessarily represent subjects' values. Moreover, studies of this kind were often focused on general cultural
values, but, general cultural values are not necessarily also the personal values held by an individual (Smith,
1969).
In contrast, data from Cell 1 measurements speak more for themselves and take less subjective
interpretation from the researcher than those from Cell 2, 3, or 4 measurements. Also, compared to other
strategies. Cell 1 measurements are the easiest, and not surprisingly, are the most frequently used.
Moreover, if we consider Kluckhohn's (1951) discussion about values as conceptions, it seems that
questionnaire is a suitable instrument to measure values. Kluckhohn argued that since values are
conceptions they should be always potentially expressible in rational language by actor as well as by
observer. Although actor's values are often inchoate or incomplete, values remain as conception in the
sense that they are abstract and generalized notions which can be put into words by the observer and then
agreed to or disagreed to by the actor. Researchers of values are one kind of observers who can put their
observation into words in a questionnaire and then confirm or disconfirm it from subjects (the actors). For
all these reasons, this chapter therefore concentratermainly on Cell 1 measurements of values.
Questionnaires designed to measure values abound in the social science literature, but not many of
them measure general values; Most of them measure only few dimensions of values such as achievement,
occupational, religious, and other unidimensional values. A problem common to authors of value
questionnaires is proper specification of the universe from which value items are to be sampled (Levitin,
1968). Only few authors provided a clear theoretical fire w o rk to construct value questionnaires.
A value research which provided both theoretical framework and questionnaire usually has strong
influence on other researchers' work. For this reason four major value studies will be examined first. They
cover the whole period during which values have been an issue in social psychology, and around each a
considerable application has grown up. They have contributed a major part of the empirical foundation of
the subject (Kitwood, 1974).
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The four studies treat values in different ways, which reflect three different approaches to study
values empirically : (1) Allport et al., and Morris associated values with different types of personality,
therefore were classified as the personality approach; (2) Anthropologists like C. Kluckhohn, F. Kluckhohn
and Strodtbeck adopted the cultural approach in which the major concern was cultural values; (3) A
conceptually and operationally integrated approach was proposed by Rokeach.

2.2 PERSONALITY APPROACH

The Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey Study o f Values
An early landmark in psychological analysis of values was the publication of the English
translation of Spranger's (1928) Types o f Men. Spranger contended that the individual's predominant value
orientation structured his/her personality, and values could be clustered into systems representing types of
men whose personality manifestations tended to be theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, or
religious. The theoretical person has intellectual interests, his/her major pursuit being the discovery of
truth. The economic person has a practical nature and is interested in that which is useful. The aesthetic
person looks for form and harmony in the world, each experience being judged according to grace,
symmetry, or fitness. The social person values others and is altruistic and philanthropic. The political
person is one who seeks power, influence, and renown. The religious person values unity above all else and
is mystical, seeking communion with the cosmos.
Allport and Vernon (1931) translated Spranger's philosophical view into empirical value study.
They established the instrument Study o f Values to measure "the relative prominence of six basic interests
or motives in personality" (Allport et al., 1960, p.3).
The first version of the Study of Values was published in 1931 and was revised in 1951 and again
in 1960. The test content, however, has not changed since 1951. The 1960 version consists of two parts.
Part I comprises 30 questions, each of which provides

two alternative answers. Respondents are

required to indicate the strength of their preference by distributing three points between the two
alternatives (3 to one and 0 to the other, or 2 to one and 1 to the other). In part II, respondents are asked
15 questions and are required to rank the four alternative answers to each question fi-om the most
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preferred to the least preferred. Scores for each value are obtained by summing item scores and adding or
subtracting correction figures provided on the last page of the test booklet. The corrections are made in
order to equalize the popularity of the six values, giving each a mean of 40.
The Study of Values stands as one of the most popular measures of human values (Braithwaite &
Scott, 1991). It represented the first, and for a long time the only, procedure available for the study of
personal values (Zavalloni, 1980). Since its first publication in 1931 the Study of values has received
widespread, sometimes uncritical, usage. Dukes (1955), in reviewing the psychological studies of values up
to 1955, found that the large majority of investigators employed the Study of Values to study individual
différences in values. Although a number of standardized tests of value were available at that time, the
m^or tests were refinements of the Allport-Vernon Study of Values (see Dufiy's review, 1940).
However, although the items of the Study of Values measure what are desired by individual, the
six types are not values per se. Actually they are six defined areas of interests. As such, the instrument
serves to provide an description of the relative distribution of interest energy in these six areas, and the
resulting scores have been proven to be a kind of pervasive, enduring, and above all, generalized
personality (Cantril & Allport, 1933; Dufiy, 1940). Even if we know a person's relative interests in these
six areas, it is still not clear what desirable end states and modes of conduct does s/he hold in each area. It
would be inappropriate to assume that every thing related to a high interested area is important to the
subject and those related to a low interested area unimportant.

Morris's Ways to Live
Allport (1963) acknowledged only Morris's study and his own in the value area as psychological
investigations merit report. Morris's (1956) empirical research on values is in fact directly derived fi’om his
own philosophical work. He discerned three aspects of values. Operative values refer to the actual
direction of preferential behaviour toward one kind of object rather than another. Conceived values involve
the preferential bdtaviour directed by an anticipation of foresight of the outcome of such behaviour. Object
values are concerned with what is preferable regardless of whether it is in fact preferred or conceived as
preferable; their stress are upon the properties of the object. Ifis empirical research is primarily a study of
one kind of conceiveJvalue, i.e., a study of conceptions of the good life.
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Morris (1956) adopted several steps to classify the conceptions of the good life, and to construct a
coiresponding measure. Firstly, he distinguished three basic components of the human personality, which
were labelled as "dionysian” (release and indulgence of existing desires), "promethean" (active tendency to
manipulate and to remake the world), and "buddhistic" (self-regulation by holding in check the desires). He
suggested that individuals differed in the relative strength of these three components and that the
differences expressed themselves culturally in various religions, ethical systems, types of art, and
philosophies. Then, he combined the three basic components to produce seven different ways to live with
different strength of each component in each way to live. Because a substantial number of college students
did not find the original seven Ways to their liking, a further six were added overtime, resulting in thirteen
Ways to Live for evaluation. The essence of each way is shown below:
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way

1: preserve the best that man has attained
2: cultivate independence of people and things
3: show sympathetic concern for others
4: experience festivity and solitude in alternation
5: act and enjoy life through group participation
6: constantly master changing conditions
7: integrate action, enjoyment, and contemplation
8: cultivate capacity for simple enjoyment
9: attain joy and peace through receptivity
10: control unruly impulses
11 : cultivate the self through the contemplative life
12: use body energy for daring deeds
13: cultivate humility and closeness to persons and nature.
Each way is described in a paragraph (between 100 and 150 words). The paragraphs are simply

labelled as Way 1 to Way 13. After reading each paragraph, the respondent rates the way on a seven-point
scale fi’om 7 (like it very much) through 1 (dislike it very much). After rating each of the 13 Ways to Live,
respondents are asked to rank them according to how much they like them.
The Ways to Live covered a broad range of value concepts and has been designed to incorporate
non-Westem philosophies of life, thereby it has earned praise through its pioneering contribution to
studying values across cultures. This instrument is particularly useful in con^aring value differences among
distinct social groups, and has been used in extensive cross-cultural research. However, the paragraphs or
Ways have been regarded as overly complex. Each Way contains too many ideas which do not form a
coherent whole (Dempsey & Dukes, 1966; Gorlow & Barocas, 1965). Dempsey and Dukes (1966) have
prepared a revised and shortened form of the Ways to Live that may overcome some of its problems.
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One critical problem underlying the personality approach is the possible inconsistency between
values and personality. This approach associate values with personality, but there is no guarantee that
people with the same type of personality (represented by the types of values) would have the same other
values all the time. Winthrop (1959) has criticized Morris' work on this point.
Both personal experience and recorded history remind us that there are individuals of
different characters or different temperaments who declare themselves for identical
conceived values and that such individuals in turn are generally divisible into those who
pursue the same operative values and those who do not. Even more forcefully experience
drives home the lesson that people who declare themselves for different conceived values
sometimes exhibit similarities in character and temperammt and sometimes sharp
differences, and that different subgroups among theses will include some who share the
same operative values and who do not (Winthrop, 1959, p. 32).

2.3 CULTURAL APPROACH
Anthropologists have contributed enormously to the study of values through their examination of
cultural patterns and life styles. However, some definitions of value in this approach, such as the essential
core of culture (Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952), the unconscious system of meanings (Sapir, 1949), and the
cultural themes (Opler, 1954), were "too particularized to single cultures to permit systematic comparisons
between cultures, and at the same time, too grossly generalized to allow for the analysis of the variations
within cultures" (Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck, 1961, p.3). To approach the problems of cultural variations
systematically, C. Kluckhohn (1956), F. Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) stressed the need for more
consideration of the universal aspects of cultures.
C. Kluckhohn shifted anthropological thinking away fi'om the view that all cultures are relative.
He argued that despite wide differences in customs, there are certain fundamental human values common
to all of the diverse cultures of the world (Kluckhohn, 1951). He assumed that in a given culture, basic
values are dependent upon that culture's conception of the ultimate nature of things (Kluckhohn, 1956).
Based on this assumption he developed an universal analytic scheme that can be applied to systematic
comparisons of value-emphasis in different cultures. The scheme includes three clusters of dichotomies: (1)
Man and Nature (2) Man and Man (3) both Nature and Man Each dichotomy contains a set of binary
opposition r^resenting value emphases. To test the fitness of his classification scheme for the crosscultural comparisons of values, C. Kluckhohn relied on the judgement of anthropologists familiar with
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different features of the cultures studied. The empirical problem remained as to how to determine the
specific value emphases of a culture fi'om subjects' rather than researchers' viewpoint.

Variations in Value Orientations
Expanding C. Kluckhohn's work, F. Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) developed a set of value
orientations and employed it to build a theory of cultural variation. These value orientations concern a
limited number of common human problems for which all people at all times must find some solution. The
authors believed that cultures are limited in the number and variety of possible solutions, and that all
alternatives of all solutions are present in all societies at all times but are differentially preferred. The value
orientations involve five aspects of human life; each contains three alternative solutions (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck Value-Orientations Model
Orientation
Alternative
Evil
Human Nature
Mixed

Good

Person/Nature

Subjugation to Nature

Harmony with Nature

Mastery over Nature

Time Sense

Past

Present

Future

Activity

Being

Being-in-Becoming

Doing

Social Relations

Lineal

Collateral

Individualism

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck assessed these orientations through an individual interview in which 22
questions were asked. Each question contained a postulated situation representing one orientation, and
two or three alternative responses to the situation. Interviewees were instructed to indicate preferred
response by rank-ordering the alternative responses for each of the postulated situations. The social
relations orientation was represented by seven questions, and the person/nature orientation, the time sense
orientation and the activity orientation each by five questions. Thus, within each question, responses
pertaining to a single alternative were ipsatively administered, yielding total scores on alternatives within
each mientation that were ipsative. This scoring procedure followed fi'om theoretical assumptions, rather
than fi'om empirical evidence concerning mutual exclusiveness of the alternatives.
Because the content of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's questions was appropriate mainly for a
peasant population, its continued use in the original form is unlikely. However, their theoretical model has
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a long history in the social science and counselling literature. The Model has been used (a) in developing
instruments (Platt, 1985; Triandis et al., 1985; Carter & Helms, 1990; Ibrahim & Kahn, 1987; Szapocznik
et al., 1978a); (b) in describing cultural differences (Trimble, 1976); (c) in developing culturally sensitive
treatment approaches (Szapocznik et al., 1978b); (d) in outlining psychotherapy effectiveness across
cultures (Ibrahim, 1985; Sue & Sue, 1990); and (e) in studying culture-specific value preferences (Carter
& Helms, 1987, 1990).

2.4 ROKEACH VALUE SURVEY
Rokeach has been the dominant figure in value research since his work first appeared, because his
work provided the conceptual and operational synergy that had been eluding value research for so long
(Braithwaite & Scott, 1991). Rokeach (1973) defined value construct as a special class of enduring beliefs
concerning modes of conduct (instrumental values) and end-states of existence (terminal values) that
transcend specific objects and situations and that are personally and socially preferable to an opposite
mode of conduct or end-state of existence. He also declared that a value system is an enduring
organization of values along a continuum of relative importance. Based on these arguments, Rokeach
constructed an instrument, Rokeach Value Survey (RVS), to measure people's value systems.
The RVS consists of two value lists: one includes eighteen instrumental values, the other eighteen
terminal values. The values were selected largely on an intuitive basis after reviewing the American
literature on values and personality traits and interviewing American individuals. Each value was assessed
only by a single item which contained one- or two-word in a heading (e.g., FREEDOM) and then one or
two phrases in a bracket followed (e.g., independence, fi-ee choice). Values within each list were
alphabetized. The respondent is asked to rank order each list of values in terms of their relative importance
as guiding principles in life by rearranging the gummed labels, on each of which printing a value, to form a
single rank order (Form D), or by writing down rank orders alongside values (Form E). Thus, the data
fi’om each value list are ipsative, i.e., information is provided only on the relative and not absolute
importance of values within each value list. However, a number of statistical options exist for analyzing
data fi'om the RVS: median ranks for individual values within a group, conversion of ranks to Z scores.
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similarity of value systems at the individual level (Spearman's p), and similarity of value systems at the
group level (Spearman's p).
According to Rokeach (1973), the RVS "was designed to serve as an all-purpose instrument for
research on human values (p.51)". It is also economical to administer to individuals and groups, from 10 to
20 minutes for Form D and from 15 to 30 minutes for Form E. Rokeach had no doubt that his value
measure would be popular in all the social science disciplines. He even warned that the popularity of his
measure may show the danger of A^diat Kaplan (1964) called as law o f the instrument. "Give a small boy a
hammer, and he will find that everything he encounters needs pounding (p.28)". Indeed, the RVS has
gained widespread acceptance and use in the social sciences as an easily administered measure of human
value systems.

2.5 COMPARISON OF FOUR VALUE INSTRUMENTS
There have been few attempts to compare the use of different value instruments on the same
subjects. Since most value instruments are quite different from each other theoretically and therefore
empirically, if more such comparative assessments were made, the results would be rather inconclusive and
confusing.

For example, Morris (1956) had demonstrated that though there were certain significant

correlation between scores of the Ways to Live and those of the Study of Value, the pattern approximated
to what would be expected by chance. However, there are still some dimensions that we can use to
compare what these different value measures have achieved.

L Conceptions o f the Desirable
According to the discussion in the chapter one, a unifying theme about values Is that values are
pertinent to the desirable instead of merely the desired, and because the abstractness of values, they are
defined as the conceptions of the desirable. In spite of this unifying at the conceptual level, convergence in
empirical value research did not follow. As C. Kluckhohn (1951) had pointed out, there are three
fundamental types of experiencing: what is or is believed to be (existential); what I and/or others want
(desire); what I and/or others o u ^ t to want (the desirable). Although these three types of experiencing are
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conceptually distinct at the analytical level, they are intimately related and interdependent. In such case, it
is not surprised to find that beliefs, the desired , and the desirable are mixed up in many value instruments.
At least two aspects can be examined if a value questionnaire do really measure "conceptions of
the desirable". First, the content of the questionnaire should concern about what are desirable goals instead
of what are desired in a relative short term. Rokeach (1973) gave a clear criterion on this aspect:
"preferences that do not implicate modes of behaviour or end-states of existence ... would not qualify as
conceptions of the desirable" (p. 10). Second, since values refer to what is desirable to one and not what
one desires or what one believes, the instruction of the value questionnaire should instruct respondents to
response the content along an evaluation dimension such as ^praising the content in terms of importanceunimportance, goodness-badness, rightness-wrongness, or oughtness instead of likeness-dislikeness or
true-false. Now we turn to examine these four value instruments on these two aspects.
What the Allport, Vemon, and Lindzey Stmfy o f Values measures are personal interests,
preferences, beliefs, choice and behavioural intentions, with fewer than 20% of items tapping conceptions
of the desirable (Braithwaite & Scott, 1991).
The content of Morris' Ways to Live concerns about what is good life, which implicates end-states
of existence and thus is qualified as conceptions of the desirable; but its instructions ask respondents to
evaluate the ways in terms of liking-dislikipg which makes the Ways to Live has more to do with the
desired than the desirable.
The content of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck Value Orientations implies possible end-states of
existence or modes of conduct to crucial human problems which all societies have to face and it ask
people's preferences toward these possible solutions. Rokeach (1973) criticized the Value Orientations to
be far removed fi’om what is ordinarily meant by a "conception of the desirable": "A person may indeed
believe that man is subjugated to nature but this circumstance does not necessarily imply that he has a
value for 'subjugation to nature,' that he believes such a state of affairs to desirable, or that man 'ought to
be subjugated to nature" (p. 22). Obviously, Rokeach reckoned that what the Value Orientations measured
were beliefs, but this is not the case. If the instrument assesses people's beliefs, it should ask people
whether they think the content is true or false or whether they agree with the content or not. Since the
to

Value Orientations ask people^rank alternative responses in order of preference to each story which
represents one of separate dimensions, the evaluation process should qualify what the instrument assesses
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as the conception of the desirable instead of the existential. However, there is one dimension which
concerns the existential more than the desirable and which is the dimension of human nature (evil, good, or
neither), but it was not included in the original instrument.
Rokeach's Value Survey fulfilled both criteria in content and instructions as measuring
conceptions of the desirable.

2. Scope o f Value Domain
Braithwaite and Scott (1991) commented that most enqiirical values research before Rokeach's
was unable to specify the elements of the value domain to ensure systematic item sampling. However,
Allport et al, Morris, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck did specify the elements of the value domain very clearly,
and this clear specification made them sample items systematically to cover each elements. Allport et al
specified six types of personality as the elements of the value domain, Morris three basic personality and
their combinations, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck five universal problems with three solutions to each
problem. On the other hand, Rokeach only classified values roughly into two categories, either mode of
conduct or end-state of existence. This fact made the item selection of RVS difficult to be systematic, and
indeed it has been criticized on the grounds of arbitrariness and subjectivity (Jones et al., 1978; Keats &
Keats, 1974; Kitwood & Smithers, 1975; Lynn, 1974). Even Rokeach himself admitted that the whole
procedure for selecting items is "an intuitive one" (1973, p30).
However, the elements specified in Allport et al, Morris, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s work
confine the scope of value domain. Few dimensions have been measured in their instruments with little
justification for why these dimensions were the most important. Moreover, there was no overlap among
these dimensions. This means that they measured different aspects of values. When their foUowCTS revised
their instruments, they can only work

within the specified dimensions and cannot add additional

dimensions. In daily use of the term "value" the scope of value domain is not limited to these few
dimensions.
Rokeach's two categories of values broaden the scope of value domain. The whole domain of
mode of conduct and end-state of existence may be boundless, and what researches need to do is to find
out which are desirable within this domain. Although Rokeach's item sampling is intuitive, Braithwaite and
Law (1985), using semi-structured interviews to obtain a more comprehensive coverage of the universe of
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content, concluded that Rokeach's item sampling was basically sound. Some following researchers, such as
Braithwaite and Law (1985), Schwartz and Bilsky (1987), based on the work of Rokeach, have
contributed new items to represent the facets which were not considered in the RVS and hence provided
value instruments which have more comprehensive and representative coverage of the value domain.
Viewed from Rokeach's framework, the contents of the Ways to Live and the Value Orientations
show that the items of Ways to Live are about some possibly desirable end-states of existence, and the
items of the Value Orientations are about some possibly desirable end-states of existence and modes of
conduct. Rokeach's framework can include both Morris, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's work, and within this
framework both their work represents different aspects of the value domain. The work of Allport et al is
mainly about what is desired (personal interests), therefore it can not be induded into Rokeach's
framework.

3. Researchers' vs. Respondents' Views on What Values Are
It is not always congruent between researchers' classification schemes and what respondents
perceive in fact. Although there is a link between abstract value orientations as defined by cultural
anthropologists or philosophers and the experiences of people in their everyday life (Zavalloni, 1980), the
limiW scope of value domain in value measures has increased the possible incongruence between
researchers' thinking and respondents' experiences. For example, a substantial number of college students
did not find the original seven Ways to Live which derived from Morris' three basic personality types
directly to their liking, therefore a further six Ways were added over time based on respondents'
suggestions.
Because the content had been determined in the value dimensions proposed by Allport et al,
Morris, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, the only thing to construct a measure is to find some items which can
express the essential meaning of these dimensions. This way to build a measure is researcher-centred,
because they supposed that their value classification schemes are so complete in themselves that they did
not bother to check if respondents would consider these classification schemes as values.
On the other hand, Rokeach's classification of values, terminal and instrumental values, is more
open which did not predetermine the content of his measure directly, and therefore the way of building and
revising his measure can be not so researcher-centred. Recruiting items from the potential respondents was
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part of Rokeach's strategy to construct the Value Survey. Thirty graduate students in psychology and a
representative sample of about 100 adults to tell what terminal values they possessed after the notion of
terminal values had been explained to them (Rokeach, 1973). Braithwaite and Law (1985) interviewed a
community sample to develop a revised Value Survey. In doing so, the measures are more close to
people's daily thinking about values.

4. Application o f Value Measures
Since "the concept of values supplies a point of convergence for the various specialized social
sciences, and is a key concept for integration with the study in humanities" (Kluckhohn, 1951, p.389), it is
not surprising to find that values have been connected to everything, from individual differences to cultural
differences. Studies which applied the four value measures and linked values to various variables are
classified in Table 2.3 as examples.
Originally, Morris' and Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's approaches were intended for cross-cultural
comparisons of values. The value dimensions proposed in these approaches were assumed to be universal
categories which were supposed to be meaningful in every culture, therefore their value measures are
mainly used to explore cultural differences or cultural characteristics in these value dimensions. Few
studies were focused on the relationship between values and individual variables such as sex, personality,
social status and so on.
By contrast, the Study of Values was not designed as an instrument for cross-cultural research.
Although the Study of Values stands with the Rokeach Value Surv^ as the most popular measures of
human values, its major applications were confined to explore individual differences in values within one
culture, especially in the United States. Because some items of the Study of Values are culture bound (e.g.,
who do you think is a more important historical character: Socrates or Abraham Lincoln?). This makes it
unsuited for cross-cultural research. However, the classification of six interests seems to be valid for most
societies. The measure has been applied to a few cross-cultural studies of values with some modification to
its culture-bounded items.
Because Rokeach is an American, and his measure was designed and tested in the United States,
some researchers regard the RVS as inappropriate for cross-cultural research (e.g. Hofstede & Bond,
1984; Lee, 1991). On the other hand, Ng and eight other researchers (Ng et al., 1982) in nine Asian and

Table 2.3 Variables That Are Linked with Values by Application o f Four Value Measures
Comparisons within one society
Characteristics of one whole cultural group
(individual differences in values)
Taiwanese students (Chiu, 1967; Wu,1984)
Body & personality type (Coffin, 1944; Smith, 1949)
Study of Values
Religion (Pugh, 1951)
Allport, Vemon, &
Major academic interest (Barrett, 1945;Triplett, 1935)
Lindzey (1960)
Intelligence (Pintner,1933)
Academic achievement (Rothney,1936; Schaefer, 1936)
Vocational interests (Arsenian,1943; Duffy & Crissy,1940)
Friendship & marriage (Precker,1952; Schooley,1936)
Happiness & adjustment (Wheatley & Sumner, 1946)

Comparisons between two or more cultural
groups (cross-cultural research)
USA, Chinese, Japanese students (Rodd,1959)

Ways to Live
Morris (1956)

Body & personality type (Morris, 1956)

Arab students (Prothro, 1958)
Taiwanese students (Yang, 1972)
USA students: 1950-1970
(Morris & Small, 1971)

USA, Indian, Chinese, Canadian, Norwegian, &
Japanese students (Morris, 1956)
USA, Indian, & Chinese students (Singh et al.,
1962)

Value Orientations
Kluckhohn &
Strodtbeck (1961)

Racial identity (Carter & Helms, 1990)

Palestinian modernity (Sutcliffe, 1974)
Japanese generation (Caudill & Scarr, 1962)
Trinidadian social class (Lengermann, 1971)

5 cultural groups in USA (Kluckhohn &
Strodtbeck, 1961)
White American vs other cultural groups
(Chandler, 1971; Graves, 1976; Szapocznik et
al., 1978a; Carter, 1990)

The Value Survey
Rokeach (1973)

Religion (Brown & Lawson, 1980)
Politics (Billig & Cochrane, 1979; Jones, 1982)
Occupation (Pedro, 1984; Vecchiotti & Korn, 1980)
Education (Feather, 1970, 1971)
Conservatism (Feather, 1979; Joe et al.,1981)
Protestant ethic (Feather, 1984)
Work related beliefs (Fumham,1987)
Interpersonal perception & behavior (Feather, 1980)
Adjustment (Feather, 1975)
Volunteering behavior (Raymond & King, 1973)
Social activism (Thomas, 1986)
Preventive health (Kristiansen, 1985)
Consumer behavior (Munson, 1984)

USA adults (Rokeach, 1973)
Taiwaness students (Appleton, 1970, 1979)

9 Asian & Pacific countries (Ng et al, 1982)
Papuan & Australian students (Feather &
Hutton, 1973)
Australian & Chinese students (Feather, 1986)
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Pacific countries have tentatively suggested that the values listed on the RVS were so fimdamental that
they could be considered universal categories. Nevertheless, the Rokeach Value Survey has been used
extensively both in the United States and other countries to measure the value hierarchies of individuals
and groups who vary on a number of attitudinal and behavioural dimensions, to assess the relationship
between values-attitudes and values-behaviour, and in cross-cultural research.

5. Ranking vs. Rating scales
Among these four measures only Morris' Ways to Live uses the rating scale, the other three use
the ranking scales. A drawback of the rating scales is their susceptibility to problems of response sets,
especially when applying to highly desirable value items. On the other hand, the data produced by the
ranking scales are ipsative, so that the researcher learns only of the relative and not absolute strength of
each value. A more close examination on this issue will be addressed in the next chapter.

In conclusion, these comparisons explain part of reasons why the Rokeach Value Survey has been
the dominant measure used in empirical values research since it appeared. By defining values as either
modes of conduct or end-states, Rokeach was able to build on a more representative and comprehensive
content in his measure that is closer to people's daily thinking and that moved beyond the content covered
by the previous value measures. Moreover, his formulation of values has done much to bridge the gap
between other approaches that in the past have appeared to have little in common. Overall, Rokeach's
work has offered clarity and order at the conceptual level (Braithwaite & Scott, 1991), and it becomes
probably the most commonly used measure of values (Crosby et al., 1990).

2.6 STRUCTURAL APPROACH
Because the influence of Rokeach's work has been so powerfiil that some studies which are
intended to explore the nature of values focus on the structure of values based on Rokeach's work instead
of proposing another totally different formulation of values. These studies can be classified into three types
according to their association with Rokeach's work:
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1. Factor Structure o f the RVS.
Considerable effort has been devoted to investigating the factor structure of the Rokeach Value
Survey (e.g. Dwyer, 1974; Feather, 1988; Feather & Peay, 1975; Heath & Fogel, 1978; Maloney & Katz,
1976; Rokeach, 1973). The major motivation of these studies was to uncover the interrelationship among
values and to analyze the RVS critically. Overall, there is disagreement among researchers regarding the
dimensions underlying the 36 values of the RVS. All regard their solutions as interpretable, but salient item
loadings on factors tend to be either too low or too few to give one confidence in the interpretations.
However, five elements which are not consistent in every study are possible to reinforce the disagreement
of the findings. They are:
1) sample used. Gorsuch ( 1970) has commented that "the way in which a person separates values
into instrumental and terminal reflects his own value structure" (p. 139). It is possible that different people
HS-vfe their own different value structures.
2) item presenting sequence. Respondents rank 18 terminal values first then 18 instrumental
values in the usual procedure of the RVS. Because the two sets values are ranked separately this procedure
pre-assumes that value systems can be divided into meaningful categories labelled terminal and
instrumental. To challenge this assumption. Heath and Fogel (1978) presented the 36 values in random
order to respondents and askcJ them to rate all the values together. They obtained 8 factors instead of two
from their data, and therefore concluded that two categories lack construct validity.
3) score type: ranking or rating. In the original procedure of the RVS, subjects are asked to rank
the values in order of importance for self. The ordinal data fi"om this procedure are analyzed either by
factor analysis with caution that the data do not satisfy the assumption of complete independence when
statistical comparisons are made across individuals (Rokeach, 1973; Dwyer, 1974), or by non-parametric
statistics (e.g.. Feather & Peay, 1975). Some researchers ask subjects to rate each value for importance tp
self^ so that they can obtain interval data which allow parametirc analyses directly.
4) joint or separate analysis. Rokeach (1973) brought the whole 36 value scores into the analysis
of structure. He has his followers. Feather and Peay (1975) argued since respondents rank the 18 terminal
and 18 instrumental values separately, it is not appropriate to include all 36 values in an analysis of
structure. In doing so one assumes, for example, that a terminal value ranked 1 in the terminal set by a

Table 2.4 Comparison o f Studies on Factor Structure o f the RVS

Item presenting
sequence
18 tenninal values
then 18 instmmental
values

Score
type
rank

Analysis
type
joint

Statistical
method
factor analysis

Interpretable
factors
7 bipolar

Main
conclusion
The 36 values could not safely be
reduced to a smaller number of values.

195 Australian
farmers

ditto

rank

joint

factor analysis

7 bipolar

The 7 factors are remarkably similar to
the factors described by Rokeach
<1973).

Feather &
Peay (1975)

548 & 530 Australian
college students

ditto

rank

joint

multidimensional
scaling analysis

5 bipolar

It is unlikely to reduce the set of values
to a smaller number.

Feather &
Peay (1975)

ditto

ditto

rank

separate

multidimensional
scaling analysis

T; 4 bipolar
I: 4 bipolar

The dimensions partially overlap the
factors reported by Rokeach (1973).

Heath &
Fogel (1978)

114 USA college
students

36 randomly
ordered values

rate

joint

factor analysis

8 unipolar

No empirical rationale exists for the
division of values into two categories:
terminal & instrumental.

Feather
(1988)

444 Australian
college students

18 instrumental
values only

rate

separate

factor analysis

I; 3 unipolar

The 3 factors are similar to some of the
dimensions in the study of Schwartz &
Bilsky (1987).

rate

separate

confirmatory
factor analysis

T; 1 bipolar
2 unipolar
I: 3 unipolar

It is possible to develop more
parsimonious and more generalizable
value models.

Author
Rokeach
(1973)

Sample
1409 USA adults

Dwyer
(1974)

418 USA adults
18 terminal values
Crosby,
Bitner, &
then 18 instrumental
Gill (1990)
values
Note. T = terminal values; I = instrumental values
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respondent must be "close to" an instrumental value that s/he also ranked 1 in the instrumental set, etc. But
the two values might have been separated by the respondent had s/he been given the opportunity of
ranking all 36 values together. Feather and Peay therefore conducted two separate analyses, one involving
18 terminal values alone the other 18 instrumental values alone. They have their followers too.
5)

statistical method. Crosby, Bitner and Gill (1990) reckoned that the disagreement of findings is

due to the arbitrary assumptions underlying exploratory factor analysis. They proposed three unipolar
dimensions for instrumental values and one bipolar two unipolar dimensions for terminal values, and
confirmed their suggestion with confirmatory factor analysis. They conclude that the RVS can be reduced
to a more parsimonious model, and this conclusion is quite opposite to some others'. Will more
sophisticate statistical method provide more confident result? More repeating studies will tell.
A comparison of these studies is summarized in Table 2.4.

2 Universal Dimensions o f Values
While the first type of studies were searching the value structure within one culture mostly with
American subjects, this second type of studies explored the possible universal value dimensions among
different cultures in order to map cultural variation along these fundamental dimensions. To meet the
statistical requirement and to claim confidently that the findings are universal, the studies have to include a
sufGcient number of cultures instead of simply two culture comparisons. It is not surprising that very few
multicultural studies of values have been done (Zavalloni, 1980). Of those available, most are theorydriven (e.g., the work of Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck, 1961), and hence impose a priori groupings on the
results. The few remaining adopted the atheoretical approach, using statistical methods for determining the
underlying value dimensions in order to "avoid premature foreclosure on our conceptual options" (Bond,
1988, p. 1010). The focus of this section is the latter approach.
In any atheoretical approach data are usually collected fi"om individuals within each society, such
as responses on questionnaires. The society units in these approach were usually referred to different
countries. There are three ways to bring these data into statistical methods;
1). Within-society analyses. The same statistical methods are applied to each society; individual
data belonging to the same society are brought into the analysis together. Comparing the results of each
society will reveal the universal aspects among all societies and the unique parts of each culture. Although
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it is precisely these findings of within-society analyses which are of interest from a cultural viewpoint,
almost no athecwetical studies of values conducted in this way.
One exception is Morris's (1956) study. He administered the Ways to Live to male college
students in United States, India and China. Three factor analyses were made based on each country's data.
Morris reported a five-factor solution for American data; (1) Social restraint and self-control, (2)
Enjoyment and progress in action, (3) Withdrawal and self-sufiBciency, (4) Receptivity and sympathetic
concern, and (5) Self-indulgence. A similar solution was reported for Indian data. There were slight but
explicable variations in the finding resulting from Chinese data. Morris (1956) concluded the five
dimensions as universal dimensions by using a musical metaphor: "it is as if persons in various cultures
have in common five major tones in the musical scales on which they compose different melodies" (p. 185).
However, data from only three nations and male subjects are not sufficient enough to support his
conclusion.
2). Between-society analysis. The statistical analysis is based on the mean scores of the variables
for each society or on percentages in the case of yes-no variables. The findings of between-society
relations are not at all the same as the within-society relations (Hofstede, 1980). And because the analysis
of data is at the societal level, its results have no necessary parallels with individual level relations (Bond,
1988).
Hofstede's (1980) study is a remarkable example of treating data in this way. He performed a
comparative study of work-related values which covered a large number o f nations (cultures). He
administered his work-related value measure to over 100,000 employees of different subsidiaries of a large
multinational business corporation in 40 nations. Hofstede used the standardized means of each items from
each culture to perform factor analysis, and he named this procedure as ecological factor analysis. He
obtained four cultural-level dimensions: (1) Power distance, (2) Uncertainty avoidance, (3) Individualism,
(4) Masculinity.
Ng et al (1982) administered a modified version of the Rokeach Value Survey to psychology
students in nine Asian and Pacific countries. They subjected the data to a discriminate analysis at the
culture-level that yielded four discriminate functions. To validate Hofstede's four dimensions, Hofstede and
Bond (1984) reanalyzed Ng et al's data for six overiapping countries through an ecological factor analysis
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that produced five factors. A correlation analysis revealed that each of Hofstede's dimensions are discretely
and significantly correlated with the four of five factors in Ng et al's data.
Another interesting example is done by the Chinese Culture Connection (1987), a group of
researchers led by Michael H. Bond. To balance the Western theoretical ethnocentrism, they developed an
"Eastern" instrument, the Chinese Value Survey, and administered to university students in 22 countries
around the world. Following the same procedure of data treatment used by Hofstede, they subjected the
data to an ecological factor analysis which yielded four cultural level dimensions: (1) Integration, (2)
Confiician work dynamism, (3) Human-heartedness, and (4) Moral discipline. A following correlation
analysis based on data fi"om 20 overlapped countries in Hofstede's and this studies showed that three of the
factors correlated at high levels with three of Hofstede's four dimensions. The second factor, Confiician
work dynamism, was unrelated to any of Hofstede's; this fact, according to the authors, maybe suggest
another "oriental" dimension.
Although there are more studies applying this way to treat data, their findings often appear
puzzling and are subject to considerable interpretative debate (Triandis, 1982; Hofstede & Bond, 1984).
Furthermore, the resulting culture-level relations are not suitable to apply to explain individual dififerences.
Because of these reasons, and because he considered that psychologists are much more comfortable at the
individual level of analysis, Bond (1988) used another way to analyze data which we now turn to.
3). Deculturing global analysis. Global analysis is to bring all data together into analysis
regardless of which culture (society) they are fi’om. But, in doing so the universal pattern of correlation
among the variables will be distorted by cultural positioning effect (Bond, 1988). To eliminate this cultural
positioning effect. Bond (1988) "decultured" data in the first place by standardizing responses to each
variable within each culture separately, so the cultural confound (i.e., the cross-cultural correlation) is
removed because the average score for any two variables in each culture is zero. He then subjected the
data to a factor analysis which will reveal the average pattern of relation between any two variables across
all individuals regardless of culture.
Bond (1988) used this procedure to reanalyzed data fi'om two multicultural studies of values in
order to find universal dimensions of individual variation. The two studies have been mentioned above; one
is Ng et al's (1982) which employed the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS), and the other is the Chinese
Culture Connection's (1987) which employed the Chinese Value Survey (CVS). He found two factors
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emerged from the CVS, four from the RVS. A correlation analysis showed that there was one significant
correlation between the second CVS factor and the third RVS factor. The author concluded that his
research yielded five etic dimensions of values, one unique to the CVS, three unique to the RVS, and one
common to both.
However, one should be cautious about this study since the total variance accounted by the
factors were quite small, 13.8% for the CVS, and 25.2% for the RVS. The major reward of this kind of
structural approach is to fiind some universal dimensions to compare individual differences on values at the
individual level parsimoniously. But many cultural unique value structures were filtered out and many
value items were dropped in the overall analysis. It may be just like throwing out the baby with the bath
water.
The universality obtained in this atheoretical approach is the relationship among some value items
which are common across all cultures, no matter in culture-level or individual-level dimensions. However,
culture-level dimensions and individual-level dimensions do NOT correspond to each other logically and
empirically. Moreover, these dimensions only include part of value items. Value items which mark
culturally idiosyncratic patterns of relations filter out during statistical analyses, and thus this approach can
not show the whole picture of the content of values.

3. Universal Content and Structure o f Values
Schwartz and Bilsky's (1987) approach takes into account possible cultural differences in the
meanings of value terms and tries to sample the full range of human values. They extended Rokeach's work
both conceptually and methodologically. Firstly, they proposed a theory of a universal structure of human
values. The theory defines values on three facets. First, values may be terminal or instrumental goals.
Second, values may serve individualistic, collective, or both types of interests. Third, the contents of values
can be classified into seven motivational domains. These domains are derived from a set of universal
human requirements and therefore are assumed to be universal too. They also assumed that some
motivational domains are compatible with one another, and some domains are^conflict with each other,
depending on whose interests they represent, and that these structural relations among motivational
domains are universal.
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To test their theory, Schwartz and Bilsky (1987, 1990) used the Rokeach Values Survey to collect
data from 7 countries. They performed smallest space analyses culture by culture (within-society analyses).
With some exceptions the results supported the hypotheses regarding the universality of the three facets of
values and the structural relations among the motivational domains
The classification of motivational is so comprehensive and sound empirically that it has become
the andior of other studies regarding the structure of value content (e.g. Bond, 1988; Feather, 1988,
1995). However, the problem inherent in their approach is the same as that of Rokeach's approach. Since
Schwartz and Bilsky's theory development and empirical studies did not take the fectors of valuation and
situation into account, h is not sure that their classifications of values on the three &cets and the structural
relations among the motivational domains remain the same in the different valuations on different
situations. This problem will be fully examined in Study 4, Chapter 6.

2.7 COMMON PROBLEMS IN VALUE STUDIES
The most basic common problem in all these empirical value studies reviewed above is that their
focus of value are on what values are instead of how peqple value. In other words, they only concern value
as a noun, but ignore value as a verb. The underlying pWlosophical orientation of these studies is far more
objective than subjective although respondents' opinions of preference or importance about values are
measured. In these studies all researchers assumed, explicitly or implicitly, that each respondent had his/her
own hierarchy structure of values which is represented by the resulting priority of ranking or rating scores
of value items. It is this kind of value hierarchies that are brought into studies which related values with
other variables. The whole approach mirrors the thoughts of Scheler who held that values exist in a
hierarchical order which is independent of their corresponding carriers and our valuation to their carriers
(Frondizi, 1971), except that value hierarchy is built by each respondent instead of the philosopher or
researchers themselves. Since the relationship between values and valuation is like the causality of the
chicken and the egg; each gives rise to the other (see chapter 1); this objective approach has caused some
other common problems in empirical value studies.
After reviewing various value instruments and studies, Braithwaite and Scott (1991) concluded
that "our knowledge of the contexts in which principles conflict with needs, desires, and environmental
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demands is limited, as is our appreciation of how different individuals resolve such conflicts" (p.745-746).
In fact, this conclusion is only the result of lacking studies on the individual's valuation process. Because
the value instruments can only provide a static structure of values for each individual, it is impossible to
understand the individual's valuation process on any situation through the value instruments. Moreover, if
everyone has the fixed order of value hierarchy one should not sense conflict at all in any situation unless
some situation-relevant but incompatible values are put in the same position in one's value hierarchy,
because the underlying logic of conflict is that the importance of two or more incompatible values is equal.
The usual procedure performed in most empirical value studies within and between cultures is as
follows: select one or more groups based on an interested variable such as attitudes toward a given topic,
some kind of behaviour, personality, class, occupation, culture, and so on, and test them with a value
instrument; work out means or their equivalent; compare the result of one group with that of another,
using appropriate tests of significance. Variants of this pattern have been used, sometimes with a few
refinements such as sampling and control of some extraneous variables (e.g. Ng et al., 1982; Braithwaite &
Law, 1985).
In the cases of comparisons within one society, the studies usually aimed to find the relations
between values and individual differences. The variables included in studies are usually attitudes or
behaviour variables (see Table 2.3). The values which are different significantly between the two compared
groups are assumed to have relationship with the given variable; either the values cause the group
difference in the variable, or vice versa;

-the YirrvaiVim^ non-significant values are assumed to have no

relationship with the variable. The findings of this kind of value studies have no guarantee at all, because
we can NO'^sure that which values are used as the relevant values by the respondents to evaluate the
situation in which the given variable is embedded since the value instruments can not provide this kind of
information.
In the cross-cultural studies, the procedure at best expresses the central tendencies for the sample
groups of which values they regard as more important valuation criteria and of which as less important
ones or even not a value at all. These central tendencies do not necessarily keep the same positions in the
value hierarchy when put into the real situations. Since we are not sure which values are used as criteria to
evaluate various real life situations and how much they are underscored fi'om the procedure, we do not
know in what situations these cultural characteristic value hierarchy or cultural sameness and difference
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really exist. For example, Caudill and Scarr (1962) conducted an exceptional study using Kluckhohn and
Strodtbeck's framework to study Japanese value orientations. They found that time preferences were
situationally bound: time preferences for the Future Time orientation were pervasive in technological
matters, while in social life, time preferences tended to be for the Present Time orientation. Surely Caudill
and Scarr could obtained a dominant Time orientation of the sample group by testing them with the value
measure directly without referring any real life situation, but it would remain obscure that which situation
the dominant Time orientation can apply to.
In studies of structural ^proach values are classifred either by statistics or conceptualization
without consulting the possible situations that values can be applied to. When people used certain values to
evaluate a situation, would they classify these values into the same value dimensions as those in the value
structure studies? Would the values in a bipolar value dimension as suggested by a structure study remain
incompatible when they are used to make valuation? Would whose interests served by each values remain
as Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) suggested and invariable in every situation? As these questions remain
unanswered, it is quite possible that all these value dimensions resulting from the structural studies simply
represent the semantic similarities and differences among the value words.
The scores resulting from the value instruments form a static structure which is invariable across
all situations. This kind of static character makes values like traits, therefore, they at best explain wdiat
some of the people do some of the time, like traits do. It is not suiprising that the findings from empirical
studies which explored individual differences in values are mixed. For example, Duffy (1940), after
reviewing studies employing the Study of Values and its modified versions, concluded that values were
definitely, though perhaps not closely, related to academic achievement, while Johansson and Rossmann
(1973) found that the Study of Values did not differentiate college failures from students who persisted to
graduation or withdrew voluntarily. The predictive validity of the RVS was also questioned by Coyne
(1988), while Munson's (1980) study demonstrated that the RVS was effective to differentiate students
with different levels of self-perceived academic success. Many significant results were found in empirical
value studies, but when correlation coefiBcients were used to express the relationship between values and
the interested variables the absolute values of most significant correlation coefficients were usually
between 0.15 and 0.39, seldom greater than 0.4 (e.g., Kristiansen, 1985; Fumham, 1987). This range fell
within the range of correlations commonly reported in personality research (Bern & Allen, 1974).
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Since the value measures can not reveal an individual's valuation process and thereby his/her
perception about the situation, the only way to find the relationship between values and an interested
variable is through a group of individuals. This is a nomothetic approach as named by Allport (1962), that
is, as a search for laws or propositions of variables that hold true for a statistically defined population; and
what is found in an aggregate (sample of individuals) is pertinent for the understanding of psychological
processes characteristic of the individual. This ^proach has been challenged by some researchers. In the
end of his reviewing psychological studies of values, Dukes (1955) remariced that psychologists had
assiduously applied value instruments to problems of individual differences, but had, for the most part,
neglected the individual. This view was echoed by Zavalloni (1980) in her reviewing cross-cultural studies
of values. She commented that too little effort had been spent in determining the nature of intrapsychic
processes or the way such processed influence values, therefore, she suggested that future research of
values should combine both nomothetic and idiographic approaches to redefine the relations between what
is unique and what is general in psychology, thereby to clarify the ways collective and individual values are
linked; and as a result cross-cultural studies of values will study the articulation of the macrolevel and the
microlevel. Braithwaite and Scott (1991) also urged researchers to change tack, take stock of research
findings, and propose a set of parameters to define the circumstances in which values are useful in
explaining human behaviour.
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PART TWO

Measurement of Valuations
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CHAPTER 3

Modification of Value Measurement into
Valuation Measurement (Study 1)

3.1 INTRODUCTION
To study the whole aspect of the phenomenon of value, one has to investigate the process of
valuation, because the process includes the complete four elements of the phenomenon of value: a person
using some values as criteria to evaluate an object (see discussion in Chapter 1). So fer, there is no
measure which assesses the process of valuation, but there is no need to establish a totally new instrument
for this purpose SacK a measure has to provide enough value items to be chosen as possible criteria to
evaluate given objects. Since the value measures up to now have covered a comprehensive range of the
content of value (see discussion in Chapter 2), they could provide good bases for such a new measure with
some necessary modifications.
In this study, the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) is chosen as the base to establish such a measure.
The reasons why the RVS is chosen can be drawn fi'om the discussion in the Chapter 2, in brief, because it
provides a clear and comprehensive domain about the content of values conceptually and empirically, and
yet, it allows new value items being added into, if only the new items are regarded as the desirable modes
of conduct or end-states of existence. Some modifications wiU be conducted to make the RVS able to
measure the process of valuation on given situations.
Before starting to modify the RVS, a close examination of it will reveal why h cannot assess the
process of valuation directly, and the results will contribute to establishing a better valuation measure.
Once a valuation measure is established, h will be used to investigate subjects' valuations on two specified
issues, and the relationship between valuations and attitudes toward the issues. The data from the valuation
measure will also be compared with the data fi'om the value measure.
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3.2 EXAMINATION OF THE ROKEACH VALUE SURVEY
Up to now, the most widely known and z^plied method of value measurement may be attributed
to the RVS. The administration of the RVS requires that respondents rank order two sets of 18 terminal
values and 18 instrumental values (see Chapter 2). It seems to have become an ^proach to assess the
relationship between values-attitudes and values-behaviour by comparing the RVS value hierarchies of
groups who vary on a number of attitudinal and behavioural dimensions, and then associating the attitudes
and behaviour with the values which differ significantly between groups. Although there is plenty of
evidence claimed to suggest that the RVS provides meaningful and valid results when used in a variety of
contexts, its drawbacks still cast a shadow on these results. The drawbacks of the RVS mainly result fi'om
measuring the importance of values in isolation fi'om situations, which results in ambiguities between
theory and measurement, and problems in the comparison strategy. The other drawbacks result fi'om the
ranking procedure and inadequate number of value items.

Ambiguities between Theory and Measurement
The relations among values, value system and situation have been spelt out by Rokeach. He
mentioned that 'a given situation will typically activate several values within a person's value system' and
that only the subset of the value system 'that is immediately relevant is consulted, and the rest is ignored for
the moment. Different subsets ••• are activated in different social situations' (Rokeach. 1973, p. 14).
Considering this notion with the unchanged value importance across situations implied in Rokeach's theory
and measure, we can find an underlying assumption as illustrated in Figure 3.1, which Rokeach never
clarified.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical respondent's value system which is measured by the RVS, and two
different subsets of values activated in two situations. Since the value system is assumed as a stable
hierarchy of guiding principles in Rokeach's approach, the importance of each activated values in any given
situation are assumed to be exactly the same as those in the value system, and thereby the importance
hierarchy of the activated values set is parallel with that of the corresponding transituational values as
shown in Figure 3.1. If the activated and transituational importance is not exact the same, at least the
importance hierarchy of the activated values set is still parallel with that of the corresponding
transituational values set.
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Activated Values
in situation 1
value rank

Transituational
value system
value rank

Activated values
in situation 2
value rank

Figure 3.1 Assumption underlying Rokeach's theory and measurement

However, there is no theoretical reason to support this underlying assumption. The items of value
are only abstract categories people learn during their socialization (Triandis, 1980). People use these
categories to evaluate the situation they encounter as desirable or undesirable. Not only the meaning of
value items but also the relations among values and their hierarchy are dependent on a concrete situation
(cf. Chapter 1).
Furthermore, since the RVS does not specify how to find the subset of activated values for each
respondent in a given situation, the only way to connect values and interested variables is through the
comparison of transituational value importance between groups who are different in the interested variable.
This comparison strategy assumes that the values with significant differences or correlation coefficients are
the relevant values to the given situation, and the rest are irrelevant values no matter how important they
are. Since there is no theoretical reason to support that the transituational value importance measured in
the RVS can reflect the psychological meaning and importance of activated values in a concrete situation,
there is no guarantee that relevant values found in this way are precisely the same as the actually activated
values in the given situation This point will be further examined later.
To illustrate these ambiguities of theory and measurement. Consider two persons A and B in two
situations. Situation 1 is about equal wage for the identical job. Both of them may agree that it supporkthe
values of equality and justice, and thus give it a positive evaluation and think it is a desirable situation.
When the case comes to the matter of equal tax for everyone in the community (e.g. poll tax), both of them
may still think that equality and justice are the relevant values in this situation, but they may argue in
different ways. Person A may regard both these values are very important criteria to judge the poll tax, and
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find that the poll tax fulfils these two criteria. So, person A accept it as a desirable tax. Person B may
perceive the poll tax as an unfair tax structure which does not consider individual differences of financial
status, and hence it threatens the value of justice though it fulfils the criterion of equality. Moreover,
person B may regard justice as more important criterion than equality to judge the poll tax. So, person B
find that poll tax is unjust and undesirable.
Two points which are contrary to the assumption underlying Rokeach's approach can be drawn
fi'om the above example:
1. The importance of each value does not necessarily remain the same when it is used to evaluate
different situations by the same person, and, thus the hierarchy of activated values in each situation is not
necessarily parallel with the transituational value system as measured by the RVS. As in the above
example, person B assigns different degrees of importance to equality in the case of wage and in poll tax.
To person B, equality is less important than justice in the second case while both of them are of equal
importance in the first case.
2. The value of no different importance between two persons is not necessarily irrelevant to the
situation. As in the case of poll tax, person A and B may assign equal degree of importance to justice, but
the psychological meaning is just opposite for them. This difference of psychological meaning cannot be
in the comparison strategy of Rokeach's approach. Moreover, this kind of value, which is of no
difference among groups but is felt in opposite ways by groups, is likely to be the key value which
determines respondent's attitude toward the given situation.

Problems in the Comparison Strategy
As discussed earlier, because the value importance measured by the RVS is not specific to any
situation, the RVS results cannot reveal what are the relevant values to a given situation at the individual
level. The comparison strategy is the only way to find the relevant values to an interested variable. Several
problems arise fi'om this nomothetic approach.
First, it is impossible to predict in advance all which values of the RVS will be related to a given
variable. Although Rokeach (1973) claimed that we can at least specify in advance which main values of
the RVS will be related to a given variable, this is not always the case. There are always some values which
do not appear rignificant as expected, and some other values which do unexpectedly. For example.
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Fumham (1987) found that some values, contrary to expectation, were not statistically significantly related
to the work beliefs, and some other values were unexpectedly. Most studies can just find the significantly
different values among given groups after comparing their RVS results. Rokeach admitted that 'It is rather
doubtful that all the significant value differences... could have been predicted in advance..., a few of them
could have been so predicted..., but other differences were not anticipated and will no doubt come as a
surprise to many* (1973, p97-p98).
To examine how much the RVS achieves researchers' predictions, let's take Rankin and Grube's
(1980) data as a more detailed example (see Table 3.1). The purpose of their study was to compare the
validity and reliability of ranking and rating procedures for the RVS They used both ANOVA tests and
median tests to examine both ranked and rated data fi’om the RVS to see if both sets of data reveal
corresponding significant value differences between groups, where groups were formed on the basis of
responses to four attitude items. While t h ^ conclude that there are no differences between the ranked and
rated data in predicting four attitudes, and therefore, both procedures were of equal construct validity, they
overlook the fact that even at the lower significance level (p < 0.10), both procedures achieve very low
predications rates, which were defined as the number of significant findings / number of predicted value
differences. Most of the rates are below 1/2. Thus, v^diether the predictive power of the RVS is too low or
the researchers' predictions are too speculative remains unsettled.

Ranking procedure
Attitude
F
9/13
Civil rights
10/13
Women's rights
2/20
Women
7/20
Men
0/11
1/11
Military strength
3/11
2/11
11/18
Religion
12/18
24/73
TOTAL
33/73
*The table presents the (number of significant differences)/(number of predicted
significance level was p < 0.10 (Adapted fi'om Rankin & Grube, 1980).

Rating procedure
F
4/13
8/13
8/20
6/20
0/11
0/11
4/11
3/11
10/18
8/18
30/73
21/73
differences), where the

Second, the psychological meaning of statistically significant RVS differences among groups is not
clear. Since the comparison strategy does not provide 'explanations of the underlying mechanisms that
produce these differences' (Zavalloni, 1980, p.99), the interpretation of the results obtained has to rely on
researchers' inferences that may appear to some as too speculative and always vulnerable to 'rival
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hypotheses' (Campbell, 1969), and the feet that some agnificant differences appeared unexpectedly and
some do not emerged as expected remain unexplained.
Third, non-significant values are overlooked. The values of no significant difference among groups
are often overlooked since researchers usually focus on the significant RVS differences. Sometimes, these
non-significant values are ranked in higher order than the significant values by the given groups. For
example, Rim's (1982) data show that high and low self-monitors ranked no differently in honest, the
average value rankings being 5.8 and 5.2 respectively, and that they ranked differently in obedient, the
average value rankings being 15.9 and 16.0 respectively. Since the rank order represents the priority of
value importance, it should be concluded that honest is more important than obedient for both high and
low monitors. While Rim concluded that obedient is one of the values which are related to self-monitoring,
he missed the possibility that honest may have more influence on attitude and behaviour of both high- and
low- monitors than obedient.
Fourth, psychological relationship between transituational values is overlooked. The strategy of
comparing the RVS cannot reflect the difference of the 'psychological significance' that a particular value
has for different persons. Rokeach (1973) himself stated that 'even if the semantic meaning of a value were
identical to two persons, their psychological significance might be very different', and that "the
psychological significance of a particular value ranking can best be grasped by noting the manner in which
the respondent ranks it in relation to other relevant values'. He gave an example: Two Christian ministers
both rank "salvation" first, but the first also ranks "forgiving" first and the second ranks it last. Then, it
would be reasonable to infer that even if "salvation" has the same semantic meaning to both ministers, its
psychological significance must nevertheless be very different to them (1973, p.50). Although he suggested
that the psychological significance of a particular value must be inferred fi'om the respondent's value
system rather than firom the semantic meaning measuring procedures, this kind of effort has not been made
into the empirical studies yet.

Ranking vs. Rating Procedure
Because of the ranking procedure, the RVS responses are purely ipsative in nature. That is, as
defined by Clemans (1966), the sum of the scores (rankings) over aU the values is a constant across
individuals. Most statistical criticisms arise fi'om this ipsative characteristic of the RVS. As pointed out by
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Hicks (1970), the ipsative procedure generates non-independent data within individuals and, thus, would
be suitable only for intra-individual comparison. No direct comparison of the value rankings of two
respondents can be made with certainty, unless it is also assumed that the ranks established by one
respondent correspond in absolute terms to those established by the other. Such an assumption may be
invalid (Ng, 1982).
However, the ranking data were compared across individuals by many researchers assuming that
sfnAll

the extent to which the independence assumption is violated is relativel)^(R.okeach, 1973). But, Rokeach
(1973) also took pains to stress that though the 'amount of ipsativity can be tolerated, " it should
nevertheless be taken into account when interpreting statistical findings' (p.43).
From the psychometric point of view, some researchers criticize the awkwardness associated with
the analysis of ipsative data, and contend that the rating procedure is more appropriate than the traditional
ranking procedure used in the RVS because the rating procedure provides a normative interval scale rather
than an ipsative ordinal one (e.g. Braithwaite & Law, 1985; Moore, 1975; Cooper & Clare, 1981). Other
researchers claim that they found no appreciable difference between the ranking and rating procedures in
terms of test-retest reliability, convergent and discriminate validity, as well as construct validity, and
suggest that it is quite acceptable to use parametric statistics on these rank-ordered data (e.g. Feather,
1975; Rankin & Grube, 1980; Miethe, 1985), therefore, many researchers still use the ranking procedure
and modify the ordinal data with various statistical techniques to make them suitable for comparison
between groups. Nevertheless, no matter how robust statistically the ranking scale may be, it has three
theoretical drawbacks.
First, since the RVS only measures the respondent's ranking of the vdues and hence reveals their
evaluation to each other, it does not measure differences in the absolute evaluation of the values (Lynn,
1974). It is possible that a person with very little "value energy" might complete the RVS identically to a
person who held his values with great intensity. Thus, the RVS is impossible to differentiate one who held
his/her values with great intensity from one who with little intensity. (Kitwood & Smithers, 1975; Gorsuch,
1970). Moreover, the researcher cannot know from the data if the respondent endorses the total set of
values or focuses on one or two at the expense of others. Also, they cannot sure whether values in low
ranking are important or unimportant to the subjects.
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Second, the ranking procedure of the RVS is obviously only suitable for respondents whose value
systems are already or almost fully hierarchized (Ng, 1982). For those respondents whose hierarchization
level is low, the validity of the ranked scores would be low. Moreover, such ipsative procedure also cannot
distinguish one whose value system is crude and undifferentiated from one wdiose value system is subtle
and coherent. On the other hand, the rated scores at least can provide the information about the
importance of each values to the respondents whether their value systems are fully hierarchized or not.
Third, the RVS does not allow respondents to tie their value ranks. While it is likely that some
values are more important than others for any one person, this does not imply that they must form a strict
hierarchy. The only condition for values to be rank-ordered is if the holding of one automatically excluded
the holding of another at the same level (Kitwood & Smithers, 1975). For instance, it is possible that the
values such as cm exciting life and fam ily security are incompatible at the same level to a person, but this
condition does not necessarily applicable to everyone. Other persons may uphold two or more
incompatible values at the same level of importance and feel in conflict. On the other hand, compatible
values such as inner harmony and wisdom are very possible to be held at the same level by anyone. Thus,
there is no way for researchers to detect

if values are not hierarchically organized, or if several values

occupy the same level in the hierarchy (Ng, 1982; Gorsuch, 1970).
In summary, although there is no appreciable difference between the ranking and rating
procedures in terms of statistical comparisons, the rating procedure is more suitable than the ranking
procedure in terms of statistical and theoretical reasons.

Number o f Value Items
Rokeach (1973) chose the terminal values from several sources: the value literature, personal
experience, the terminal values expressed by a sample of 100 American citizens and a small sample of
graduate students. Items were then eliminated if they did not conform to Rokeach's definition of value or if
they were regarded as semantically or empirically overiapping with others.
The point of departure for selecting the instrumental values was a list of 555 personality trait
words that Anderson (1968) derived from the 18,000 trait names compiled by Allport and Odbert (1936).
As with the terminal values, Rokeach's (1973) final selection was based on a long list of criteria. The most
important criteria involved eliminating semantically or empirically equivalent items; selecting those
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considered to be important across culture, status, and sex; and avoiding values that would be strongly
linked with a social desirability response bias. Finally, the RVS included 18 nouns as terminal values and
18 adjectives as instrumental values.
Since Rokeach (1973) defined values as 'a standard that guides and determines action, attitudes
toward objects and situations, ideology, presentations of self to others, evaluations, judgements,
justifications, comparisons of self with others, and attempts to influence others' (p.25), Zavalloni (1980)
argues that such a complex construct cannot be reduced to the 18 nouns and the 18 adjectives of the RVS.
Moreover, the criteria for item selection have been criticized on the grounds of arbitrariness and
subjectivity (Jones, Sensing, & Ashmore, 1978; Keats & Keats, 1974; Kitwood & Smithers, 1975; Lynn,
1974). Even Rokeach (1973) himself admitted that the whole procedure for selecting the 36 items is 'an
intuitive one' (p.30).
However, among few studies that attempt to examine the extent to which the 36 items provide
comprehensive and representative coverage of the value domain, Braithwaite and Law's (1985) data
support the comprehensiveness of the RVS. But, they suggest that some facets such as physical well-being,
individual rights, thriftiness and carefi'eeness are not represented.

3.3 MODIFICATION ON THE RVS
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are three types of valuations: (1) evaluating the antecedents of a
given situation; (2) setting standards in a given situation; and (3) evaluating the consequences of a given
situation. In the first type of valuation, values are consulted as means, while in the rest two types, values
are consulted as ends. There are three dimensions in the third type of valuation, which are activated status,
affective status, and degree of importance, but only one or two in the first and second types which is
activated status and/or degree of importance (cf. Chapter 1). Since the dimensions of the first and second
types are covered by those of the third type, this study will focus on establishing a valuation measure of the
third type of valuation. Once the valuation measure of the third type is established, it can be applied to
measure valuations of the other two types with a few modifications. The three dimensionsof the third type
of valuations will be measured in the following steps.
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The first step to measure valuation is to find out which values are consulted in evaluating a given
situation. The activated status of a value in a given situation is either being activated (consulted) or not
being activated. Thus, respondents will be asked to respond to the values which they regard as relevant to
the situation and skip the values which they regard as irrelevant to the situation.
The responses that are asked fi'om respondents are about afiective status and degree of
importance of the activated values. Respondents will be asked to indicate whether the given situation
supports or threatens the fulfilment of the activated values, then, they will be asked to estimate how
important the activated values are to them in the situation To avoid the problems of ranking procedure,
the importance of the activated values will be estimated by rating procedure.
The above steps should connect values with the given situation directly at the individual level. The
RVS are supposed to provide a comprehensive list of values to be consuhed in evaluating any situation. To
supplement some facets that are not represented in the RVS, some additional value items have to be added
Vdlu.«.
to the value list of the RVS. A good source of additional values is fi'om Schwartz's (1987)^survey which
tries to sample the full range of human values.
Schwartz's value survey included 56 values to represent 11 motivational domains of values. Each
motivational domain is assumed to be present in all cultures and to have approximately the same content in
cultuie.
each^This assumption of the universality of value domains is based on the theory that values derive from
three universal human requirements: needs of individuals as biological organisms, requisites of coordinated
social interaction, and survival and welfare needs of groups (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987). According to
Schwartz (1987, 1992), the rationale for constructing his value survey is as follows. Values are taken from
Eastern and Western cultures. Values from the RVS and from instruments developed in other cultures
(e.g., Braithwaite & Law, 1985; Chinese Culture Connection, 1987; Hofstede, 1980; Levy & Guttman,
1974; Munro, 1985) were considered. In selecting values, preference was given to those judged to have a
clear motivational goal. However, values judged to be related to multiple goals were also included if they
were presumed to be very important in many cultures (e.g., intelligent, self-respect). Of the values, 27 are
identical or similar to those in the RVS. Both terminal and instrumental values were selected for each
motivation domain.
In this study those values in Schwartz's value survey that are not overlapped with the values in the
RVS will be added to the value list in order to extent the range of value representation. Originally, the
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RVS has two sets of value lists, one representing terminal values, the other instrumental values.
Since this distinction is transitory but not definite (cf. chapter 1, intent o f values\ and since the valuations
concerned in this study are about consulting values as ends, all the values are put into only one set of list
without distinguishing terminal and instrumental values.

3.4 THE PRESENT STUDY
Kristiansen and Zanna (1988) used Rokeach's approach to seek the relation between the 18
terminal values in the RVS and attitudes toward two social issues, namely, allowing nuclear weapons in
Canada (NW), and abortion on demand (AB). They asked the respondents to rank the 18 terminal values
in terms of how relevant the values are to the given issues. This procedure make their data connected to
the situational issue directly and specifically. However, they, like other users of Rokeach's approach, used
the comparison strategy to find the relation between values and attitudes based on the only one element in
value measurement (which is relevance in this case, importance in other cases). This may make their
findings confined to some problems in Rokeach's approach. To develop a concrete valuation measure on a
given situation, and to compare the new results fi'om valuation measurement with the established results
from Rokeach's approach, Kristiansen and Zanna's (1988) study will be repeated by applying the valuation
measure to evaluate the same social issues, and by adopting the same attitude scales in this study. The
valuation measure will ask subjects to identify directly what the activated values are, what affective status
and how important each activated value is.
The assumption underlying Rokeach's theory and measurement (Figure 3.1) concerns the
invariable importance between the activated values and the corresponding transituational values, and the
parallel relation between the importance hierarchy of the activated values set and that of the corresponding
transituational values set. To test this assumption, the importance ratings of activated values resulting fi'om
valuation measure will be compared with those of corresponding transituational values resulting fi'om
Rokeach's approach. It is expected that;
1. The importance ratings of the activated values are significantly different from those of the
corresponding transituational values. In other words, the amounts of the differences between the
importance ratings of the activated and corresponding transituational values sets on each issue are not zero
statistically.
2. For most, if not all, of the subjects, the importance hierarchy of the activated values set is not
parallel with that of the corresponding transituational values set. In other words, when the activated
importance ratings and the corresponding transituational importance ratings are ranked respectively, the
Spearman's rank correlation coefScient between these two sets of rankings is not 1 for most (at least above
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50%) of the subjects, since that the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is not 1 represents that the rank
orders of at least two activated importance are not the same as those of their corresponding transituational
importance, and therefore the relation between these pairs is not parallel.
Next, the valuation measure will provide a direct way to test the relationship between the
activated values and attitudes described in the Activated Value Model (Figure 1.3). It is expected that:
3. (a) If the difference between the importance of all reward values and that of all cost values is
positive, the respondent will have a positive attitude toward the given issue; (b) if the difference is
negative, the respondent will have a negative attitude toward the issue; (c) if the importance of all reward
and cost values is zero, the respondent will show no attitude toward the issue; (d) if the importance of all
reward and cost values is equal but not zero, the respondent will exhibit an ambivalent attitude toward the
issue. In other words, the difference between the importance of all reward and that of all cost values on a
given issue should correlate significantly positively with attitude.
In Rokeach's approach, those values with significant statistics on transituational importance
between two different attitude groups are the values underlying the attitude, and those values without
significant statistics are ignored. Although the values with significant statistics on transituational
importance can differentiate one attitude group fi'om the other on a given issue, these values do not
necessarily represent the respondents' subjective views on the issue. When comparing the results from
Rokeach's approach with the those from valuation measurement, it is expected that:
4. Most (at least above 50%) of the values with significant statistics resulting fi-om Rokeach's
approach are not the most relevant or important activated values within each attitude group.
5. Not all the values with significant statistics resulting fi'om Rokeach's approach are regarded as
relevant values, and not all of the values without significant statistics are regarded as irrelevant values to
the given issue by the subjects.

3.5 METHOD

Subjects and Procedure
127 psychology students (39 males and 88 females) at University College London participated in
the study. The mean age of them was 22.6 years (SD = 6.7). One person did not answer the third section,
therefore only 126 subjects were included in the third section.
65 student were tested together in classroom after their lecture time. The rest took the
questionnaire and answered it at their own time and own place, and then returned it to the author's office.
Every subjects was paid two pounds when s/he returned the questionnaire.
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Questionnaire
There were two separate parts of the questionnaire. One was a list of 65 values, the other was an
answer booklet. On the first side of value list were 32 terminal values (concerning the desirable end-states
of existence), and 33 instrumental values (concerning the desirable modes of conduct) on the second side.
The 18 values from the beginning of each side were adopted from the RVS. The rest 29 values were
adopted from Schwartz’s (1987, 1992) value survey which were not overlapped with the values of the
RVS. All the value items were numbered continuously, from 1 to 65, and were not labelled as terminal or
instrumental values.
There were three parts on the answer booklet. In Part 1, subjects rated the importance of 65
values on the value list as guiding principles in their lives by using a ten-point scale (0 ; totally unimportant,
to 9 ; extremely important). In Part 2, subjects were asked to read the value list again and indicated with
or

which values whose fulfilment will be supported (+) or threatened (-) by the issue of allowing nuclear

weapons in Britain (NW), then, rate how important these indicated values are to them in this situation by
using the same scale of importance as in Part 1. Subjects were instructed to leave blank to the irrelevant
values. Attitude toward this issue was evaluated by four nine-position semantic differential items (badgood; undesirable-desirable; unacceptable-acceptable; unjust-just). In data analysis, -4 to 4 were assigned
to the nine positions of each attitude item; 4 to the favourable end, -4 to the opposite end, and 0 to the
middle position. The content of Part 3 was similar to that of Part 2, except that the issue was changed to
abortion on demand (AB).

Nomenclature o f Values and Valuations
Transituational values refer to the values measured as transituational guiding principles in Part 1.
Transituational importance refers to the inqwrtance ratings of transituational values. Activated values
refer to the values that were used to evaluate the given issue in Part 2 or Part 3 in terms of affective status
and importance. Activated importance of an activated value refers to its importance rating related to the
given issue. Reward values refer to those activated values whose affective status was indicated as '+', i.e.,
their fulfilment will be supported by the given issue. Cost values refer to those activated values whose
affective status was indicated as

i.e., their fulfilment will be threatened by the given issue.
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Valuation score of an activated value refers to the product of the indicator of affective status (1 :
reward values; -1: cost values) and activated importance of the value. ItUegraied valuation score of a set
of activated values refers to the mean of valuation scores of the all activated values 'within the specified set.
Those activated values which were rated as 0 (totally unimportant to the issue) were treated as the
irrelevant (unresponded) values, because they were supposed to have no influence on the valuation
process; and therefore were not included in computing the integrated valuation score. Response rate of a
value refers to the percentage of members who responded to the value within a specified group in Part 2 or
Part 3 by indicating its affective status and importance related to the given issue. This rate was used as an
index of how relevant the value is to the given issue.

3.6 RESULTS
Relations between Valuation and Transituational Value System
Hypothesis 1 proposed that the amounts of the differences between activated and corresponding
transituational importance ratings are not zero on each issue. To test this hypothesis, an index of difference
amount is obtained for each respondent by averaging the absolute values of the differences between her/his
activated and corresponding transituational importance ratings on a given issue. This index on each issue
was examined by one-tailed T test. The results confirmed Hypothesis 1: on NW, M = 1.71, t (125)= 20.07,
/7<.001;on A B,M = 1.69, t (124) = 19.50,/? < .001.
To test Hypothesis 2 (concerning the relationship between the importance hierarchies of activated
and corresponding transituational values sets), both sets of values were ranked separately according to
their importance ratings within each subject, and then, Spearman's rank correlation coefficients were
calculated for each subject on each issue. Subjects who indicated only one or two activated values on the
focus issue were excluded from the analysis because the minimum sample size for computing the
correlation coefficients is 3. The results showed that there were only 7 out of 127 subjects on NW and 6
out of 126 subjects on AB whose Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was 1. There were 4 among
these subjects whose Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was 1 on the both issues. These results
confirmed Hypothesis 2 that for most of the subjects, the hierarchy of the activated importance is not
parallel with that of the corresponding transituational importance.
Since a significant positive correlation is a sign for parallel relationship in some degree between
activated and corresponding transituational values sets, one-tailed tests of significance were applied to the
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coefficients. Moreover, to control the probability that at least one of the correlation coefficients will show
spurious significance not too large, the conceptual unit for error rate was based on each entire situation
(experiment) (cf. Kirk, 1968). The error rate was set as 0.06 for each issue, and thereby the level of
significant for each comparison was 0.0005^. The number of subjects who had significant or non
significant correlation coefficients on each issue are summarized in Table 3.2.
The results in Table 3.2 further support Hypothesis 2 that the importance hierarchy of activated
values set is not parallel with that of corresponding transituational values set within every subject's
valuations. There were about 80% of the subjects whose importance hierarchies of activated values sets
had nothing to do with those of corresponding transituational values sets on each issue (non-significant
Spearman's rank correlation coefficients), and about 20% of the subjects whose importance hierarchies of
activated sets had certain degree of parallel relationship with those of corresponding transituational values
sets on each issue (significant Spearman's rank correlation coefficients). When considering the two issues
together, the majority of subjects (69.3%) had non-significant correlation coefficients on the two issues,
and only 15 (13.2%) subjects had significant correlation coefficients on the both issues.

Table 3.2 Number o f Subjects Who Have Significant or Non-Significant Spearman's Rank Correlation
NW
Total
Sub-sum
Excluded
Non-Significant
Significant*
AB
!
23 (19.8%) ;
0
23
8
(
7.0%)
Significant*
■15(13.2%)
2
93
(80.2%) :
91
79
(69.3%)
12
(10.5%)
Non-Significant
.
116
114
Sub-sum
27
87
1
0
Excluded
10
127
124
97 (78.2%)
27(21.8%)
Total
Note. Percentages within each block were based on the total number of the block.
* p < .0005

Correlations between Valuatiom and Attitudes
Item analyses showed that the four semantic differential items provided internally consistent
measures of attitudes to NW (Cronbach's alpha = .93) and AB (Cronbach's alpha = .94), therefore the all
four items are accepted as working equally well on both issues, and therefore, the mean of these four
attitude items was taken as subjects' attitude scores for the remaining analyses. Positive scores pointed to

* Let otp and
represent per comparison and experimentwise error rates, respectively; then for c
independent comparisons
= 1 - (1 - ttp)^ . In this study c is 124 in NW, and 116 in AB.
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pro-attitudes, negative scores to anti-attitudes, and near zero scores to conflicting attitudes or no attitude
at all.
The integrated valuation score on each issue was computed for each subject. The correlations
between integrated valuation scores and attitude scores were positive and high on both the issues: NW r =
0.81, p < 0.001; AB r = 0.77, p < 0.001. These results confirm Hypothesis 3 that the valuation outcomes
are closely positively linked with attitudes. The meanings of these correlations can be further examined
fi-om two aspects. One is from the direction of valuations and attitudes. The other is fi'om their intensity.
Directions o f valuation and attitude. To see how correctly the directions of integrated valuation
scores can predict the direction of attitude scores, the subjects were classified into nine groups according
to the signs of their integrated valuation and attitude scores, then a correct rate, which was defined as
following, was computed for each issue. As shown in Table 3.3,

tests for both issues indicate a

significant relation between the directions of valuation and attitude, and the correct rates for both issues
indicate that most subjects' attitude directions were consistent with their valuation directions.

Number of subjects whose integrated valuation
and attitude scores are of the same sign
Correct rate = -----------------------------------------------------------------------Total number of valid subjects

Sign of Attitude scores
+
—

0

x 100%

Sign of integrated valuation scores on
NW (n=127)
AB (n=126)
0
0
+
+
7
0
6
0
19
79
5
88
0
5
30
0
0
6
2
2
3
1
Correct rate = 85.83%
Correct rate = 87.30%
= 92.38 p<.OOOI
= 93.89 p<.0001

Intensity o f valuation and attitude.

One part o f Hypothesis 3 predicted that if the importance

ratings of all activated values are zero, the subject will show no attitude toward the situation. There was
only one such subject in each issue, therefore this part of Hypothesis 3 was not tested. These two subjects
were excluded fiom each issue for the remaining analyses. To compare the importance ratings of reward
and cost values between subjects with different attitudes, the subjects were divided into different attitude
groups according to their attitude scores. Because the number of subjects whose attitude scores were zero
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is too few in this study, the selection range for conflicting attitude group was extended from 0 to between
1 and -1, in order to include more subjects into this group and keep attitude scores near zero at the same
time. The attitude subgroups were divided as following: pro group — attitude scores greater than or equal
to 1 (18 pro-NW and 75 pro-AB subjects); anti group — attitude scores less than or equal to -1 (81 antiNW and 25 anti-AB subjects); conflicting group — attitude scores between 1 and -1 (27 conflicting-NW
and 25 conflicting-AB subjects). The importance ratings of reward and of cost values were compared
among the three groups by one way ANOVAs, and Duncan's range test for pairwise conq)arison between
groups. The activated importance ratings of reward and of cost values were also compared by paired Ttest within each group. The results are listed in Table 3.4

Pro

Conflicting
Anti
NW
Mean (n=18)
Mean (n=27)
Mean (n=81)
5 36b
6.45»
Reward values
3 5#*
4.58»b
5.92b
Cost values
6.70»
3 39**
i
-10.35***
-1.88
AB
Mean (n=75)
Mean (n=25)
Mean (n=25)
4 44»c
5.35bc
Reward values
68#*
3.28»b
5.16bc
Cost values
6.46»c
t
0.34
10.30***
-4.35***
Note. Figures in the same row with common subscript letters differ significantly.
***/?<

F
(df= 2, 123)
14.74***
15.29***

(df=2,122)
22.19***
19.69***

.001

Table 3.4 shows that among the groups, the pro groups emphasized reward values most; the anti
groups emphasized cost values most; and the conflict groups emphasized reward and cost values in the
middle of the pro and anti groups. When injecting each group, the results show that reward values were
emphasized more than cost values by the pro groups, and vice versa by the anti groups, while there was no
difference of reward and cost values emphasized by the conflicting groups. Hypothesis 3 is further
confirmed by these results.

A ctivated Values and Attitudes
What were the values that might underiie a given attitude? The answers to this question have been
sought in many studies using the comparison strategy in Rokeach's approach. This study seeks the answers
from another approach which concerning the valuations on the given attitudinal object. In this approach.
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the core values underlying a given attitude are assumed to be held as both high relevant and important to
the attitudinal object by the persons with the attitude.
To find out what were the major relevant values to the different attitude groups toward NW and
AB, the relevance of each value within each group was represented by its response rate (percentages of
persons who responded to the value when considering the given issue within the group). The values with
response rates greater than 50% (minimum majority) at least in one group are listed in Table 3.5 for NW,
and Table 3.9 for AB. The response rates of these values were compared across groups by y} tests.
If follow the comparison strategy in Rokeach's approach, only the values that differ significantly
between groupsare the values underlie the given attitude. In this case, the results of

tests in Table 3.5

and Table 3.9 show that hcqypiness was the value underlying the attitude to NW, and fam ily security to
AB. The relations between these values and attitudes are as follows. More anti-NW subjects viewed
happiness as relevant than pro- and confiicting-NW subjects. Similarly, more anti-AB subjects viewed
fam ily security as relevant than pro- and conflicting-AB subjects. However, it should be noted that these
two values were not the values with the highest response rate within each attitude group except the antiAB group. Other values with higher or equal response rates within each group did not have a significant y f
test result. Thus, to say that the two values with significant test results on relevance are the values
undeiiying attitudes to NW or AB may be insufficient or misleading. These results will be con^ared with
those fi'om Kristiansen and Zanna's (1988) study later on.
Because it is not necessary that every value relevant to a situation are inq>ortant to the situation
as well, the activated importance of the values listed in Table 3.5 and Table 3.9 are inspected. Since the
values irrelevant to a given situation must be unimportant to the situation, the activated inqx)rtance of
unresponded values (irrelevant values) are assigned as zero. The mean activated importance of these values
are listed in Table 3.6 for NW and Table 3.10 for AB, and were compared across groups by ANOVAs, and
Duncan's range test for necessary further comparisons.
The results in Table 3.6 and Table 3.10 show that among these relevant values, a world at peace
and national security were emphasized differently by different attitude groups to NW, and equality, fam ily
security, and freedom by different attitude groups to AB. Like the case in value relevance, these values
may be able to differentiate one attitude group fi'om the other in terms of activated importance, but they
were not necessarily the most inq>ortant activated values within each attitude group.
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Two criteria were set up to find out the core values underlying each attitude group; response rate
greater than 70%, and mean activated importance greater than 4.5 (above the middle of the importance
rating scale). Those values that reached these two criteria within an attitude group were selected as the
core values underlying that attitude. The core value and their mean valuation scores for each attitude
group are list in Table 3.7 for NW, and Table 3.11 for AB.
In Table 3.7 and Table 3.11, the sign of the mean valuation scores within a group indicates
whether the core values were held as reward or cost values by the group, and the size of the mean
valuation scores reflects how consistently the core values were so held. The larger size of the mean
valuation score of a core value within one group indicates that the value was more consistently regarded as
the affective status indicated by the sign of the mean valuation score within the group.
With these consideration in mind, the results in Table 3.7 and Table 3.11 can now be described. In
the case of nuclear weapons, the pro-NW subjects regarded that nuclear weapons would support a world
at peace and national security, but they were also concerned that the weapons would threaten protecting
the environment. However, their views on the former two values were more consistent than on the latter
one. The anti-NW subjects regarded that nuclear weapons would threaten a world at peace, a world o f
beauty, and protecting the environment, but they were also concerned, though not veiy consistently, that
they would siq)port national security. The confiicting-NW subjects were concerned that nuclear weapons
would support national security, but threaten protecting the environment and a world at peace. Similarly,
in the case of abortion on demand (AB), the pro-AB subjects regarded that it would support equality and
freedom. The anti-AB subjects regarded that it would threaten equality, fœ nily security, and inner
harmony. The confiicting-AB subjects were concerned that it would support freedom, but threaten inner
harmony.
To explore the predictive power of these core values on attitudes, a stepwise multiple regression
w&s performed for each issue. The valuation scores of these core values were used to predict attitude
scores. Table 3.8 shows that all of the four core values fi’om Table 3.7 emo’ged as the significant
predictors of NW attitudes. The four predictors accounted for 60% of the variance in NW attitude scores.
Table 3.12 shows that three out of the four core values fi’om Table 3.11 emerged as the significant
predictors of AB attitudes. They are equality, fam ily security, and inner harmony. The three predictors
accounted for 59% of the variance in AB attitude scores.
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Table 3.5 Relevant Values and iheir Response Rates (%) within Different Attitude Group to NW

%
%
Activated values
%
40.7
61.1
59.3
A comfortable life
100.0
98.8
88.9
A world at peace
66.7
80.2
63.0
A world of beauty
48.1
66.7
59.3
Family security
65.4
48.1
Freedom
66.7
27.8»
29.6b
56.8»*)
Happiness
90.1
92.6
National security
94.4
40.7
38.9
60.5
Social order
69.1
59.3
Unity with nature
55.6
87.7
88.9
94.4
Protecting the environment
Note. Figures in the same row with common subscript letters differ significantly.
*p < .05.

Table 3.6 Activated Importance o f Relevant Values within Different Attitude Group to NW
Conflicting
Pro
Anti
Mean
Mean
Activated values
Mean
3.11
2.41
A comfortable life
3.83
5.56»b
7.53b
A worid at peace
7.22»
4.33
5.70
4.04
A world of beauty
4.06
3.33
Family security
4.50
Freedom
4.61
4.65
3.07
1.89
4.12
2.11
Happiness
5.48
7.11»
4.63»
National security
1.93
2.00
3.58
Social order
5.06
3.78
2.89
Unity with nature
5.48
5.83
6.90
Protecting the environment
Note. Figures in the same row with common subscript letters differ significantly.
♦*/?<.01. ♦**/?<.001.
*

(df = 2)
3.08
7.11
4.61
1.68
2.77
9.06*
0.08
4.89
1.71
0.69

F
(df= 2,123)
1.03
8.55***
3.04
0.57
1.87
4.61
6.42**
3.74
3.31
3.09

Table 3.7 Core Values and Their Mean Valuation Scores within Different Attitude Groups to NW
Conflicting
Pro
Anti
Mean
Mean
Core values
Mean
-2.08
4.44
-6.83
A world at peace
—
-5.43
—
A world of beauty
7.53
0.78
5.28
National security
-2.88
-7.54
-5.67
Protecting the environment

Table 3.8 Stepwise Multiple Regression o f Valuation Scores o f Core Values on Attitude Scoresfo r NW
t
Beta
Core values
/>
R2
.47
6.75
.0001
.60
A world at peace
2.27
.15
.05
A worid of beauty
4.41
.0001
National security
.29
2.37
.15
.05
Protecting the environment
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Table 3.9 Relevant Values and iheir Response Rates (%) within Different Altitude Group to AB

Conflicting (n=25)
Anti (n=25)
Pro (n=75)
%
Activated values
%
%
72.0
60.0
78.7
Equality
53.3a
Family security
84.0»b
48.0^
84.0
84.0
Freedom
89.3
64.0
48.0
Happiness
56.0
Inner harmony
54.7
72.0
70.8
64.0
56.0
Self re je c t
49.3
40.0
56.0
48.0
Social justice
36.0
Broadminded
53.3
48.0
40.0
Choosing own goals
65.3
48.0
Note. Figures in the same row with common subscript letters differ significantly.
*p < .05.

Table 3.10 Activated Importance o f Relevant Values within Different Attitude Group to AB
Conflicting
Pro
Anti
Mean
Mean
Activated values
Mean
5.87»
Equality
5.28
3.52»
Family security
3.67
5.60»
2.64»
Freedom
7.15»
3.84»
5.72
3.97
4.24
2.80
Happiness
Inner harmony
3.77
4.64
4.68
Self respect
4.20
3.12
3.32
Social justice
3.81
3.44
2.00
2.96
2.48
Broadminded
3.69
Choosing own goals
4.72
2.88
2.88
Note. Figures in the same row with common subscript letters differ significantly.
♦;?<.05. **p<.0\. ***p<.00].

yf
(df= 2)
3.40
8.65*
0.76
1.30
3.04
1.69
2.05
2.32
5.89

F
(df= 2,122)
4.52*
4.88**
12.82***
1.19
0.89
0.92
2.43
1.22
3.94

Table 3.11 Core Values and Their Mean Valuation Scores within Different Attitude Groups to AB
Anti
Conflicting
Pro
Mean
Core values
Mean
Mean
Equality
5.28
-4.48
—
Family security
-3.76
—
—
Freedom
6.64
—
5.72
Inner harmony
-4.64
-3.48
—

Table 3.12 Stepwise Multiple Regression o f Valuation Scores o f Core Values on Attitude Scoresfo r AB
Core values
/
p
R2
Beta
.46
Equality
6.74
.0001
.59
Family security
.26
3.81
.0002
Inner harmony
.28
4.40
.0001

In summary, these results confirm Hypothesis 4. The coirçarisons between different attitude
groups on only one element of valuation (either relevance or importance of activated values) at best can
find some values that can differentiate one attitude group fi'om the other in terms of the element, but these
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values were not necessarily the most relevant or important values underlying each different attitude.
Instead, the comparisons within each attitude group on the all three element of valuation (relevance,
importance, and affective status of activated values) reveal not only the most relevant and important values
underlying each attitude, but also the affective status (as reward or cost values) of these core values to
each attitude. Moreover, most of these core values were significant predictors of attitudes. Together, their
valuation scores accounted for substantial amounts of the variance in attitude scores.

Comparing with Kristiansen and Zanna's Study
Kristiansen and Zanna (1988) asked 123 psychology students in Canada to rank 18 terminal values
of the RVS according how relevant they are when considering the issue of abortion on demand and the
issue of allowing nuclear weapons in Canada. Comparison of their results (see Table 3.13) with those of
this study (Table 3.5 and Table 3.9) reveals that there are some similarities between these two studies in
the aspect of value relevance. In spite of different scales were used to measure value relevance (ordinal
scale in Kristiansen and Zanna's study and all-or-none nominal scale in this study), the most relevant values
were a world at peace and national security to NW, and freedom, equality and inner harmony to AB,
among both the Canadian and British subjects.
However, since Kristiansen and Zanna (1988) followed Rokeach's approach, they focused on the
values with significant statistical results to interpret attitude differences. However, not all of these values
were among the top relevant values. While they introduced some values with significant statistics but low
relevance such as salvation and true fiiendship in NW and AB into the interpretation of attitude
differences, they overlooked some other values with much higher relevance but non-significant statistics
such as a world at peace in NW, and inner harmony and equality in AB. As the previous findings have
revealed, the values regarded as equally relevant by different attitude groups were not necessarily regarded
as equally important by them, and also that the same values may be considered as reward values by one
attitude group and as cost values by the other group. Since Kristiansen and Zanna did not consider the
activated importance and the affective status of values (as reward or cost values) to subjects in the given
situation, their study cannot uncover these meanings of values to attitudes.
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Table 3.13 Value Relevance Ranks and Tests on Mean Value Relevance Scores o f Subjects with Anti vs.

Nuclear weapons
Anti (n=83)
Pro (n=30)
Mean Rank Mean Rank
2.29
5.0
1.96
10.0
16.0
1.71
13.0
1.40

Value
A comfortable life
An exciting life
A sense of
accomplishment
1.95
10.0
3.27
A world at peace
2.0
2.12
6.0
A world of beauty
Equality
2.05
7.0
Family security
2.62
4.0
Freedom
2.82
3.0
Happiness
1.96
8.5
Inner harmony
1.96
8.5
0.87
Mature love
18.0
3.67
National security
IQ
1.59
Pleasure
14.0
Salvation
0.96
17.0
Self-respect
12.0
1.76
1.49
Social recognition
15.0
True fiiendship
1.15
16.0
Wisdom
1.77
11.0
p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

F
*

Pro (n=68)
Mean Rank
2.14
8.0
1.68
12.0

Abortion
Anti (n=48)
Mean Rank
1.73
11.0
1.54
15.5

12.0
1.54
1.78
1.44
14.0
3.28
LQ
1.28
7.0
1.39
1.57
2.12
7.0
16.0
1.32
2.06
9.0
2.70
2.70
3.0
2.47
4.0
2.33
6.0
2.25
2.77
3.0
3.50
LQ
2.93
2.14
6.0
2.66
4.0
2.38
8.0
2.10
2.79
2.70
LQ
18.0
7.0
2.47
1.06
2.32
***
2.92
18.0
0.50
0.45
m
1.61
13.0
1.68
1.96
10.0
1.51
14.5 **
1.43
15.0
2.02
11.0
1.80
2.59
5.0
2.66
17.0
1.38
13.0
1.58
1.52
*
14.5
2.06
1.51
1.78
11.0
**
2.20
5.0
2.36
2.12
9.0
(Adapted from Kristiansen & Zanna, 1988)

15.5
17.0
14.0
L5
8.0

LQ
6.0

F
**

***
*

2A
5.0
18.0
12.0
10.0
4.0
13.0
9.0
7.0

*
**

*

Comparing with the Results from Rokeach's Approach
To test Hypothesis 5 (concerning the accuracy of Rokeach's approach), product moment
correlation between attitude score and transituational importance rating of each value in the value list (65
values) was computed for each issue. The correlation coefficients and response rates of the values with
significant correlations, and of the values with high response rates (those values that appear in Table 3.5
for NW, and Table 3.9 for AB) are listed in Table 3.14. Those values with non-signfficant correlation
coefficients and low response rates are not listed, because values with non-signfficant statistical results are
usually not discussed in Rokeach's approach, and values with low response rates are supposed to have low
relevance to the given issue in this study.
The size of significant correlation coefficients in Table 3.14 ranges fi’om .19 to .33 in NW, and .20
to .41 in AB. According to Rokeach's approach, those values with significant coefficients underlie the
attitudes to NW or AB. However, it should be noted that the response rates of all these values, except
three in NW and one in AB, were very low (most of them below 30%). This means that most of these
values were not regarded as relevant to NW or AB by the majority of the subjects. On other hand, the
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correlation coefficient of those values with high response rates, except three in NW and one in AB, were
not significant at all. This means that most of these relevant values (to NW or AB) were not predicted by
Rokeach's approach.

Table 3 .14 Correlations Between Attitude and Transituational Importance o f Values and Their Re^xmse
Rates (%)
NW (n=126)
AB (n=125)
r
%
Value
r
%
Value
Values with significant correlation coefficient
A world at peace
National security
A world of beauty
Social justice
Social power
Authority
Broadminded
Respect for tradition
Helpful
Wealth
Responsible
Devout
Self-controlled

-.26"^*
.33***
-.19*
-.23*
.19*
.24**
-.27**
.27**
-.20*
.19*
.19*
.33***
.19*

96.8
91.3
74.6
39.7
36.5
29.4
25.4
22.2
19.8
16.7
14.3
9.5
9.5

Social justice
Independent
Devout
Forgiving
Cheerful
Moderate
A spiritual life
Honouring of parents and elders
Salvation
Obedient

.20*
.22*
-.41***
-.21*
-.23**
-.24**
-.33***
-.28**
-.32***
-.18*

51.2
36.8
24.0
21.6
16.0
15.2
14.4
14.4
12.8
12.0

.11
.14
.08
-.15
.16
.01
-.10
.20*
.11

86.4
73.6
60.0
58.4
56.8
56.0
53.6
51.2
48.8

Values with high response rates
A world at peace
-.26**
.33***
National security
-.15
Protecting the environment
-.19*
A world of beauty
Unity with nature
-.01
Freedom
-.10
Family security
.00
A comfortable life
.11
Social order
.06
Happiness
.13
*p<.QS. * * p < .01. ***p< .001.

96.8
91.3
88.9
74.6
65.1
61.9
57.9
55.6
53.2
46.8

Freedom
Equality
Inner harmony
Family security
Choosing own goals
H^piness
Self respect
Social justice
Broadminded

Three values, a world at peace, national security, and a world o f beauty, were correctly predicted
by Rokeach's approach as related to NW. Their coefficients suggest that pro-NW subjects emphasized
national security more, but emphasized a world at peace and a world o f beauty less than the anti-NW
subjects did. However, this emphasizing pattern on the transituational importance between pro-and antiNW subjects did not totally reflect in their activated importance. Data from Table 3.6 indicated that the
pro-NW subjects did emphasized national security more, but they were also concerned with a world at
peace and a world o f beauty as much as the anti-NW did.
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Similarly, the significant coefficient of social justice, which was correctly predicated value by
Rokeach's approach for AB, suggests that Pro-AB subjects emphasized social justice more than the antiAB subjects. However, data fi'om Table 3.10 show that there was no difference between the pro- and antiAB subjects on the activated importance of socialjustice.
In brief^ these results confirm Hypothesis 5. Most of the values that were assumed by Rokeach's
approach to be relevant to the attitudes about a given issue because of the significant statistical results on
their transituational importance, were in fact very low rdevant to the issue. That these values were low
relevant to the issue implies that they were low relevant to the attitudes about the issue as well. On the
other hand, most of the values that were high relevant to the issue, turned out to have non-significant
statistical results fi’om Rokeach's approach. These findings suggest that most of the values that were really
relevant to attitudes cannot be indicated by the values with significant statistical results based on
transituational importance fiom Rokeach's approach. Moreover, the relations between attitudes and the
correctly indicated values suggested by Rokeach's approach in terms of transituational importance, may
mislead the inference of the relations between attitudes and these values in terms of activated importance.

3.7 DISCUSSION

The Nature o f Valuation Process
The findings on the two issues give direct support to the relation between the attitude and
valuation process in a given situation described by the Activated Values Model (Figure 1.3). People's
attitudes are consistent with their trade-off results of activated cost and reward values. The modified
measuring and analysis procedures provided clear profiles of valuation processes of people with different
attitudes toward a given issue in terms of relevance, affective status and importance of the activated
values. When compared these three elements of valuation within each attitude group, a small number of
core values, ^\diich were the most relevant and inqx)rtant to the given issue, can be abstracted to represent
the unique valuation characteristics of each attitude group. These core values together explained
substantial amounts of the variance in attitudes (60% in NW, and 59% in AB). When compared between
attitude groups, some core values were held by all groups, but their affective status w&5 held differently
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within each group. In general, the core values were regarderas reward values by the pro-attitude subjects,
as cost values by the anti-attitude subjects, and some as reward and some as cost values by the conflictingattitude subjects. Comparisons of value transituational importance alone, (such as numerous studies using
Rokeach's approach), or value relevance alone, (such as Kristiansen and Zanna's (1988) study), between
NOT
attitude groups could^eveal all the relevant values and the affective status of these values.
If the valuation measure constructed in this study did not measure the valuations about the two
different issues, the data should show that (1) there is no relation between attitude and valuation scores,
and (2) the values indicated by subjects as relevant to the given issue do not make sense to subjects'
attitude toward the issue. Since these are not the case, the findings of this study provide strong evidence to
support the construct validity of the valuation measure. Moreover, the close relations between attitudes
and valuations found in this study also support that the values list used in the valuation measure is
comprehensive enough to cover the various subsets of values used in evaluating the two very different
issues, nuclear weapons and abortion on demand.
The current data support contingency theories of decision making which emphasize the contextdependent nature of human information processing (Payne, 1982). Different sets of values were activated
by the different given issues. Although there were three values, fam ily security, freedom, and happiness,
relevant to both the issues, their affective status and activated importance were respectively q>ecific to
each issue. These result also confirms that the generality of activated values are different fi’om each other
(cf. Table 1.3).
However, we still need to be aware that there may be some transituational cognitive style in some
people's valuation processes. For example, Tetlock and his colleagues (Tetlock, Bemzweig, & Gallant,
1985; Tetlock, 1984) found that there were two types of reasoning among American and British
politicians. Those who had moderate political opinions were more likely to see policy making as a matter
of weighing competing interests and values. They more frequently acknowledged the potential drawbacks
of policies they fevoured, and the potential benefits of policies they opposed. On the other hand, those on
the political lefr as well as those on the political right were prone to view competing proposals in rigid,
black-and-white terms, with only good consequences flowing from proposals they endorsed and only bad
consequences from proposals they opposed.
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Most subjects in this study did express an attitude toward each given issue. Too few persons who
showed no attitude to the given issue made it impossible to examine the valuation process relative to non
attitude. It is possible that some subjects were pseudo-responsive to the questionnaire even though they
had no opinion about the given issue, or that the issues used in this study concern most people. Further
study with more issues with differently public concern or/and larger size of subjects would examine the
valuation process related to non-attitude properly.

Comparison o f Rokeach's Approach with Valuation Measurement
Since each value in Rokeach's approach is considered as transituational guiding principle, it is
assumed to remain the same importance, and thus stable relation to other values across situations.
However, this study show)!that this kind of transituationaly stable value hierarchy did not reflect in
valuations of a specified situation. This study found that the importance of the activated values was
different fi'om that of the corresponding transituational values, and that for most of the subjects, the
hierarchy of activated importance ratings had nothing to do with that of the corresponding transituational
importance ratings (Table 3.2). These findings suggest that the transituational value system measured in
Rokeach's approach as transituational guiding principles has little, if any, guiding power on valuation of a
specified situation in terms of the relative importance among the relevant values for most subjects.
The valuation measurement collects data about valuations in terms of relevance, affective status,
and importance of the activated values directly at the individual level. When individual valuations were
aggregated within each attitude group, the results revealed the general valuation on the given situation at
the collective level. If each individual's valuation is compared with the her/his group's general valuation, the
results would reveal the unique part of the individual's valuation. Thus, the valuation measurement
combined both nomothetic and idiographic approaches (2^valloni, 1980).
In contrast, because the transituational characteristic of Rokeach's approach, studies have to be
carried out nomothetically to find out the relations between values and a given attitude. In this ^proach,
the transituational importance of values was compared between different attitude groups, and the values
with significant statistical results are assumed as the relevant values. There is no way to examine whether
the relevant values found at the collective level are really held as relevant at the individual level in
Rokeach's approach, not to mention examining the unique part of the individual's view on a given situation.
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The size of all the significant correlations of the transituational value to attitude in Table 3.14 are
below 0.35 except one reaching 0.4, just like other findings of this kind of studies (e.g. Kristiansen, 1985;
Fumham, 1987). These ranges fell within the range of correlations commonly reported in personality
research (Bern & Allen, 1974). This suggests that transituational values may, like traits, at best e?q)lain
what some of the people do some of the time. It is possible that people of different personality hold the
similar valuations toward a given situation. It is also possible that people of the same personality hold
different valuations toward a given situation. Thus the individual differences in personality, including the
trait-like transituational values, do not necessarily reflect the individual differences in valuation on a
specified situation. This, in turn, may explain why so many studies using Rokeach's approach reported that
not all the expected values appeared with a significant statistical result, while a lot of unexpected values
appeared in such way (e.g., Rokeach, 1973; Rankin & Grube, 1980; Fumham, 1987). Similarly, in this
study it is the values with high response rates rather than the values with low response rates, that would be
expected to appear with significant statistical results in Rokeach's approach, but only few of the expected
values appeared in this way, while many of unexpected values appeared so (Table 3.14). Moreover,
because the transituational importance of values do not reflect the activated importance of the
corresponding activated values, the relations between attitudes and these transituational values, suggested
by the significant statistics, may be different firom the relations between attitudes and the corresponding
activated values in terms of importance.

Subjects' vs. Researchers' Views
Although this study did not examine whether values were classified into terminal or instrumental
categories by subjects the same as by Rokeach (1973) and Schwartz (1987), it revealed some researchers'
misjudgement because of these two categories. Many researchers used only terminal values (e.g.,
Kristiansen and Zanna, 1988) or only instrumental values (e.g.. Feather, 1988) in searching the relationship
between values and other variables presuming that only one kind of values are relevant to the variables. As
can be seen in Table 3.15, the activated values mentioned in this study are fi’om both categories of terminal
and instrumental values as classified by Rokeach and Schwartz. Whether values belong to the category as
classified by Rokeach and Schwartz seems not to play a significant part in subjects' valuations. It is very
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possible that subjects do not make this classification at all when they make valuations. Pre-excluding one
kind of values fi’om study then appears to confine researchers to an incomplete picture of subjects' views.

Rokeach
(1973)

Schwartz
(1987)

Terminal
A comfortable life
A world at peace
A world of beauty
Family security
Freedom
Happiness
Inner harmony
National security
Detachment
Social order
Unity with nature

NW
Instrumental
Broadminded

Devout
Protecting the
environment

Terminal
A comfortable life
Equality
Family security
Freedom
Happiness
Inner harmony
Pleasure
Selfreq)ect
A spiritual life
Social justice

AB
Instrumental
Ambitious
Broadminded
Forgiving
Independent
Responsible
Self-controlled

Accepting your
portion in life
Choosing own goals
Devout
Healthy

In conclusion, this study has established a questionnaire to measure a person's valuation on a given
situation. The valuation measurement gives more say of subjects' views by asking their perception about
the relevance, affective status, and importance of relevant values to

the given situation. In contrast,

compared with the data fi’om valuation measurement, the results firom Rokeach's approach, which
measures only transituational importance of values, may be very different fi’om subjects' views about the
given situation.
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CHAPTER 4

stability and Change in
Transituational Value Systems
and Valuations (Study 2)

4.1 INTRODUCTION
•fc h fi

This chapter presents a replication of Study 1 after one month with part o^original respondents in
order to study the stability and change in transituational values and activated values, and their relations
with specific attitudes. The test-retest procedure may be viewed as just seeking the reliability of
psychological measures, but in the case of activated values, they will reveal the characteristics of stability
and change in valuations on a given situation which have rarely been explored before. Moreover, the testretest procedure of this kind relates to an interesting question: what are the relations between the stability
and change in attitudes and that in valuations? The answer to this question may improve our understanding
about the mechanism of attitude change.
In the test-retest procedure, the reliability may be lowered because of a real change in what is
measured between testings. The reliability may also be heightened by remembering the items and responses
made in the first testing. To overcome these problems, it is desirable that the time between testings is long
enough for testees to forget the details of the first testing, but short enough so that little or no real change
in what is measured occurs between the testings. A few weeks often turns out to be a good compromise
(Mueller, 1986). Thus, the time interval adopted in this study is one month which is suitable to study the
reliability of the valuation measurement.
Since the transituational value systems involved only one dimension which is the transituational
importance, their stability and change over time will be examined on this dimension only. On the other
hand, since all the three dimensions of valuations, activated status, activated importance, and affective
status, were involved in Study 1, the stability and change in valuations will be examined on these three
dimensions.
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4.2 STABILITY IN TRANSITUATIONAL VALUE SETS
AND ACTIVATED VALUE SETS
Rokeach (1973) remarked that 'if values were completely stable, individual and social change
would be impossible. If values were completely unstable, continuity of human personality and society
would be impossible' (p. 5-6). In his approach, the measurement of the importance of a list of
transituational values reflect the organization of a person's value system which is assumed to be an
enduring hierarchy of relative importance of transituational values. From Rokeach's viewpoint, the testretest reliabilities of transituational value sets which reflect the stability of the relative importance among
the transituational values should be not too high nor too low.
Rokeach (1973) had reported several test-retest reliabilities of the transituational value set in the
RVS based on their importance rankings for various groups tested between various dififerent time intervals.
In his report, the median test-retest reliabilities for college students tested between 4.5 weeks were .80 for
terminal values and .70 for instrumental values. Since the list of values used in this study combines both
terminal and instrumental values, the test-retest reliabilities of the transituational importance scores of the
values in the list may be between .80 and .70.
The degree of stability in activated value sets could be quite different fi'om that in transituational
value sets, because there is only one dimension in the stability of transituational value sets which is value
importance, but there are three dimensions in the stability of activated value sets which are value relevance,
value status and value importance. A value may be activated by a given situation on one occasion but not
on another occasion. Even a value is activated by a given situation on more than one occasions, its value
status and importance may vary fi'om one occasion to another. Viewed fi'om this point, the test-retest
reliability of the whole activated value sets should be lower than that of transituational value set.
On the other hand, since activated values are related to a specified situation and transituational
values are not, would the specified situation act as an anchor which stabilize some activated values? If so,
most subjects should hold a stable sub-set of activated values whose test-retest reliability is higher than that
of transituational value set. If a sub-set of activated values can be stabilized by a given situation, this sub
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set of activated values can be identified as the activated values which are activated and remain the fixed
value status across occasions. Activated values of this kind are named as fixed values in this study. The
test-retest reliability of fixed value set will be compared with that of transituational values set.

4.3 CHANGE IN TRANSITUATIONAL VALUES AND ACTIVATED VALUES
Is the test-retest change in any given value a fiinction of its initial transituational importance
position? The measurement of such kind of test-retest change is useful in understanding the influence of
transituational value set on the change in single transituational values as well as in activated values.
Rokeach (1973) reported a study of such measurement based on the ranking importance of
transituational values in the RVS. The results shown a clearly inverted U-shaped relationship between the
initial ranking positions and change in single values. Those initially ranked as most and least important
changed the least fi'om test to retest; those ranked in the middle changed the most. Rokeach suggested that
the respondents ranked transituational values at the high and low ends of the scale with considerably more
confidence than those they ranked in the middle, and that this U-shaped relationship is probably inherent in
all ranking procedures. It is not clear, thus, whether the U-shaped relationship reported by him did reveal
the relationship between the initial transituational importance positions and change in single values or
merely the consequence of the ranking procedure.
This uncertainty may be solved by the rating procedure because, unlike the ranking procedure, the
rating procedure does not ask people to consider the relative importance between a value and other values
when rating the value. Since in the present approach the rating instead of ranking procedure is used, the
measurement of change in single values will be carried out. Moreover, the present approach suggests that
during the process of socialization and fi’om personal e?q)eriences, people may include some values and
reject some other values to form their transituational value inventory. The measured importance of
transituational values may reflect their status of being included in the value inventory. The higher important
a transituational value is rated, the more certain that the value is included in the value inventory, therefore,
the less the value changes. If so, the relationship between the test-retest change in single transituational
values whose ratings are not zero (totally unimportant) and their initial transituational rating positions
should be linear: The change amount of these values should correlate negatively with their initial
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importance positions. On the other hand, those values that are initially rated as totally unimportant
represent the rejected values. Since values per se are about the desirable or desired, it is still possible that a
small part of initially rejected values will be included into the value inventory latter in a person's life.
However, most of them are likely to ronain rqected status. Therefore, they should be, on average, more
stable at least than those values rated low in importance.
Does the initial transituational importance have similar influence on the change of activated values
to that on the change of transituational values? The answer of this question can provide further
understanding about the relationship between transituational values and activated values. If the assun^)tion
underlying Rokeach's approach is correct (see Figure 3.1), that is, the importance appraisals of activated
values are parallel to, if not all the same as, that of corresponding transituational values, the change pattern
of activated values on any situation fi'om test to retest should be consistent with that of corresponding
transituational values. Since the results of Study 1 suggest that the hierarchy of transituational values has
very little, if any, guiding power over the activated values on a given issue in terms of importance, this may
not be the case.

4.4 ATTITUDE AND ACTIVATED VALUES
A person's attitude toward a given issue may remain the same over a period of time, but the
underiying activated values may vary in terms of relevance, status and importance, not to mention the case
of changing attitudes. Although it is assumed that attitudes are determined by the final valuation scores
which are composed of activated values, these assumptions cannot tell what are the components of
activated values underlying an attitude. To explore this question, activated values will be classified
according their activated status (value relevance and value status), then the relations between these
classifications and attitudes will be examined. In addition, as shown in Study 1, a few group core values
were essential in explaining the group's attitude, therefore, the relations between attitudes and core values
of difierent groups in pretest and retest will also be examined.
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4.5 RESEARCH ISSUES
The following hypotheses, derived from eaiiier discussion, will be tested;
1. The test-retest reliability of transituational value set is higher than that of all-activated-values
set on the given issue, but is lower than that of fixed-values set which includes values activated in both
testing occasions with the same value status.
2. For those transituational values whose initial importance is not zero, their importance change
amount between test and retest will correlate negatively with their initial transituational importance
positions. For those transituational values whose initial importance is zero, their importance change
amount will be at least less than that of those transituational values rated low in importance in the pretest.
3. The relationship between the importance change amount of activated values and their initial
transituational rating positions are different from that predicted in 2.
In addition, the relationship between different kinds of activated values and attitudes will be
explored in this study.

4.6 METHOD

Subjects
47 psychology students (35 females and 12 males) from Study 1 participated in the retest. All the
subjects completed the importance ratings of transituational values and valuations on nuclear weapons
(NW), but only 45 subjects finished valuation on abortion on demand (AB).

Procedure
Five weeks after Study 1, 24 subjects were retested in classroom after their lecture time. Those
subjects who answered the questionnaire at their own time and own place in Study 1 were invited to
participate in the re-test when they returned the questionnaires. After 5 weeks the questionnaire that was
that was
the same as^used in Study 1 was sent to the subjects who agreed to take in through the department's
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corresponding system. Subjects finished the questionnaire at their own time and own place, and then
returned it to the author’s ofiBce. 45 questionnaires were sent out, and 23 were returned. The response rate
of this part of subjects was 51%. Every subjects was paid two pounds when s/he returned the
questionnaire.

Nomenclature o f Activated Values and Attitude Status
The relevance and affective status of activated values in pretest and retest were firstly examined by
using two dimensions: (1) Do they remain activated in pretest and retest? (2) Among those that remain
activated in both tests,does their affective status (i.e. as cost or reward values to the given situation) remain
the same? According to these two dimensions, activated values were clasâfied into three categories: (1)
fixed values referring to those activated values that are activated in both pretest and retest, and also remain
the same affective status (e.g. as cost value in both pretest and retest); (2) reverse values referring to those
activated values that are activated in both pretest and retest but reverse their affective status (e.g. as cost
value in one test and as reward value in the other); and (3) contingent values referring to those activated
values that are activated in only one test but not the other test.
Similarly, the changing status of attitudes in terms of directions fi’om pretest to retest was
classified into three categories: (1) unchanged attitude status referring to the same attitude direction in
both pretest and retest (e.g. anti attitude in both tests); (2) changed attitude status referring to different
attitude direction in pretest and retest (e.g. pro attitude in pretest and anti attitude in retest); and (3)
contingent attitude status referring to attitude direction changing fi-om one direction to zero attitude score
(e.g. anti attitude in pretest and zero attitude score in retest) or vice versa. The sample was divided
according to these categories. This resulted in 37 and 44 subjects who held unchanged attitude directions
on NW and AB respectively, and 6 subjects who held changed attitude status on NW. These three groups
are used to further examine the relations between attitudes and valuation scores. Subjects who held
contingent attitude status were excluded because of small sample size.
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4.7 RESULTS

Stability in Transituational Value Set and Activated Value Set
An index of transituational value set stability was obtained for each respondent by correlating
her/his transituational importance ratings of the 65 values in pretest with those made in retest. Similarly, an
index of aU-activated-values set stability was computed for each respondent by correlating her/his valuation
scores of all activated values rated in pretest and retest. Also, an index of fixed-values set stability was
computed for each respondent by correlating her/his valuation scores of fixed values rated in pretest and
retest. Reqwndents whose number of fixed values were less than 3 were eliminated, because the minimum
sample size required for computing correlation coefficient is 3. The median reliabilities of these value sets
are reported in Table 4.1.
Because the reliability repressed by the correlation coefficient was not a ratio variable, sign tests
were used to examine the difference between the reliability of transituational value sets and that of allactivated-values sets, and that of fixed-values sets. The results which are also reported in Table 4.1,
confirm Hypothesis 1: The test-retest reliability of transituational value sets is higher than that of allactivated-values sets but lower than that of fixed-values sets.

Table 4.1 Median Tesi-Reiest Reliabilities and Sign Tests on the Reliabilities o f Transituational Value
Sets and Activated Value Sets
Fixed-values set
Transituational
All-activated-values set
NW (n=42)
AB (n=36)
value set (n=47)
NW (n=47)
AB (n=45)
.43
.95
.92
Median Reliability
.78
.40
Sign tests of the reliabilities of activated value sets (RA)
with the reliabilities of transituational value sets (RT)
N (RA > RT)
N (R A < R T )
Ties(RA = RT)
z
p (2-tailed)

5
41
1
5.16
.0001

Frequency distributions o f activated values.

3
42
0
5.66
.0001

30
12
0
2.62
.01

25
11
0
2.17
.03

The test-retest reliability of integrated valuation

scores of the whole set of activated values was .77 (p < .001) for NW and .86 (p < .001) for AB. Although
the integrated valuation scores seemed to be stable, this did not mean that most activated values were fixed
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values. The stability of activated values can also be examined from the frequency distributions of difierent
kinds of activated values. Table 4.2 summarized the response rates of the three kinds of activated values,
and average number of values for respondents who had one kind of activated values. The response rates in
Table 4.2 show that almost every respondent had fixed values and contingent values, but only about half of
the respondents had reverse values in both the situations. For the respondents who had one kind of
activated values, the average number of fixed values was the highest and that of reverse values the lowest,
leaving that of contingent values in between. This results suggest that for a typical respondent, her/his
activated value set was mainly made up of fixed values and conting^t values with two or three, if any,
reverse values.

NW(N=47)
Activated values
%
N o.T
97.9
8.6
Fbced
57.4
2.5
Reverse
91.5
Contingent in pretest
7.6
87.2
4.5
Contingent in retest
t for the respondents who have the kind of values.

AB (N=45)
%
100
42.2
93.3
95.6

No.t
8.4
3.0
7.1
6.3

Change in Transituational Values and Activated Values
To test Hypothesis 2 (concerning the relation between change amount of transituational
importance and initial transituational importance positions), an index of change amount was obtained by
averaging the change amount (absolute value of the difference of importance ratings between test and
retest) of transituational values with same initial transituational importance within each respondent for each
initial transituational importance point (0 to 9). The mean change amounts of transituational importance
across respondents are represented in Figure 4.1. As predicted, for those transituational values whose
initial importance is not zero, the higher initially rated importance the less change from pretest to retest.
The change amount of transituational values correlated significantly negatively with their initial importance
positions (r = -.44,/? <.001). For those transituational values whose initial importance is zero, they show
similar change amount to those rated middle and less change amount than those rated low in importance.
Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported by these results.
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Figure 4.1 Average change amount of transituational values and activated values by the initial
transituational importance points

To test Hypothesis 3 (concerning the relation between change amount of activated importance and
their initial transituational importance positions), another index of change amount of activated values was
computed by averaging the change amount of importance ratings of activated values with same initial
transituational importance within each respondent for each point of the scale. The mean change amounts of
activated importance across respondents for NW and AB are also shown in Figure 4.1. It is obvious that
the change pattern of activated values on NW and AB in Figure 4.1 are different from that of
transituational values. When excluditig those values whose initial transituational importance is zero, the
change amount of activated values correlated âgnificantiy positively with their initial transituational
importance positions (r = .14, p < .01 for NW, and r=.18 p < .01 for AB). These results supported
Hypothesis 3 that the change pattern of transituational values does not reflect in the change pattern of
activated values.
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Attitudes and Activated Values
In general, attitudes on NW and AB are very stable. The test-retest reliability of attitude scores is
.80 (p < .001) for NW and .90 (p < .001) for AB. Table 4.3 presents the average number of four kinds of
activated values for each attitude status group. As shown in Table 4.3, subjects of changed attitude status
on NW hold more number of reverse values than subject of unchanged attitude status on NW did.

Table 4.3 Average Number o f Activated Values

Activated values
Fixed
Reverse
Contingent in pretest
Contingent in retest
p<OS

Nuclear weapons
Changed attitude
status (N=6)
F (df = 1, 41)
9.5
.14
4.2
4.77*
2.7
3.88
2.3
.35

Unchanged attitude
status (N=37)
8.5
1.0
7.7
4.2

Abortion
Unchanged attitude
status (N=44)
8.0
.7
6.8
5.3

Table 4.4 Stepwise Multiple Regression o f Integrated Valuation Scores o f Three Sets o f Activated Values
on Attitude Scores
Attitude
Integrated valuation
Retest
Pretest
R2
R2
t
directions
Beta
t
scores of
Beta
P<
P<
Unchanged
.53
3.46 .001
.81
8.31 .0001
.66
Fixed values set
.68
on NW (N=37) Contingent values set
.34
2.21 .05
—
—
—
Changed
on NW (N=6)

Reverse values set
Contingent values set

.86
—

3.36
—

.05
—

.74

.77
.62

3.77
3.04

.05
.05

.88

Unchanged
on AB (N=44)

Fixed values set
Contingent values set

.83
—

9.58
—

.0001
—

.69

.62
.29

5.48
2.63

.0001
.01

.70

A series of six stepwise multiple r^essions were performed to explore the predictive power of
the integrated valuation scores resulting from the three sets of activated values on attitude scores. Table
4.4 summarized the results of the stepwise multiple r%ressions in pretest and retest for three attitude
groups. For those respondents whose attitude status unchanged from pretest to retest on NW or on AB,
integrated valuation scores of fixed values set emerged as the most significant predictor of attitude scores
(all p < .001). On the other hand, integrated valuation scores of reverse values set significantly predicted
attitudes on NW for respondents whose NW attitude status changed from pretest to retest. Integrated
valuation scores of the contingent values set turned out to be a contingent predictor in all conditions, only
significant in pretest or retest. Overall, the three predictors explain substantial amounts of the total
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variance in attitude scores — between 88% (retest of changed attitude status on NW) to 66% (retest of
unchanged attitude status on NW).

Attitudes and Group Core Values
To see what are the group core values within each attitude status group in pretest and retest, the
same high relevant and high important criteria (response rate > 70% and mean activated importance >4.5)
as in Chapter 3 were applied to groups of unchanged attitude status on NW and on AB. The criterion of
response rate was set as 100% for the group of changed attitude status on NW because of small sample
size. Table 4.5 reports the group core values of each attitude status group in pretest and retest. It shows
that the group core values of each group were stable in terms of response rate (representing relevance) and
activated importance from pretest to retest.

Table 4.5 Response Rates (%) and Activated Importance (Mean) o f Group Core Values in Pretest and
Retest by Attitude Status on NW and AB
Changed attitude status
Unchanged attitude status
on NW (N=6)
on NW (N=37)
Pretest
Retest
Retest
Pretest
Mean
%
Mean
%
Mean
%
Mean
%
Group core values
100
100
7.83
8.33
A world at peace
94.6
6.92
97.3
6.73
100
6.50
100
6.33
A world of beauty
75.7
5.35
78.4
5.38
100
7.67
100
6.83
National security
86.5
4.38
89.2
4.81
----91.9
6.89
—
—
Protecting the environment
91.9
6.64
Unchanged attitude status
on AB (N=44)
Retest
Pretest
Group core values
%
Mean
%
Mean
Equality
86.4
6.27
79.5
5.97
Freedom
88.6
6.54
84.1
5.89

To explore the predictive power of these group core values on attitude, a series of six stepwise
multiple regressions were performed. The valuation score of each group core value for each attitude status
group was brought into regressions to predict attitude scores. The results of the stepwise multiple
regressions for the three attitude status groups in pretest and retest are summarized in Table 4.6.
Because the group core values in this study were highly selected in both pretest and retest, they
were either fixed values or reverse values for the most subjects. As shown in Table 4.6, the common
significant predictors of attitudes were positive in both pretest for the three groups. This suggests that for
the group with unchanged attitude status on NW, the two common significant predictors, a world at peace
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and national security^ of attitudes in both pretest and retest were fixed values which kept the same
affective status fi'om pretest to retest so that their affective status was consistent with attitude direction in
both pretest and retest. Similarly, for the group with unchanged attitude status on AB, the common
significant predictor, equality, was a fixed value too. On the other hand, fiar the group with changed
attitude status on NW, the common predictor, a world at peace, seemed to be a reverse value which
reversed its affective status fi’om pretest to retest, so that its affective status was consistent with attitude
direction in each test. In addition, there was one group core value in each group whose prediction was
significant only in either pretest or retest. These values may be fixed or reverse values, but their influence
on attitude are like some contingent values which have influence on attitude only in one occasion.
One point deserves emphasis here is that only few group core values alone, instead of the whole
set of activated values, can explain substantial amounts of the total variance in attitude scores — between
98% (pretest of changed attitude status on NW) to 55% (retest of unchanged attitude status on AB).

Table 4.6 Stepwise Multiple Regression o f Group Core Values on Attitudes in Pretest and Retest by
Attitude Status on NW andAB
Retest
Pretest
R2
t
R2
Beta
t
Attitude status Predictors
Beta
P<
3.84 .001
Unchanged
4.30 .0001 .67
.43
.62
A world at peace
.52
on NW (N=37) National security
.30
.53
2.63 .05
4.78 .0001
.26
A world of beauty
2.42 .05
—
—
—
Changed
on NW (N=6)

A world at peace
National security

.78
-80

9.60
-9.88

.01
.01

.98

.82
—

2.85
—

.05
—

.67

Unchanged
on AB (N=44)

Equality
Freedom

.79
—

8.43
—

.0001
—

.63

.47
.34

3.29
2.35

.01
.05

.55

4.8 DISCUSSION
The results of this study provided a clear picture on the stability and change in transituational
values and activated values. As predicted, the stability and change pattern in transituational values was not
reflected in those aspects of activated values (Figure 4.1). These findings once again confirm that the
measurement of transituational importance of values can offer very little, if any, help in understanding
valuations on a given situation.
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For most subjects, their attitudes on the issues about nuclear weapons and abortion were stable
from pretest to retest. This may be due to that both the issues have been discussed in public for such a long
time that most people have a stabilized view about them. It may also be due to that the time interval (one
month) is short enough to prevent attitude change between the testings. However, there were six subjects
who changed their attitudes on the issue about nuclear weapons. Personal experience occurred or new
information received during the time interval may afreet their attitude on the issue. No matter what reasons
caused their attitude change, their responses in both the pretest and retest seemed not random due to
carelessness, otherwise the sets of activated values (Table 4.4) and group core values (Table 4.6) would
not explain, consistently in both the pretest and retest, substantial amount of the total variance in attitude
scores for this group.
The predictive patterns in Table 4.4 suggest that not all the activated values have the same degree
of influence on attitudes: some are core values and some are peripheral values to support a person's
attitude toward a given issue. The major component of the core value is either fixed values or reverse
values. They have stronger and more stable influence on attitude across time. When fixed values have
major influence on an attitude, the attitude remains the same, and when reverse values have major
influence on an attitude, the attitude changes from one time to another. In addition to these stable core
values, some occasion-specific activated values (contingent values) may occasionally be strong enough to
influence an attitude in one occasion. However, since these contingent values are activated in only one
occasion, their influence on attitudes are confined to the occasion.
Theoretical procedures for attitude change can be drawn from the stability and change in activated
values. An attitude is likely to be changed by: (1) inducing reverse of the affective status of the stable core
activated values, or/and (2) activating some new values which have strong influence on the attitude but are
inconsistent with the original attitude. The reverse of affective status of the stable core activated values
may make the change of attitude last longer than newly activated values do, because the influence of latter
is confined to one occasion but not that of the former.
McGuire's (1969) review of several hundred attitude change studies reveals that virtually all of
them can be classified as falling into two groups, according to the procedure enqsloyed to induce attitude
change: (a) A person may be exposed to information about the cognitions of a significant other that is
inconsistent with her/his own cognitions, (b) A person may be induced to engage in behaviour that is
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inconsistent with her/his own cognitions. These cognitively oriented studies typically did not concern
themselves with changes in activated values, but mainly with changes in attitudes, on the assumption that
such changes can be effected by inducing inconsistencies between one's own attitudes and those of
significant others; or between attitude and behaviour. Attitude changes of these experimental studies were,
however, typically found to be short-lived rather than enduring (Rokeach, 1973).
The results of these stu<iiK may be explained fi’om the stability and change in activated values.
Since many of the studies tried to induce attitude change in a controlled situation, it is quite possible that
the experimental operations did not touch the stable core activated values underlying the attitude. Instead,
they may only activated new values under the controlled situation which were inconsistent with the original
attitude and surpassed the influence of the stable core activated values on attitude for the time being,
therefore reinforce the opposite attitude in the controlled situation. Once the controlled situation
disappeared, the influence of contingent values disappeared too, and respondents would turn back to their
original attitudes.
Rokeach (1973) proposed a third method, value self-conirontation, for inducing cognitive and
behaviour change. The procedure of this method is similar to McGuire's (1969) first category, using
significant others (reference groups here) to influence cognitive and behaviour change, except that subjects
are exposed to value priorities, instead of attitude, of the positive and negative reference groups. When
information about value priorities of reference groups Is presented to subjects, subjects' attention is
particularly drawn to the priorities of a few target values by the presenter. The target values are assumed
to be related to the target attitudes by researchers. According to Rokeach (1973), when one's value
priorities contradict those of the positive reference group and resemble those of the negative reference
group, self-dissatisfaction arises. In order to reduce this self-dissatisfaction, people reordered their value
priorities to resemble more closely those of the positive reference group. Then value-related attitudes are
modified to be conqaatible with the values that underlie them. Finally, behaviour changes to be consistent
with values and attitudes.
Although Rokeach assumed that the reordered value priorities, especially the reordered priorities
of the target values, would make the change of attitudes and behaviour more enduring, several basic
problems arise because of the transituational characteristics of his value measurement. First, the target
values selected by researchers may be different form the activated (relevant) values hold by respondents.
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and this possible difference can not be detect by Rokeach's measure. Second, since the importance change
of the activated values do not necessarily reflect in the importance change of the corresponding
transituational values, the measure of the latter may have little, if any, relation with attitude and behaviour
change. Third, even subjects hold the target values as relevant values, they may view them as cost values
instead of reward values as implied by the positive reference group. Therefore even if an increase in the
importance of target values is measured, decrease in the target attitude may be found if the target values
are held as cost values.
In fact, although there are some attempts to ^ p l y

the method of value self-confl^ontation

(Rokeach, 1973; Greenstein, 1976), reviews of these attempts (Grube ei al., 1977; Greenstein, 1982)
found no evidence to support the central claim of Rokeach's theory — that h is change in the target values
that accounts for the impact of value self-confi-ontation on attitudes and behaviour change. Even in
Schwartz and Inbar-Saban's (1988) attempt to prove this claim, many participants expressed scepticism
about both the meaningfulness of the data on discriminating target values between positive and negative
reference groups, and the worth of this information as an aid to weight loss. A substantial number of
subjects even dropped out because they concluded that the procedure would not help them to lose weight.
The transituational characteristics of Rokeach's value measurement make the procedures of value
self-confirontation appear to be artificial. However, this does not reject the notion that attitudes and
behaviour changes are mediated by a few target values. The results in Table 4.6 that a few group core
values accounted substantial amount of the variance of attitude scores in two different occasions, suggests
that measurement of valuations and abstracting group core activated values are the more accurate way to
investigate the mediating effects of the relevant target values on attitude and behaviour changes for the
future studies.

Ill

PART THREE

Applications of Valuation Measurement
Within and Between Cultures
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The data reported in Study 1 and Study 2 demonstrate the valuation measurement can reveal
people's subjective reasons (represented by various subsets of values) that underlie their attitudes toward
two different issues. The valuation measurement established in Study 1 included a comprehensive value list
(contains values from Rokeach's (1973) value survey and Schwartz's (1992) value survey), and a
modifiable instruction. If nearly all people's appraisals include value judgements (Hofstede, 1980), the
valuation measurement can be used to study an individual's subjective appraisals on any topic. To further
explore the usefulness of the valuation measurement, the following two chapters will use the valuation
measurement to study the perceptional and motivational appraisals of career achievement.
The perceptional appraisals of career achievement concern the antecedents, standards, and,
positive and negative consequences of career achievement. When studied by the valuation measurement,
the data can reveal what are the desirable means and ends of career achievement. The motivational
appraisals of career achievement concern the motives which could induce actions toward or away from
career achievement. When studied by the valuation measurement, the data can reveal what are the desired
ends o f career achievement.
Because the nature of perceptional and motivational appraisals are different, the instructions of
valuation measurements used to study these two kinds of appraisals will be different. In the case of
perceptional appraisals, the instructions require subjects to identify the values which they think can
represent the four aspects of career achievement (.^pendbc 2). In the case of motivational ^praisals, the
instruction will ask subjects to rate how possible it is that they will seek or avoid career achievement
because of a given value (Appendix 3). The motives of seeking or avoiding career achievement will be
represented by the values with non-zero possibility ratings.
In addition, seeking or avoiding career achievement for whom will also be measured in the
motivational ^praisals of career achievement, because this will provide a chance to understand one basic
character of values and valuations, that is, whose interests the activated values serve in a given situation.
These data will be used to study the individualism-coUectivism on career achievement, and compared with
the interest types and content structure of values proposed by Schwartz (1992).
Because the valuation process is measured at the individual level, the individual data can be
statistically aggregated and compared across different cultural groups in ordo" to explore what the unique
and general cultural valuations are regarding career achievement. To illustrate this comparison procedure.
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four groups from two cultures were used as the samples. They were British female and male university
students, and Taiwanese female and male university students. The rationales of speciiying sex groups
within each culture is that not only cultural differences but also sex differences have been viewed as
important variables relevant to achievement in the studies of achievement domain (e.g., Fyans ei al., 1983;
Maehr & Nicholls, 1980; Parsons & Gofr) 1980; Eccles, Adler & Meece, 1984). Each sex group was
viewed as a sub-cuhural group within each culture. Thus, comparisons across these four groups can reveal
valuations on career achievement in five different levels of generality; (1) cross-cultural valuations that are
held by all the four groups, (2) popular valuations that are held by any three of the four groups, (3)
culture-specific valuations that are held by the two sex groups within one culture only, (4) sex-specific
valuations that are held by the same sex groups from the two cultures only, and (5) culture-and-sexspecific valuations that are held by only one group.
On theoretical grounds, it should be possible to specify in advance some of but not all the
valuations in the five levels of generality. Therefore, at this stage of research, an empirical and descriptive
rather than deductive approach is adopted to the studies of valuations on career achievement. Although
there may be no enou^ theory to explain the descriptive findings in the following two studies, this does
not mean that the descriptive data are unimportant. 'For there is nothing to explain unless there is first
some reasonable good description of what it is one is trying to explain* (Rokeach, 1973, p. 121). The
descriptive data reported in the following two studies will be compared with the previous achievement
research wherever appropriate, and the results should provide a point of departure for further
investigations about the nature of valuations that underlie various topics.
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CHAPTER 5

Perceptional Appraisals:
Subjective Meaning of Career Achievement
(Study 3)

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the pioneer work of McClelland (1961), achievement motivation was constructed as a
personality trait which is critical in determining achievement behaviour. This personality trait approach has
in
been criticized^that it fails to recognize the importance of situational determinants and that it ignores the
possibility of diverse modes of achievement in different cultures (Maehr & Nicholls, 1980). To overcome
the problems of this personality approach, several researchers stressed the importance of the identification
of the subjective meaning of achievement and achievement behaviour for any given group or for individuals
within a group (Maehr & Nicholls, 1980; Fyans et al., 1983).
A critical question concerns the definition and identification of the subjective meaning of
achievement. What are the components of the subjective meaning of achievement in any particular case?
How is it to be assessed? One approach in this regard is to use data fi'om the 'Atlas of Affective Meaning*
which was summarized by Osgood et al. (1975) fi-om their systematically assessing the meaning of 620
concepts across over 30 cultural groups by the semantic differential method. Salili and Maehr (1975, cited
in Maehr & Nicholls, 1980) examined the subjective meaning of'success' and 'failure', which were assumed
to be most relevant to the meaning of achievement (Maehr & Nicholls, 1980), in the United States, Iran,
Japan, and Thailand, using data fi'om the 'Atlas of Affective Meaning*. Their findings showed that 'success'
and 'failure* had different meanings in different cultures. For example, success was associated with respect
"tfie.

and tradition in Thailand but not iiyother three samples, while success was not associated with courage in
the US, but was so in the other samples (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Concepts Closest to and Farthest from 'Success'

US
Devotion
Freewill
Reward
Realism
A choice
Cooperation
Purpose
Bus
Education

Closest'.

Farthest'.

Illiterate
Debt
Failure
Fatalism
Shame

Iran
Courage
Love
I myself
Work
Automation
Space travel
Progress
Future
Power
Leader
Competition
Education
Big family

Shame
Need
Failure
Punishment
Debt
Down
Source; adapted from Maehr & Nicholls, 1980, p. 230.

Japan
Courage
Cooperation
Future

Thailand
Respect
Future
Tradition
A choice
Education
Progress
Courage
Free will
purpose
big family
Development
Space travel
Power

Illiterate
Down
Failure
Questioning things
Shame
Punishment

Shame
Failure

Fyans el al. (1983) also selected 100 achievement-related concepts from the 'Atlas of Affective
Meaning' to conduct secondary analyses of these data. From these 100 concepts they abstracted a crosscultural factor of achievement which was composed of 11 concepts: knowledge, progress, father, woricer,
success, masculinity, work, power, courage, cooperation, and freedom. The highest scoring cultures on
this factor, which included US (American English), Iran, Afghanistan, and West Germany, were compared
with the lowest scoring cultures, which included India, Romania, Poland, US (black English), and Sweden,
on the meanings of 12 criteria concepts. The 12 criteria, which included success, reward, progress,
knowledge, education, competition, champion, school, business, examination, game, and laboratory, were
selected by the researchers' intuitive judgement. For each criteria concept, separate multiple regressions for
cultures scoring high and scoring low on the achievement factor were run using the remaining 99 concepts
as predictors. Their results showed that different patterns of other concepts were associated with the
criteria concepts by different cultural groups. For example, the high-scoring cultures associated success
with self, initiative, free will, school, work, and masculinity. The low-scoring cultures associated success
with devotion, yesterday, illiterate, charity, and femininity (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2 Achievement Concepts Most Associated with 'Success'

Hi^-scoring cultures; US (American English),
Free will
Boy
Father
School
I myself
Authority
Brother
Initiative
Work
Playing cards
Source: adapted from Fyans et al., 1983, p. 1007.

Low-scoring cultures: India, Romania, Poland,
Girl
Devotion
Female
Yesterday
Illiterate
Charity

However, data obtained with Osgood's semantic differential method suggest that concepts which
have similar semantic differential profiles do not necessarily mean the same thing. For example, GOD and
COCA-COLA have rather similar semantic differential profiles for certain kinds of people, that is, both
concepts are 'good', 'powerful', and 'active'. Nevertheless, h is obvious that the two words mean something
very different (Triandis et al., 1972). This, inevitably, casts doubt on the findings resulted from the
secondary analyses of such kind of data. It is possible that some of the associations between the
achievement-related concepts and other concepts resulted from the studies of Salili and Maehr (1975, cited
in Maehr & Nicholls, 1980) and Fyans et al. (1983) do not exist in respondents' daily thinking about
achievement.
Another approach was provided by the antecedent-consequent method of Triandis et al. (1972)
for comparing values across cultures. They selected 20 abstract concepts (e.g., anger, freedom, success,
trust) that were expected to highlight cultural differences in values. Among the 20 concepts, five were
related to achievement, which included knowledge, power, progress, success, and wealth. In the first
phrase, subjects from the US, Greece, India, and Japan were asked to supplied antecedents (As) and
consequents (Cs) for each of the 20 concepts. From this pool, the researchers developed six lists of As or
Cs for each concept. Each list contained five As or Cs. In the second phrase, each set of As and Cs for
each concept was presented systematically to another samples from the four cultures. The subjects were
asked to select one A or C from each list of As or Cs for each concepts. The frequencies of 30 antecedents
and 30 consequents for each concept were then tabulated and compared across cultures. Their findings
showed that different cultures associated different sets of As and Cs were associated with each concept.
For example, on the antecedents of success, the Americans saw hard woiic and ability as most important.
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the Greeks saw patience and willpower, the Indians, tact and leadership, and the Japanese, effort and
willpower. On the consequents of success, the Americans emphasized most achievement and satisfaction,
the Greeks, love and happiness, the Indians, the achievement of status, and the Japan, joy and satisfaction.
On this concept the Indians appeared to be different ffom the other cultures (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3 The Antecedents and Consequents o f SUCCESS Presented According to the Rank Order o f
American

Greek

Indian

Japanese

The Top Antecedents
Hard work
Ability
Effort
Devotion
Patience
Planning
Preparation

Patience
Willpower
Ability
Effort
Courage
Cooperation
Progress

Tact
Leadership
Huge army
Planning
Unity
Discipline

Effort
Willpower
Patience
Ability
Inquiring mind
Cooperation
Courage

The Top Consequents
Achievement
Love
Satisfaction
Happiness
Progress
Increased aspiration
Self-confidence
level
Happiness
Satisfaction
Joy
Pride
Increased aspiration
level
Respect
Source: adapted from Triandis etal., 1972, p. 235.

Fame
Social distinction
Social prominence
Respect

Joy
Satisfaction
Self-confidence
Happiness
Progress
Gladness
Increased aspiration
level
Pride
Achievement

These preliminary studies in the cross-cultural meanings of achievement-related concepts are not
only important to theory but also suggest techniques for the study of achievement motivation in cultural
context (Maehr & Nicholls, 1980). However, there are two common problems particularly associated with
achievement-related concepts in the above two approaches. Firstly, since the achievement-related concepts
were selected by the researchers in these two approaches, it is possible that some other achievementrelated concepts might not be covered by these studies, due to the researchers' own ethnocentric
framework and the limited number of selections. Even among these studies, the selected achievementrelated concepts were not the same. Triandis et al. (1972) selected five, Maehr and Nicholls (1980)
reported two, and Fyans et al. (1983) examined twelve achievement-related concepts among which only
few overlapped. Moreover, since these selected concepts were treated as the representations of
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achievement to explore the subjective connections of the other concepts with the selected concepts, the
possibility that these concepts themselves might be held as antecedents, consequents, or standards of
achievement was never tested in the studies.
Secondly, because the subjective meaning resulted from subjects' responses to abstract concepts
without specifying any achievement situation such as career achievement, academic achievement and so on
in these two approaches, it is unknown how the meaning of these achievement-related concepts is applied
to various achievement situations, and thereby the interpretations about the relationship between
achievement and the data involved a considerable amount of inferential work.
Another approach to explore the subjective meanings of achievement can be provided by the
valuation measurement, which can solve the two problems associated with the above two approaches. This
attempt will be carried out in the present study which suggests that there are four aspects of valuations
associated with any achievement domain. They are about (1) what are the standards to judge the
achievement? (2) what are the antecedents that help to achieve these standards? and what are (3) the
positive and (4) negative consequences of the achievement? The valuations will focus on a specified
achievement situation instead of a few selected achievement-related concepts as done in the previous
studies. What are the relevant values to the four aspects of the given achievement situation will be decided
by subjects themselves. Thus, in this approach there is no need for researchers to pre-select some
achievement-related concepts to represent general achievement, and the findings can reveal the subjective
meanings of the specified achievement situation directly.
In this study, subjects will be asked to indicate from a list of values the relevant values to these
fouir aspects of career achievement. If the list of values has comprehensive representation of value domain,
subjects can find all the suitable values to express their own views about career achievement. This way will
give the subjects less restraint from researcher's framework and more freedom to express their views, but
still keep the resultiry data workable within the framework. The list of values used in this study will mainly
be composed of the values from the values list of Study 1, which, in turn, was composed of Rokeach
(1973) and Schwartz (1987, 1992) Value Surveys. Study 1 has showed that this list of values was
comprehensive enough to cover the relevant values to two different issues, nuclear weapons and abortion
on demand. Application of this list of values to evaluate the subjective meanings of career achievement will
be another test of its comprehensive.
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The relevant values resulted ftsm this study will reflect the desirable subjective views about career
achievement. The desirable views may include some personally desired views which are socially acceptable,
thus, it is very possible that only part, instead of all, of these desirable views are desired by the subjects. In
other words, these desirable views are more about people's perception of career achievement than their
motivation of career achievement. Since people's views of what is desirable often fail to reflect their
personal motivation (Maehr & Nicholls, 1980), h is better to name the valuations measured in this study as
perceptional appraisals in order to distinguish from motivational appraisals which will be examined in the
next study (Study 4).
The perceptional appraisals of career achievement can be paraphrased in terms of values on the
four aspects of achievement. The valuations on the standards of achievement are about the desirable goals
that people want to achieve in their career achievement. The valuations on antecedents of career
achievement are about the desirable modes of conduct and states of existence that help to achieve career
achievement. The valuations on the positive and negative consequences of achievement are about the
desirable modes of conduct and states of existence that their realization will be facilitated or impeded by
career achievement. Valuations on the antecedents of achievement consult values as desirable means, while
valluations on the standards and consequences of achievement consult values as desirable ends.
One limitation of this approach should be pointed out here. There may be some desired but
socially unacceptable means of achievement, such as cheating or threatening others, cannot easily be
represented by values. In other words, values can only represent the positive means to achievement.
However, when a specified means itself is the object of valuation, the expected positive and negative
consequences resulted from this means can be represented by values. The negative consequences of a
socially unacceptable means may be emphasized by a society to prevent its members from taking such
means. Still, these socially unacceptable means may be taken firom times to times, but this is beyond the
scope of this study.
To illustrate the procedure of this approach, it is applied to explore the perceptional appraisals on
career achievement of samples from one Eastern (Taiwan) and one Western (Great Britain) cultures. In
addition to culture, there are some other factors, such as sex, age, social class, religions and so on, that
may influence people's perception about the meanings of achievement. As a preliminary, this study will
focus on cultural and sex diflerences, but the procedure could be used to study other Actors, such as age.
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social class, religjon etc., on the subjective meanings of achievement. Sex differences on achievement
motivation have been the focus of research. For example, subjects' perceived sex-role appropriateness of
achievement tasks would influence their choice or performance of the tasks (e.g., Janman, 1987;
Montemayor, 1974; Eccles, et al., 1983; Eccles, Adler, & Meece, 1984). However, these studies were
carried out within one culture only. The pattern of sex differences on achievement within one culture may
be specific to one culture only or common across cultures. To explore this possibility, the sample of each
culture will be divided into two group according to the subjects' sex. Each sex group will be treated as a
subcultural group within each culture, and set as the unit of statistical analysis, and conduct analysis similar
to one way ANOVA. The overall and posteriori comparisons among the four sex groups will provide more
information than analyses similar to 2 (culture) x 2 (sex) ANOVAs do. The results will reveal all possible
levels of cultural variations in values directly: fi'om values emphasized equally by all the four groups to
values emphasized by one group only.

5.2 METHOD

Subjects and Procedure
The Taiwanese subjects were 43 females (mean age = 21.56 years, SD = 2.53) and 65 males
(mean age = 22.97 years, SD = 2.34) university students. The British subjects were 31 females (mean age
= 23.00 years, SD = 2.90) and 50 males (mean age = 22.72 years, SD = 3.14) university students. The four
groups did not differ significantly in age (F = 2.78, d.f. = 3, 185, n.s ). The Taiwanese and British subjects
were recruited fi'om advertisement in university campuses in Taipei in 1991 and in London in 1992
separately. Subjects were paid one pound for completing the questionnaire.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire consists of 76 value items and demographic items (age, gender, etc.). Subjects
were asked to judge whether each value is (1) a cause of career achievement, and/or (2) a career
achievement in itself, and/or (3) a reward brought by career achievement, and/or (4) a goal threatened by
career achievement, or (5) not relevant to career achievement. Of the values, 58 values were adopted from
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the value list in Study 1, and 18 values were added. 8 values were dropped from the list of Study 1, which
has 65 values, because they represent the affective response of achieving goals instead the desirable goals
per se (happiness, pleasure, cheerful), or are similar to other values in content (imaginative, logical,
accepting your potion in life), or are too specific to one religion only (salvation). The 18 added values
were selected from the literature on Chinese values (e.g., Chinese Cultural Connection, 1987; Bond, 1988,
1991; Brindley, 1989, 1990; Hwang, 1987; Yang, 1986). In selecting values, preference was given to those
judged to be relevant to career achievement and important in Chinese culture such as 'reflecting glory in
your ancestors', 'interpersonal harmony*, 'outstanding* and TUial piety*. The translation of values into
Chinese and English was helped by another Ph.D. student who was from Taiwan with a good command of
Chinese and English, and Chinese-EngUsh dictionary o f modem usage (edited by Lin, Yutange, 1972).

5.3 RESULTS

Extent on the Meanings o f Career Achievement Aspects
The number of values selected by each respondent for each aspect represents a degree of extent
of the meanings of the aspect in the subject's mind. Mean frequencies from the four groups for the four
a^ects are reported in Table 5.4. As shown in Table 5.4, there is a very significant cultural effect on the
aspect of career achievement causes. The Taiwanese subjects chose many more values as antecedents of
career achievement than the British subjects did. There was no significant sex effect on the four aspects
within each culture. The British males held more values as career achievement cost than the Taiwanese
females did. The four groups did not different significantly on the aspect of achievement standard and
achievanent reward.
On the whole, respondents attached the highest number of values to the aspect of career
achievement causes, and the lowest number of values to the aq>ect of career achievement cost leaving the
number of career achievement standards and rewards in between across aU groups except the British males
who attached the lowest number of values to the aspect of career achievement standards. Since career
achievement causes are instrumental to attainment of career achievement standards and its rewards and
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costs, these findings may reflect the fact that people hold fewer terminal than instrumental values in a given
situation.

Table 5.4 Average Number o f Selected Valuesfo r Each Career Achievement Aspect
Achievement
British Male
Taiwanese Female Taiwanese Male British Female
(N=31)
Aspect
(N-43)
(N=65)
(N=50)
22.48ac
25.08bd
Antecedents
50.52^
48.5 l^b
Standards
14.87
16.86
18.26
14.88
Rewards
14.72
19.03
18.58
16.02
9.93a
17.12a
11.77
Costs
12.63
Note. Figures in the same row with common superscript letters differ significantly.

F
(df^3, 185)
74.27***
1.27
3.21
5.33**

♦ * / ? < . 01 ; ♦ * ♦ / ? < . 001 .

Values with High Consensus in the Meaning o f Achievement Aspects
To see which values had high consensus in representing each achievement aspect within each
group, values that were selected at least by more than 50% (minimum majority) of one group's members
were listed as the high consensus values on the aspect for the group in Table 5.5 to Table 5.8. The
frequencies from the four groups for each listed value were compared as a whole by
result is significant for one value, further pairwise comparisons by

test. If the test

test among the four groups were

conducted.
Antecedents o f Career achievement. Table 5.5 presents the high consensus values on antecedents
of career achievement within each group. There were 54 high consensus values within the Taiwanese
females, 55 within the Taiwanese males, 9 within the British females, and 11 within the British males. The
overall y} tests show that the four groups differed significantly on all the listed values except two. The y}
tests of pairwise comparisons show that there is no sex difference (as indicated by the same superscript
letters in each two sex groups of each cultures in Table 5.5) on most the high consensus values within each
culture, except that more the Taiwanese males selected interpersonal harmony and social order than the
Taiwanese females did (as indicated by the different superscript letters in these two groups on these two
values in Table 5.5), and that the Taiwanese sample held significantly higher degree of consensus than the
British sample did for most listed values (as indicated by the different superscript letters in different
cultural groups in Table 5.5). This pattern of cultural difference was not clear-cut on five values (planning.
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Table 5.5 Antecedents o f Career achievement and Their Frequency Percentages
Taiwanese Taiwanese British
females
males
females
Value Classification Selected Values

93.02^
93.02»
93.02»
Knowledgeable
90.70»
Hardworking
90.70»c
Planning
83.72»
Independent
81.40»
Self-controlled
79.07»
Choosing own goals
44.19»
Clean
95.35»
PERSONAL
Ambitious
CHARACTER
90.70»
Broadminded
86.05»
Daring
86.05»
Cautious
83.72»
Courageous
81.40»
Patient
79.07»
Inner harmony
79.07»
Self respect
79.07»
Curious
65.12»
Sense o f security
65.12»
Thrifty
62.79»
Sense o f belonging
60.47»
Sense of accomplishment
51.16»
Meaning in life
90.70»
INTERPERSONAL Cooperative
86.05»
RELATIONSHIP
True friendship
86.05»
Polite
81.40»
Honest
76.74»c
Competitive
74.42»
Interpersonal harmony
74.42»
Helpful
74.42»
Considerate
72.09»
Compromise
69.77»
Loving
65.12»
Loyal
58.14»
Forgiving
58.14»
Obedient
58.14»
Moderate
55.81»
Humble
Honoring o f parents and elders 46.51 ^
PERSONAL
Healthy
90.70»
BAvCKGROUND
88.37»
Happy marriage
76.74»
Mature love
72.09»
Social recognition
Family security
65.12»
Outstanding
55.81»
53.49»
Spiritual life
48.84»
Varied life
46.51»^
Comfortd)le life
90.70»
PERSONAL
Wisdom
90.70»
ABILITY
Intellectual
88.37»
Creativity
88.37»
Capable
60.47»c
Influential
CONDITIONS OF Freedom
65.12»
SOCIAL
62.79»
Social order
ENVIRONMENT
World o f beauty
58.14»
58.14»
Equality
58.14»
National security
PERSONAL
EFFORT

Responsible
Persevering

92.31»
92.31»
90.77»
89.23»
98.46»
76.92»
92.31»
81.54»
52.31»
87.69»
86.15»
92.31»
89.23»
78.46»
87.69»
78.46»
81.54»
76.92»
69.23»
73.85»
66.15»
63.08»
46.15»b
92.31»
81.54»
87.69»
80.00»
86.15»
89.23^
75.38»
73.85»
72.31»
75.38»
80.00»
70.77»
60.00»
67.69»
70.77»
53.85»
98.46»
87.69»
76.92»
7231»
67.69»
41.54»
49.23»
64.62»
63.08»
86.15»
86.15»
90.77»
87.69»
64.62»
70.77»
87.69^
50.77»
67.69»
66.15»

54.84^
74.19b
54.84b
67.74b
74.19bc
48.39b
45.16b
45.16b
32.26»
70.97b
32.26b
35.48b
45.16b
35.48b
38 7lb
19.35b
29.03b
38.7lb
32.26b
32.26b
25.8]b
16.13b
25.8lb
67.74b
25 8fb
45.16b
32.26b
54.84b
35.48C
32.26b
29.03b
45.16b
6.45b
25.8lb
16.13b
32.26b
22.58b
9.68b
6.45b
45 16b
25.8lb
12.90b
29.03b
35.48b
35.48»
6.45b
19.35b
29.03b
29.03b
48.39b
45.16b
51.6lb
29.03b
9.68b
9.68C
6.45b
22.58b
3.23b

British
males

54.00b
68.00b
46.CK)b
62.00b
74.00b
44.00b
54.00b
46.00b
34.00»
68.00b
32.00b
38.00b
34.00b
42.00b
38.00b
38.00b
40.00b
46.00b
34.00b
36.00b
22.00b
28.00b
30.00b
52.00b
20.00b
34.00b
28.00b

3 7 .3 9 '"
1 6 .7 8 '"
43.37' "
1 8 .62'"
19.01' "
2 4 .1 6 '"
3 4 2 6 '"
25 0 3 '"
5.42
15.44"
6 2 9 4 '"
59.00" *
5 2 .6 2 '"
34.10' "
4 5 .2 8 '"
4 6 .2 8 " '
4 0 .1 4 '"
2 4 .2 0 '"
22.00' "
2 4 .8 8 '"
32.00' "
2 8 .9 4 '"
7.96'
32.54" '
7 1 .0 6 '"
5 0 .2 4 '"
4 9 .6 9 " '
70.00bc 1 1 6 3 "
14.00d 7 6 .5 1 '"
32.00b 34 6 9 '"
46 00b 2 5 .1 9 '"
28.0Qb 2 8 .9 3 '"
20.00b 6 4 .8 2 '"
38 Oob 34.77*"
26.00b 37 .59' "
34.00b 12.52"
28. oob 27.92*"
30.00C 3 9 .2 5 '"
24.00C 2 5 .7 4 '"
44.00b 62.51*"
32.00b 6 7 .8 6 '"
22.00b 6 3 .7 2 '"
20.00b 4 4 .6 8 " '
34.00b 1 9 .2 3 "'
38.00» 4.16
18.00b 2 9 .7 3 '"
28. oob 2 4 .4 7 '"
42. oob 11.14*
28. oob 70.26*"
52.00b 3 2 .3 8 '"
54.00b 3 6 .9 3 '"
62.00b 23.32*"
44 00bc 13.21"
320QC 41.7 T "
1200C 88.77' "
18 oob 3 3 .8 5 " '
26. oob 29 5 8 '"
lO.OOb 6 1 .0 3 '"

Note. Figures with common superscript letters denote no difference. Figures in bold indicate the high
consensus values within each group. Values in bold are o f high consensus across the four groups.
*p<.05. ***p<00\
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meaning in life, œmpetitive, comfortable life, influence), because at least one Taiwanese group did not
differ significantly from one British group on these values.
When only considering the criterion of high consensus values, the comparisons among the four
groups are as follows. Eight values were held by all four groups as antecedents of career achievement; they
were responsible, persevering, hardworking, planning, ambitious, cooperative, competitive, and capable.
The other high consensus values of each British group were also shared by the Taiwanese subjects. Clean,
honouring o f parents and elders, varied life, and comfortable life were held only by the Taiwanese males,
while meaning in life, outstanding, and :piritual life were held only by the Taiwanese females as high
consensus values. The highest consensus value was planning among the Taiwanese males and British
subjects, and ambitious among the Taiwanese females. In addition, healthy was also the highest consensus
value among the Taiwanese males.
To simplify the relationships among these values, they were classified into six categories according
to their similarity in content by this researcher: personal effort, personal character, interpersonal
relationship, personal background, personal ability, and conditions of social environment.
Viewing from the six categories, the Taiwanese and British antecedents were similar in the
categories of personal effort and personal ability. While the British antecedents were concentrated in these
two categories, the Taiwanese put more emphases on personal character and interpersonal relationship:
almost double in number of high consensus values compared with those in personal effort and triple
compared with those in personal ability. In addition, the Taiwanese antecedents included personal
background and conditions of social environment which did not appear in the British antecedents.
Overall, these results show (1) that there was little sex difference in the degrees of consensus, if
any. within each culture; (2) that the degrees of consensus for most listed antecedents of career
achievement were significantly higher in the Taiwanese respondents than in the British respondents; and (3)
that the Taiwanese high consensus values outnumbered and covered all the British h i ^ consensus values.
Standards o f career achievement.

Table 5.6 presents the high consensus values on standards of

career achievement within each group. There were 5 high consensus values in the Taiwanese females, 3 in
the Taiwanese males, and 1 in the British females. No high consensus values appeared in the British males.
The four groups differed significantly on all the listed values. The results of pairwise comparisons show
that there is no sex difference on the degree of consensus within each culture, but there were three sets of
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cultural differences on the listed values. The Taiwanese groups held significantly higher degree of
consensus than the British males on three values (sense o f accomplishment, su cces^I, and self re:^cl).
The Taiwanese males held significantly higher degree of consensus than the British males on outstanding.
And, the Taiwanese groups held significantly higher degree of consensus than the British groups on
wisdom.
As seen in Table 5.6, sense o f accomplishment was the common value held by all groups expect
the British males as the high consensus values. Although it did not reach the ciiterion of high consensus, it
still was the highest consensus values in the British males. Besides this intrinsic standard, the Taiwanese
groups also held two extrinsic standards of career achievement: su c c e s^ l and outstanding. The
Taiwanese males, in particular, had the highest consensus on outstanding. Only the Taiwanese females held
other two intrinsic values, self respect and wisdom, with high consensus.

Table 5.6 Standards o f Career achievements and Their Frequency Percentages
British
British
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
males
females
females
males
Selected Values
9.33’
69.77*
61.54*)
40.00*0
54.84
Sense of accomplishment
11.20*
45.16
28.00**)
56.92*)
Successful
55.81*
8.85*
61.54*
34.00*
45.16
Outstanding
51.16
13.07**
53.49*
49.23*)
32.26
22.00**)
Self respect
53.49*b
40.0Qcfi
32.23***
9.68*^
8.00*x*
Wisdom
Note. Figures with common superscript letters differ significantly. Figures in bold indicate the high consensus
values within each group. Values in bold are of high consensus across the four groups.
♦/?<.05. ♦♦/><.01. *** /?<001.

Table 5.7 Rewards o f Career achievement and Their Frequency Percentages
British
British
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
males
Selected values
females
females
males
61.54
72.09
58.06
52.00
Sense of accomplishment
Successful
60.47
52.31
58.06
54.00
60.00
80.65
64.00
Comfortable life
55.81
Wealth
69.23
74.19
56.00
53.49
Social recognition
58.14
53.85
80.65
60.00
Social status
67.69
55.81
67.74
54.00
Influential
52.31
70.97
51.16
52.00
28.00*)c
67.44*b
52.31C
38.71*
Reflecting glory on ancestors
Varied life
44.19
43.08
58.06
56.00
Self respect
48.84
44.62
48.00
70.97
Sense of security
23.08*
39.53
54.84
40.00*
Note. Figures with common superscript letters differ significantly. Figures in bold indicate the h i^
values within each group. Values in bold are of high cœsensus across the four groups.
*p<.QS. **♦/?<.001.

4.04
0.83
5.38
5.47
6.59
3.33
3.82
16.05”
3.31
6.26
9.99*
consensus
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Rewards o f career achievement.

Table 5.7 reports the high consensus values on rewards of

career achievement within each group. In general, all four groups shared similar view with high consensus
on the rewards of career achievement that included self satisfaction {sense o f accomplishment, and
succes^I), material rewards {comfortable life, and wealth) and reputation enhancement {social
recognition, social status, and influential). In addition, reflecting glory on ancestors was held only by the
Taiwanese subjects, while varied life was viewed as reward only by the British subjects with high
consensus. Self respect and sense o f security were held only by the British females with high consensus.
Costs o f career achievement.

Since the average number of values selected as costs of career

achievement was low by members within each group (see Table 5.4), the possibility of their appearing as
high consensus values was low. As seen in Table 5.8, only two values were listed as high consensus values
for costs of career achievement. The Taiwanese males held higher consensus on detachment than the
Taiwanese females and the British males. There was no sex difference within the British sample on the two
values. The British females held higher consensus on freedom than the Taiwanese groups. Detachment was
the high consensus value shared by the Taiwanese males, and freedom by the British females. The
Taiwanese females and British males did not hold any value as high consensus value on this aspect.

Table 5 8 Costs o f Career Achievement and Their Frequency Percentages
Taiwanese
British
British
Taiwanese
males
females
Selected values
males
females
63.0Sab
39.53a
41.94
Detachment
34.00b
11.42
23.08bc
54.84ab
23.25a
420OC
Freedom
13 18**
Note. Figures with common superscript letters differ significantly. Figures in bold indicate tiie high cxmsensus
values within each group.
♦*p<.01.

5.4 DISCUSSION
Using each sex group of each culture as the analysis unit, this study revealed five levels of the
distribution of the relevant values (see Chapter 1.3) associated with the meaning of four aspects of career
achievement; (1) the common high consensus values of the all four groups which are the candidates for the
univeirsally relevant values in this kind of valuations; (2) the common high consensus values of any three
out o f the four groups which are the possible popularly but not universally relevant values; (3) the common
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high consensus values of the two sex groups of the same culture which are the possible culture-specific
values; (4) the common high consensus values of the same sex groups \^^ch are the possible sex-specific
values; and (5) the high consensus values of only one group which are the possible culture-and-sex-specific
values. In addition, this analysis strategy made it possible to examine whether the pattens of sex
difierences in one culture are different fi'om those of the other.
In general, cultural differences between cultures were more apparent than sex differences within
each culture on the four aspects of career achievement. There were few sex differences within each culture
on the antecedents and costs career achievement, \^diile no sex differences within each culture on the
standards and rewards of career achievement. In contrast, there were many cultural differences on the
antecedents and standards and few on the rewards and costs. These results suggest that the meanings
about the four aspects of career achievement are coherent within each culture but not all the same across
cultures
The findings that there were few, if any, sex differences within each culture in the meanings of
career achievement seem to contradict to the previous work which suggested that there are some sex
differences in achievement motivation (e.g., Homer, 1972; Eccles, Adler, & Meece, 1984; Janman; 1987).
However, the sex differences in achievement motivation were not evident in all studies, and in many
instances results were mixed and equivocal (Frieze, et aï., 1982; Parsons, 1983; Robbins & Robbins,
1973). Moreover, it should be noted that what was concerned in this study is about perception not
motivation. These findings may reflect the facts that perception cannot be equated with motivation. The
perceptional appraisals of career achievement may reflect what socially desirable means and ends of career
achievement are, while the previous work on achievement motivation may reflect what individual’s desired
means and ends of achievement. The difference between perceptional and motivational appraisals of career
achievement will be examined in the next study.
The cultural differences are striking on the antecedents of career achievement. The number of h i^
consensus values held as antecedents by the Taiwanese was about five time as many as that by the British.
The high consenais values held by the British were covered by those of the Taiwanese. The degrees of
consensus of most these values were significantly higher in the Taiwanese than in the British. At first sight,
the cultural differences in Table 5.5 seemed to be cultural artifacts in the completion of self-report
questionnaires. This means that the Taiwanese may tend to choose more items fi*om self-report
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questionnaires than the British. However, this response pattern did not appear in the other three aspects
of career achievement. As shown in Table 5.4, the number of values selected by the Taiwanese did not
differ from that by the British on the other three aspects; the Taiwanese females even selected less values
than the British males did on the aspect of costs. This may be enough to exclude the doubt that the cultural
differences on antecedents were caused by the artificial response

tendency of the Taiwanese.

Nevertheless, extended studies to more cultures are needed to see if the Taiwanese and British are at the
extreme positions on the norm of the number of selected antecedents.
Viewed from the content, the patterns of cultural differences on the antecedents and standards of
career achievement are similar. The Taiwanese high consensus values of these two aspects outnumbered
and covered all the British high consensus values of the same aspects. The high consensus values
emphasized by the British as antecedents or standards seemed to be internal 6ctors such as personal effort
and ability in antecedents, and sense of achievement in standards. In addition to these internal factors, the
Taiwanese also emphasized some external factors such as interpersonal relationship, personal background,
and social environment in antecedents, and successful and outstanding in standards of career achievement.
The pattern of cultural differences on antecedents and standards of career achievement would
arouse several questions. Do more complex standards of career achievement induce more complex
antecedents as in the case of the Taiwanese? Does it have something to do with different cognitive styles?
Some researchers argued that Chinese prefer the holistic st>ie of thinking which means that they perceive
the stimulus as a whole, and that the West prefer the analytic style of thinking which response to the
decomposed parts (Abegg, 1952; Bond, 1991; Chiu, 1972). Is it because that the social environments are
different in some ways? For example, 'national security* was one of the Taiwanese, but not the British,
antecedents, because they face the constant threat from communist China. Is it possible that some values
emphasized in British society suppress those antecedents emphasized only by the Taiwanese? For example,
values such as 'classless society' and 'equality* emphasized in British society may suppress factors such as
personal background and characters to be the antecedents of career achievanent. The cultural differences
may reflect the differences between the complex of social, economic, and historical factors of each culture.
Nevertheless, the data provided a base to develop theory to explain them. Further research on these
questions would provide a new angle to understand cultural differences on the meanings of achievement
antecedents and standards.
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The two cultural samples held very similar views on the consequences of career achievement.
Their views about rewards included both intrinsic values such as sense of accomplishment, successful and
extrinsic values such as wealth, prestige, and comfortable life. If this study can be extended to more
cultures in the future, these values would be the candidates for the universally recognized rewards of
career achievement. One or no high consensus value was held as the cost of career achievement by the
Taiwanese and British. Conq)ared with the case in the rewards, this finding suggests that the consequences
of career achievement were perceived more in positive terms and less in negative terms.
The findings resulted fi*om the perceptional appraisals of the four aspects of career achievement
using the same value list make sense on intuitive and theoretical grounds. The findings that the
consequences of career achievement were perceived more in positive than negative terms are consistent
with common sense. Many high consensus values relevant to each aspects have been considered in the
previous achievement-related studies. On the aspect of antecedents, personal effort and ability

have

been the major considered factors in causal attributions for success and failure (e.g., Weiner, et aJ., 1971;
Frieze, et al., 1982). On the aspect of standards, sense o f achievement vs. outstanding is similar to the
distinction between the self-referring and others-referring standards (NichoUs, 1984; Kukla & Scher,
1986). On the aspect of rewards, the values can be distinguished into intrinsic value {sense o f achievement)
and extrinsic values (prestige and material gains) (Spence, 1985) In addition, the appraisals revealed many
culture-specific values relevant to career achievement that were not paid too much attention before.
The fact that the data of this study are sensible provide the evidence to support the construct
validity o f the perceptional appraisals of career achievement. Moreover, since the same value list was used
in the perceptional appraisals of the four aspects of career achievement, the sensible data also support that
the value list is comprehensive enough to cover the desirable means and ends of career achievement. In this
study, values have been consulted as means in the appraisals of antecedents, and as ends in the appraisals
of standards, rewards, and costs of career achievement.
In conclusion, this study has provided a workable and direct method to study people's perceptions
about career achievement on four aspects including its antecedents, standards, rewards and costs. With a
comprehensive enough list of values, respondents can express their own views on each aspect of career
achievement adequately. The data reveal the subjective meanings about career achievement directly, and
are suitable for content and statistical analyses. As Fyan et aJ. (1983) commented, 'it is a person's
perception and definition of achievement and the achievement situation that counts' (p. 1012).
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CHAPTER 6

Motivational Appraisal:
Career Achievement Motivation and
Collectivism-Individualism (Study 4)

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Several researchers have assumed that values have motivational hinctions to influence goaldirected behaviour. For example, Lewin (1951) assumed that 'It is probably correct to say that values
determine which types of activity have a positive and which have a negative valence for an individual in a
given situation' (p. 41). Similarly, French and Kahn (1962) assumed that values 'have the concqrtual
property of the ability to motivate goal-directed behavior in the person by inducing valences (or incentive
values) on certain environmental objects, behaviours, or states of affairs' (p. 111). Feather (1995) supposed
that "values affect the way a person construes or defines a situation so that some objects, activities, and
potential outcomes are seen as attractive, or positively valent, whereas others are seen as aversive, or
negatively valent' (p. 1136). These assumptions implied that the value-induced valences on certain objects,
behaviours, or states of affairs in a given situation would influence a person's action toward or away from
the situation. This is consistent with the general fimnework of expectancy-valence theory, if the objects,
behaviours, or states of affairs which are attached a valence in a given situation are viewed as the expected
or implied consequences of the situation.
How, then, do values induce valences of the expected or implied consequences of a situation? The
answer to this question can be provided by the valuation concerning the consequences of a situation (cf.
Chapter 1.3). In this type of valuation, the consequences are evaluated in such a way as to facilitate or
impede the realization of some relevant values. If a value relevant to a consequence is important to the
evaluator, the person will attach a valence to the consequence (positive valence, if the consequence
supports the value; negative valence, if the consequence threatensthe value), and the degree of importance
will reflect on the strength of valence. The relevant values represent the desired goals in this type of
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valuation. Viewed from the framework of expectancy-valence theory, the expected consequences of a
given situation are the motives that people approach or avoid the situation. Viewed from the valuation
process, these motives can be represented in terms of values. Those values that are supported by some
consequences of the situation are like rewards of the situation, and they have potential to motivate people
to approach the situation. Those values that are threatened by other consequences of the situation are like
costs of the situation, and they have potential to motivate people to avoid the âtuation. The trade-off
valences of rewards and costs is assumed to determine the final direction of action in the situation in the
framework of expectancy-valence theory.
Based on the above discussion, this study will apply the valuation measurement to explore the
self-attributed motives of seeking or avoiding career achievement in terms of values. In searching the
motives undeiiying an action, in addition to action for what, action for whom represents another kind of
motives. Action for self may have different valence from that of the same action but for others. Viewed
from valuation, this kind of motive concerns whose interests the relevant values serve, thus seeking or
avoiding career achievanent for whom will be explored too in this study. The data will be used to examine
individualism-coUectivism, and interest types and content structure of values proposed by Schwartz
(1992).
To illustrate the procedure of motivational appraisals about career achievement with valuation
measurement, the procedure will be applied to another sample from Great Britain and Taiwan. Similar to
Study 3, each sex group within each culture is treated as a subcultural group, and the motives to seek or
avoid career achievement of the four groups will be compared with each other. Because the data resulting
from the only method of this study were used to examine three different topics, which were career
achievement motivation, individualism-coUectivism on career achievement, and Schwartz's (1992) theory,
by different analyses, the method of this study is reported first, foUowed by the theoretical background,
results, and discussion for each topic in order to keep the continuity within each topic.
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6.2 METHOD

Subjects amd Procedure
The Taiwanese subjects were 63 females (mean age = 21.92 years, SD = 3.08) and 42 males
(mean age = 223,26 years, SD = 4.46) university students, the British subjects were 45 females (mean age =
23.24 years, SD = 7.08) and 42 males (mean age = 22.71 years, SD = 4.07) university students. The four
groups did nmt differ significantly in age (F = .95, d.f. = 3, 188, n.s ). The Taiwanese and the British
subjects were: recruited from advertisement in university campuses in Taipei in 1991 and in London in 1992
separately. Suibjects were paid two poundsfbr completing a questionnaire.

Questionnaiire
There were three parts in the questionnaire. The first part contained motive values o f seeking
career achievrement. The second part covered motive values o f avoiding career achievement. The third
part included demographic items. The values in the first and second parts were drawn from Study 3. In
order to shorten the length of questionnaire, values that were chosen in Study 3 by less than 30% of the
subjects were assumed as not relevant to career achievement and were not included here. Thus, those
values that were chosen in Study 3 by more than 30% of Taiwanese female or male subjects as standards
or rewards o f career achievement composed the first part of the Chinese version and those values so
chosen in Study 3 as costs of career achievement composed the second part of the Chinese version. The
same criterion was applied to the British subjects in Study 3 to compile the English version. One Chinese
value, reflecting glory on ancestors, was added into the English version for comparison purpose. The
resultant Chinese version included 41 values in the first part and 15 values in the second part. The resultant
English vrersion included 41 values in the first part and 26 values in the second part.
Dn the first part, subjects first rated each value with respect to 'how possible is it that you seek
achievemient in your career because of this value?' by using a 4-point scale ranging fi'om 0 (impossible) to 3
(very possible) with 1 (slightly possible) and 2 (possible) in between. If a subject's rating about one value
was not 0, s/he was then asked 'for whom do you seek this value in your career? The subject was
requested to check the appropriate parties fiom seK parents, spouse and/or child, fiiend and/or relative.
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work partner, andwork per se (multi-choice allowable). If the subjects rated a value as impossible in the
first place, they were asked to skip to the next value. In the second part, the procedures was similar to the
first part except that each value was judged with respect to 'how possible is it that you avoid to seek
achievement in your career because of this value?' and 'for whom do you seek this value in your life?'

6.3 CAREER ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Although there have been numerous studies on achievement motivation, no study measures
directly what are the ingredients of achievement motivation in subjects' minds. Instead, the ingredients of
achievement motivation have be provided by various theories. No matter how different these theories are,
their definitions of achievement goals are to develop or demonstrate ability to self or to others (Nicholls,
1984; Kukla & Scher, 1986). However, these limited achievement goals may not fiilly rqiresent subjects'
motives to various achievement tasks (Parsons & Goff, 1980), especially to achievement task outside the
laboratories, such as academic and career achievement.
Several theorists have broadened the concept of achievement motivation in terms of task values
(Parsons & Goff, 1980; Eccles et ai., 1984; Spence, 1985). Task values referred to the expected
■fco
consequences of a given task that will infiuence a persoiéapproach^the task. According to these theorists,
the positive consequences of achievement can be classified into three categories; intrinsic consequences,
extrinsic consequences, and utility consequences. Intrinsic consequences are the inherent satisfaction one
gets fi’om succeeding in an achievement task which may include taking pride in one's performance (Spence,
1985), and pleasure of doing the task (Parsons & Goff^ 1980; Eccles ei al., 1984). Extrinsic consequences
represent the immediate rewards brought by the successful performance such as money, prestige and so on
(Spence, 1985). Utility consequences are a variety of long- and short-range goals whose fulfilment can be
facilitated by the achievement or its extrinsic consequences (Parsons & Goff^ 1980; Eccles et al., 1984).
Neverthdess, these theorists do not provide a method to assess the concrete content of these three kinds of
motives to seek achievement.
This study measured directly what were the motives in subjects' minds to seek or avoid career
achievement. In this study, subjects were asked to identify their motives of seeking or avoiding career
achievement from a list of values by rating how possible h is that they would seek or avoid career
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achievement because of a specific value. If a value did not represent the expected consequence of career
achievement, it was not possible that people would seek or avoid career achievement because of the value.
If a value was perceived as an expected consequence of career achievement, but was not important to the
evaluator, it was not possible that the pm on would seek or avoid career achievement because of the value,
either. Thus, the possibility measured in this way not only showed if the value was regarded as a desired
goal associated with career achievement, but also the strength to seek or avoid career achievement caused
by the value. Unlike the usual study procedure in the fi'amework of expectancy-valence theory which
measures the likelihood of attaining a particular outcomes, and the valence of the outcome separately, the
possibility measured in this study rq)resented the product of expectancy and valence for each value in the
list. In this sense, the possibility of a particular value can reflect the motive power to seek or avoid career
achievement induced by the value.

Motive Values o f Seeking Career Achievement
Table 6.1 presents the motive values of seeking career achievement that were with high motive
power (mean possibilities ^ 2) in each group, or that were held as standards of career achievement (see
Table 5. 6) or its rewards (see Table 5.7) in the perceptional appraisals of Study 3 by each group. These
values were classified into three categories according to their meanings; intrinsic values, extrinsic values,
and utility values. The four groups were compared by one-way ANOVAs on the possibility ratings of these
values. Significant results were further examined by Duncan's range test. These results are also summarized
in Table 6.1.
The content of the intrinsic values was about taking pride in one's career achievement ('sense of
accomplishment', and 'self respect') and doing the task well ('successful'). The content of the extrinsic
values was about 'wealth', prestige ('social recognition', 'social status', 'outstanding', 'influential', and
'reflecting glory on ancestors'). The content of the utility values included life style ("varied life', 'enjoying
life', 'exciting life', 'comfortable life', and 'healthy*), family life ('happy marriage' and 'family security'), self
development ('meaning in life', 'choosing own goals', 'independent', and 'fi^eedom'), competence
development ('capable', 'knowledgeable', 'responsible', *wisdom', and 'creativity"), and 'sense of security".
Overall, there were no sex difference within each culture on the motive power of most values (as
indicated by the fact that the two sex groups within each culture did not share a common superscript letter
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on each value in Table 6.1). There are three cultural differences shown in Table 6.1. "Meaning in life' and
'exciting life' were emphasized more by the British subjects than by the Taiwanese subjects. "Reflecting
glory on ancestors' had moderate motive power to the Taiwanese subjects but almost no motive power to
the British subjects. These two cultural differences are indicated by the fact that each Taiwanese group
shared a common superscript letter with each British group on these two values in Table 6.1. "Healthy"
appeared in the Taiwanese questionnaire but not in the British questionnaire.

Taiwanese
females
Mean

Taiwanese
males
Mean

British
females
Mean

British
males
Mean

F (3, 188)
Motive Values
INTRINSIC VALUES
0.70
Sense of accomplishment
2.31
2.41
2.20
233
0.71
Self respect
2.17
2.10
2.31
2.07
2.48
1.82
Successful
2.14
2.27
2.12
EXTRINSIC VALUES
2.19a
1.55a
Wealth
1.92
1.91
3.34*
Social recognition
1.78
1.71
1.53
1.62
0.76
1.8ia
1.20a
Social status
1.59
1.31
3.46*
1 81
Outstanding
1.49
1.31
1.52
1.88
Influential
1.67
1.49
1.40
1.69
0.81
049ac
1 40ab
0.48bd
1.76Cd
20.66***
Reflecting glory on ancestors
UTILITY VALUES
2.19a
Varied life
I.63&
1.86
2.89*
1.93
1.46ab
238a
2.00b
Enjoying life
1.98
8.36***
23lbd
2.22ac
1.06»^
1.19«1
Exciting life
25.23***
Comfortable life
2.20
b.05
0.99
2.14
I2.33
2.i7ab
1.43b
1.47a
Happy marriage
1.79
4.11**
Family security
1.93
1.67
2.22
2.29
2.22
Sense of security
1.91
1.60
1.70
2.00
1.93
2.02ac
2.02bd
1.2icd
Meaning in life
1.37»^
7.73***
1.69ab
2.29b
2.33a
Choosing own goals
5.33**
2.00
1.95
1.93
2.42
Independent
2.24
2.31
Freedom
1.81
1.76
1.78
2.00
0.59
Capable
1.97
1.88
1.93
0.43
2.09
1.84
1.93
1.87
1.20
2.17
Knowledgeable
1.79
0.93
Responsible
1.81
2.02
2.00
Wisdom
1.75
1.93
1.58
1.71
2.02
2.05a
1.37a
1.76
1.80
4.72**
Creativity
Healthy
—
1.76
2.10
2.31
Note. Values with figure in rectangle were held by the group as the standards or rewards of career
achievement in Study 3. Figures in bold indicate the values with high motive power (mean possibilities > 2)
within each group. Figures with common superscript letters differ significantly.
* p < .OS. **/?< .01. ***p< 00\.

of

For the rest^values, the similarities and variations of their motive power among groups are as
follows. All the intrinsic values had similar motive power to the four groups. On the extrinsic values, "social
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recognition', 'outstanding' and 'influential' are cross-group motive values while 'wealth' was emphasized
more by the Taiwanese males than by the British males, and 'social status' had higher motive power to the
Taiwanese males than to the British females. On the utility values, 'comfortable life', 'family security', 'sense
of security', 'independent' and 'freedom'were cross-group motives while "varied life' and 'enjoying life' were
least emphasized by the Taiwanese females,- 'happy marriage' was most emphasized by the Taiwanese
males; 'choosing own goals' was least emphasized by the British males; and 'creativity* had lower motive
power to the Taiwanese females than to the British males.
To show the top priority of motives of seeking career achievement within each group, motive
values with high motive power (mean possibilities > 2) were ranked in Table 6.2. The three intrinsic values
were held by all groups as top seeking motives. The other top motives held by all groups belong to utility
values except that the Taiwanese males held one extrinsic value, "wealth", within their top motives. "Family
security" and "choosing own goals' were held as top seeking motives by the three groups except the British
males, and 'independent' was within both the Taiwanese and British females' top motives.

Table 6.2 Top Motive Values o f Seeking Career Achievement Presented According to the Rank Order o f
Their Possibility Ratings___________________________________________________________________
Taiwanese females_______ Taiwanese males________ British females__________British males__________
Sense of accomplishment Successful (2.48)
Enjoying life (2.38)
Sense of accomplishment
(2.41)
Comfortable life (2.33)
Independent (2.31)
(2.33)
Choosing own goals (2.33) Sense of accomplishment Self respect (2.31)
Exciting life (2.21)
Independent (2.24)
(2.31)
Successful (2.27)
Varied life (2.19)
Family security (2.22)
Choosing own goals (2.29) Family security (2.22)
Knowledgeable (2.17)
Self respect (2.17)
Family security (2.29)
Exciting life (2.22)
Successful (2.12)
Successful (2.14)
Wealth (2.19)
Sense of accomplishment Self respect (2.07)
Comfortable life (2.14)
Happy marriage (2.17)
(2.20)
Comfortable life (2.05)
Sense of security (2.00)
Self respect (2.10)
Comfortable life (2.20)
Creativity (2.05)
Healthy (2.10)
Capable (2.09)
Wisdom (2.02)
Responsible (2.02)
Meaning in life (2.02)
Meaning in life (2.02)
Choosing own goals (2.00) Enjoying life (2.00)
Responsible (2.00)_______Freedom (2.00)

The results of Table 6.2 show that people's motives to seek career achievement are far more than
Just to prove or improve their ability as suggested by other theorists (Nicholls, 1984; Kukla & Scher,
1986). As shown in Table 6.2, the intrinsic and utility values were upheld as top motives to seek career
achievement by both the females and males across the two cultures. These findings are consistent with the
fact that work serves many functions other than economic for the vast majority of employed people (Morse
& Weiss, 1955). In particular, the motive values of seeking career achievement are consistent with some
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major fiincttions of work which include work as a source of identity, self-respect, sense of security, social
status, sense of purpose, income which assure oneself of independence and free choice outside the work
place, and as an opportunity to develop skills and creativity (Fagin & Little, 1984).
SeTveral work-related ethics such as the Protestant work ethic, wealth ethic and leisure ethic have
been proposed to describe people's motive to work (cf. Fumham, 1990). However, these ethics were
proposed by persons from different discipline:with very different sorts of evidence to support their case,
therefore, it is extremely problematic to evaluate them form the viewpoint of any one approach (Fumham,
1990). Nevertheless, the present results about the motives of seeking career achievement provide
comparable empirical data in terms of values to examine the appropriateness of these work-related ethics
on the two cultural samples.
According to Protestant work ethic, people who hold this work ethic would take pride of their
career achievement and not care about the rewarding consequences of career achievement such as money
and prestige (Spence, 1985). If so, the intrinsic values would be the only motives of seeking career
achievement. On the other hand, wealth ethic claims that work is only one means to have sufficient wealth
not to have to depend on others (Kelvin and Jarrett, 1985). If so, the extrinsic value such as “wealth' and
utility value such as 'independent' would be the motives to seek career achievement. Also, according to the
leisure ethic, human fulfilment is found in leisure activities but not in work, and work is only a human
necessity to produce goods and services and enable one to earn the money to buy them (Buchholz, 1976).
If so, people would not expect gaining self satisfying from career achievement, instead, the motives to seek
career achievement would the extrinsic value 'wealth' and utility values such as 'varied life', 'exciting life',
'meaning in life' and 'freedom'.
As shown in Table 6.2, the top motives of seeking career achievement across all groups belong to
the categories of intrinsic and utility values but not the extrinsic values. These results suggest that career
achievemient is viewed as an end in itself as well as a means to other ends, therefore, the Protestant work
ethic, wealth ethic and leisure ethic are partly appropriate and partly inappropriate at least when applied to
the subjeicts of this study. Moreover, since values related to leisure ethic such as "varied life', 'exciting life'
and 'meaming in life' were not so upheld by the Taiwanese subjects as by the British subjects, it may suggest
that leisuire ethic are not so related to work in the Taiwanese subjects' mind.
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Motive Values o f Avoiding Career Achievement
Examination of the mean possibilities of motive values of avoiding career achievement revealed
that they were all less than 2, thus values with moderate motive power (mean possibilities between 1 and
2) were analyzed. "Detachment" and "freedom" were also analyzed since they were held as costs of career
achievement by the Taiwanese males and British females respectively in Study 3 (see Table 5.8). The four
groups were compared by one-way ANOVAs. Significant results were further examined by Duncan"s range
test. The results are reported in Table 6.3.
The values that appeared in Table 6.3 can be classified, according to their meanings, into family
life ("family security", "happy marriage" and "mature love"), life style ("comfortable life", "enjoying life", and
"healthy"), self-direction ("courageous", "freedom", and "detachment"), and interpersonal relationship ("loyal",
"interpersonal harmony", "loving", "true friendship", "considerate", and "honest").

British
Taiwanese
British
Taiwanese
males
F (df=
males
females
females
3,188)
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
Motive Values
l.lia c
1.79ab
0.88b<i
1.74cd
9.02***
Family security
3.40
1.29
1.29
1.33
1.48
Happy marriage
0.51
0.96
1.19
1.17
1.19
Mature love
—
—
—
0.15
0.95
Comfortable life
1.03
1.58ab
0.95b
5.75***
Enjoying life
0.73a
1.14
1.07a
1.83a
4.61**
Healthy
1.27
1.64
0.95
0.32
—
1.09
—
Courageous
0.95
0.91
1.29
1.07
Freedom
1.21
0.98
2.67
0.40
0.74 1
0.84
Detachment
0.14
0.95
1.02
Loyal
1.05
1.08
1.29ab
0.73a
3.68*
0.81
0.78b
Interpersonal harmony
1.14ab
0.57bc
I.02C
0.62a
3.84*
Loving
—
-0.61
0.93
1.11
True fnendship
—
—
—
—
0.25
1.16
1.05
Considerate
—
0.06
1.13
1.07
Honest
Note. Values with figure in rectangle were held by the group as the costs of career achievement in Study 3.
Figures in bold indicate the values with moderate motive power (mean possibilities ^ 1 ) within each group.
Figures with common superscript letters differ significantly.
*/7<.05. * * p < .01.
<001.
—

Overall, there were no sex differences within each culture on most of the values except two. The
Taiwanese males emphasized "interpersonal harmony" more than the females did, and the British females
emphasized "enjoying life" more than the males did.
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On the differences between different cultural groups, the Taiwanese emphasized ‘family security'
more than the British subjects did. Moreover, ‘healthy’ was emphasized more by the Taiwanese females
than by the British males while ‘enjoying life' was emphasized more by the British females than by the
British males and Taiwanese females.
On the values about interpersonal relationship, although the Taiwanese males emphasized more on
‘interpersonal harmony', the British subjects considered more factors such as loving', "true friendship',
'considerate', and 'honest' to maintain smooth interpersonal relationship. The latter three values had too low
selected ratio in Study 3 to be included in the Taiwanese questionnaire. Although 'loving' did appear in the
Taiwanese questionnaire, it hardly induced a avoiding motivation in the Taiwanese subjects.
Table 6.4 listed the priority of avoiding motive values whose mean possibilities were above 1. The
British males had the least top priority avoiding motive values while British females had the most, leaving
the two Taiwanese groups in between. Happy marriage' appears in all groups as one of the top avoiding
motive of career achievement. Comparisons between Table 6.2 and Table 6.4 show that three groups
except the British males held some values as ambivalent motives toward career achievement. These values
appear in the both tables and are 'family security' and 'comfortable üfe' in the Taiwanese females, family
security", 'healthy' and fiappy marriage' in the Taiwanese males, and 'enjoying life', 'frunily security' and
'choosing own goals' in the British females.
The motives to avoid career achievement reported here are conceptually related the 'motive to
avoid success' or the fear of success' proposed by Homer (1972). Homer's work was originally aimed to
explain the major unresolved sex differences detected in previous research on achievement motivation
based on the Atkinson model (Atkinson, 1958). She argued that most women have a motive to avoid
success because they expect negative consequences (such as social rejection and/or feeling of being
unfeminine) as a result of succeeding. The vast literature that resulted from Homeris work revealed some
serious methodological and conceptual flaws in her theory (Tresemer, 1976; Zuckerman & Wheeler,
1975). Many researchers have questioned Homer's interpretation of fear of success as a personality trait,
and have argued instead that it is better understood as a situational response involving expectancies about
the consequences of behaviour which could occur not only to females but also to males (Lockheed, 1975;
Robbins & Robbins, 1973; Janman, 1987). In particular, Robbins & Robbins (1973) suggested that new
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generations of both males and females do not hold career achievement per se, at the expense of personal
happiness, as total evidence of success.

Table 6.4 Tcy Motive Values o f Avoiding Career Achievement Presented According to the Rank Order o f
Taiwanese females
Healthy (1.83)
Family security (1.79)
Happy marriage (1.48)
Freedom (1.21)
Mature love (1.19)
Loyal (1.08)
Comfortable life (1.03)

Taiwanese males
Family security (1.74)
Healthy (1.64)
Happy marriage (1.33)
Freedom (1.29)
Interpersonal harmony (1.29)
Mature love (1.17)
Enjoying life (1.14)
Loyal (1.05)

British females
British males
Enjoying life (1.58)
Happy marriage (1.29)
Happy marriage (1.29)
Mature love (1.19)
Healthy (1.27)
Loving (1.14)
Healthy (1.07)
Considerate (1.16)
Honest (1.13)
Honest (1.07)
Family security (1.11)
Considerate (1.05)
True friendship ( 1.11 )
Courageous (1.09)
Freedom (1.07)
Loyal (1.02)
Loving (1.02)
Choosing own goals (1 .00)

The findings in Table 6.4 echo the suggestion of Robbins & Robbins (1973). The data suggest
that both males and females within each culture do not like to seek career achievement at the expense of
personal fulfilment and family life. However, these motives to avoid career achievement are not likely to
inhibit, though they may weaken, career achievement seeking of both the males and females, because the
motive power of these avoiding motives is weaker than that of the seeking motives in Table 6.2.
The only sex difference between the British males and females is that the females are more likely
than the males to avoid career achievement because of the value 'enjoying life'. Although some feminine
characters such as 'considerate' and 'loving' appeared in the top priority of British females' avoiding
motives, they did not differ fi-om those of British males. The present data suggest that sex differences on
the avoiding motives of career achievement within each culture are not so obvious as some researchers
may think. Instead, some cultural differences are apparent, such as 'family security" emphasized more by the
Taiwanese samples and more values concerning interpersonal relationship emphasized by the British
sançles.

Discrepancy Between Perceptional and Motivational Appraisals
In terms of expectancy-valence theory, if the valence of an expected consequence of achievement
is zero, the consequence cannot infiuence people's achievement behaviour. The perceptional appraisals of
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the standards and consequence aspects of career achievement in Study 3 were to identify the expected
consequences. It did not consider the valences of the expected consequences. Moreover, the identified
consequences are not necessarily equal to the whole range of consequences that could influence people's
achievement behaviour. For one thing, the valences of some identified consequences may be not high
enough to motivate people to act This means that what people perceive as the desirable may not be
desired by them. For another. Study 3 may only reflect the immediate consequences of achievement but
not some long-term goals which would be facilitated or impeded by achievement. Thus, it is expected that
there is discrepancy between perceptional and motivational appraisals on career achievement. In other
words, the values perceived as the consequences of career achievement do not necessarily have high
motive power, but some other values that are not perceived as the immediate consequences of career
achievement may have high motive power.
To test this hypothesis, the values held as standards or rewards of career achievement with high
consensus in Study 3 were compared with the motive values of seeking career achievement with high
motive power in this study, so were the costs of career achievement with high consensus in Study 3 and
the motive values of avoiding career achievement in this study.
Table 6.1 show that most the intrinsic values were perceived as standards or rewards with high
consensus in Study 3 (as indicated by the values in rectangle), and have relative high motive power (mean
of

possibilities > 2) of seeking career achievement across the four groups. In contrast, most^the extrinsic
values were perceived as standards or rewards with high consensus in Study 3, but only had relative
moderate motive power (mean possibilities between 1 and 2) of seeking career achievement across the four
groups, except that "wealth" also had relative high motive power in the Taiwanese males.
In contrast to the intrinsic and extrinsic values in Table 6.1, fewer hems in the utility values were
considered as the standards or rewards of career achievement with high consensus in Study 3. Among
these values, only 'comfortable life' by all subjects and "varied life" by the British subjects were upheld in
both perceptional and motivational appraisals. Other utility values within each group whh high motive
values were not perceived as the standards or rewards in Study 3. This may reflect the distant relation of
the utility values with career achievement, since the realization of utility values were assumed through the
rewards of career achievement instead of brought by career achievement immediately.
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Table 6.3 show that although ’detachment' was upheld as a cost of career achievement by the
Taiwanese males, it had low motive power of avoiding career achievement. On the other hand, 'freedom'
were consistently upheld by the British females in both perceptional and motivational appraisals. Other
values in Table 6.3 w ^e not perceived as costs of career achievement in perceptional appraisals by all
groups, but had relative moderate motive power (mean possibilities > 1) of avoiding career achievement.
These results confirm the hypothesis that there was discrqjancy between the perceptional and
motivational appraisals within some groups on some values. These findings suggest that researchers should
make a distinction between the assessment of the perceptional and motivational aq>ects of achievement,
and should not equate these two. Sometimes, people's views of what is desirable may only reflect what is
socially desirable rather than their own motivation. For example, 'outstanding* and 'reflecting glory on
ancestors' have been viewed as the ultimate goals to motivate Chinese people especially men to seek
achievement in traditional Chinese society (e.g. Yang and Yue, 1988). However, data of Table 6.1 suggest
that the two values are not so powerful to motivate at least this young Taiwanese generation to seek career
achievement, though these two values are perceived as rewarding consequences of career achievement by
them.

6.4 INDIVIDUALISM VS. COLLECTIVISM ON CAREER ACHIEVEMENT
MOTIVATION
Individualism and collectivism are terms used by both social scientists and the public to sum up
two groups of opposite cultural characters. The term 'individualism* in English has been used to refer to the
'feeling or conduct in which the guiding principle is the interest of the individual' (Webster's Dictionary,
2nd edition). The counterpart, 'collectivism', is less well understood (Hui & Triandis, 1986), but, since it is
viewed as the antonym of 'individualism*, it is assumed to refer to the feeling or conduct in which the
guiding principle is the interest of the in-group. Because this dimension reflects the relationship of
individuals and groups, it has been regarded as central to broad syndromes of self-concepts, attitudes, and
social behaviours by social scientists (Triandis el cd., 1988, 1990; Parsons, 1951).
Although this dimension is supposed to be used in difierentiating cultures, more often than not it
has been used directly to represent cultures in the West and the East without assessing the real cultural
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differences alone this dimension. It seems to have been taken for granted that individualism is the main
theme in Western cultures and collectivism in Eastern cultures by researchers and the public.
Nevertheless, without measuring cultural variation on this dimension empirically, it cannot at all be
clear whether and how different levels of individualism-coUectivism are linked to social phenomena. For
example, in empirical studies of Triandis et al. (1988) and Wheeler et al. (1989), cultures from the East
were assumed as coUectivistic and cultures from the West as individualistic. Various hypotheses about
attitudes and behaviours were then derived from this assumption and tested. However, they cannot be sure
that the differences they found between the cultures are actuaUy due to coUectivism and individualism, as
the cultures differ on a whole range of other variables simultaneously.
This approach has ignored the possible bias from the stereotypes about the East and the West, not
to mention the huge social, economic and technical changes in the world since these stereotypes emerged.
It also ignores the situational factor. It is possible that an assumed coUectivistic culture shows coUectivism
in some situations but individuaUsm in other situations, and the same for an assumed individuaUstic culture.
For example, Triandis, ei al. (1988) found that subjects in Japan and Puerto Rico (coUectivist cultures) did
not necessarily conform more, feel more simUar to others, pay more attention to the views of others,
and/or uniformly subordinate their goals to the goals of others than subjects in the United States
(individuaUst culture).
One influential study on individuaUsm-coUectivism was done by Hofstede (1980). He measured
the work-related values of the IBM employees in 53 countries, and conducted a factor analysis of the
country mean responses based on a sample size of 40 (the number of countries with en o u ^ employees to
provide stable means). Hofstede caUed one of the factors individuaUsm-coUectivism. Countries in the high
end of this factor were viewed as individualist societies, and countries in the low end of this factor as
collectivist societies. Some studies have adopted this distinction of countries and compared the differences
between this two groups of countries in other variables such as self concepts (Bochner, 1994) and jobrelated attitudes (Bochner & Hesketh, 1994). However, by analyzing culture scores, such as Hofstede's
work, one can find only dimensions of cultural variation (Scheuch, 1970). These culture-level relations
have no necessary parallels with individual level relations (Shweder, 1973; Hofstede, 1980). Hofstede's
culture-level groupings of values appeared puzzling and were subject to considerable interpretative debate
(Triandis, 1982).
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Hui & Triandis (1986) commented that although assessing individualism-coUectivism is needed,
there is ndtany good criterion or operational definition for individualism or coUectivism. Since then,
Triandis and his colleagues (Triandis et al., 1986; Hui & Triandis, 1986; Triandis et al., 1988, 1990) have
work on theory and measurement of individualism-coUectivism. According to them, the core meaning of
individualism is giving priority to personal goals over the goals of the in-group in order to make the self
feel good, be distinguished, and be independent. On the other hand, the core meaning of coUectivism is
giving priority to in-group goals over personal goals for the sake of preserving in-group integrity,
interdependence of members, and harmonious relationships.
These core meanings of individualism and coUectivism can be viewed as essentiaUy reflecting
Values for whom'. Individualism emphasizes values for self, while coUectivism emphasizes values for
others, or for both self and others (Schwartz, 1990). As argued in Chapter 1, values and valuations are
closely connected with each other. When Values for whom' is used to assess individualism-coUectivism, the
consideration about this dimension is automaticaUy broadened to include its relationship with situations via
people's valuations. The measurement of 'for whom does one seek certain values in a specified situation?'
provide a direct way to tackle the core meanings of individualism and coUectivism, and thereby a direct
way to define operationaUy whether a culture is in favour of individualism or coUectivism in a specified
situation. Thus, another attempts of this study are to propose an operational definition of individualismcoUectivism, and study how two samples, one fi-om the West, one form the East, differ in the
individualism-coUectivism on career achievement.
With thç preceding considerations in mind, individualism and coUectivism in a given situation are
defined operationaUy as foUows. Individualism in a given situation is a person's tendency to hold those
relevant values which serve his/her individual interests as more important and therd)y being able to induce
stronger motivation than those relevant values which express the coUective interests of the relevant in
groups in evaluating the situation. On the other hand, coUectivism in a given situation is a person's
tendency to hold those relevant values which serve the coUective interests of the relevant in-groups as
more important and thereby being able to induce stronger motivation than those relevant values vkdiich
express his/her individual interests in evaluating the situation.
Two implications of these definitions should be noted. First, these definitions do not conceptualize
individualism and coUectivism as opposite poles of a dimension which has been suggested in Hofstede's
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(1980) work, but as a composition of two independent factors. These two different

conceptual

approaches are illustrated in Figure 6.1. In the approach of opposite poles, measuring one factor (either the
concern for self or for in-groups) is enough to determine a culture's position on the dimension. In the
approach of composition, the two factors (both the concern for self and for group) have to be measured to
. determine a culture's location in the quadrant. Obviously the latter approach adopted here is more close to
the core meanings of individualism and collectivism than the former one. If only one factor is measured, its
relation to another factor can not be sure, therefore the conclusion may be misleading. Persons who
empharize the individual interest may vary in degree of their concern about the collective interests; some
may even have higher concern about the collective interest , and vice versa for persons who enq)hasize
collective interests across various situations.

Individualism-coUectivism as composition
of two independent factors:

Individualism-coUectivism as opposite poles
along each dimension:

CoUectivism

high

-w

high

Collectivism
Concern
for in-group

Individualism

Ccmcem for self
Individualism

high

0

high
Concern for in-group

Concern for self

Figure 6.7 Two approaches to definitions of individualism-coUectivism

Second, the individual and coUective interests do not necessarily conflict in a specified situation. It
is possible that a given situation supports both the individual and coUective interests or threatens both of
them. Thus, in terms of valuation, the relevant Tor-self and 'for-group' values may have same affective
status, either both as reward values or as cost values. Of course, the affective status may be different
between these two kinds of relevant values. The simplest condition is that aU the 'for-self values belong to
one affective status, and aU the 'for-group' values belong to another affective status. However, the more
common condition may be that among the 'for-self values some are viewed as reward values and some as
cost values, and so are the 'for-group' values. No matter in which condition, we can assess a respondent's
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gross tendency of individualism-coUectivism by comparing the total motivational strength induced by each
kind of values r%ardless of their affective status.
While there is only one party involved in the concern for self which is the evaluator
herselfliimself, there may be more than one in-group involved in the concern for in-group dependent on
how many in-groups are involved in a person's valuation. Thus, the tendency of individualism-coUectivism
takes different forms dq>endent on comparing the concern for self with the concern for which in-group. In
the situation of career achievement, the foUowing parties are assumed to be relevant to a person's
valuation; self^ parents, spouse/child, fiends/relatives, and work partners. In the second part of Study 4,
respondents were

asked to identify the parties for whom they pursue the values in their career

achievement action (either seeking or avoiding action). Based on these data, two samples, one from the
West one from the East, were e)carnmeJ lb sojwhether they were different in the tendency of individuaUsmcoUectivism.

Seeking or Avoiding Career Achievement fo r Whom?
In order to simpUfy data presentation, the responses of 'for whom' were summed into five
composites: self only, self + fam ily (self plus either parents or spouse/chUd or both), self + extending
group (self plus either fiiend/relative or work partner or both), self + fam ily + extending group (self plus
combinations of family and extending group), and fam ily + extending group (combinations of family and
extending group). The selection rates of these five composites from both kinds of values that induced
career achievement seeking and avoiding were calculated for each subject based on how many responses
of one particular composite among the total responses of the five composites. Because the selection rate of
'for work* w<is near zero across aU subjects, this category alone were not included in the calculation, and
the other parties selected with 'work' were counted as those without it. The selection rates were viewed as
indexes of the relative frequency of the five composites. The Taiwanese and British groups were compared
by ANOVAs on these five types of selection rates. Mean selection rates and the results of comparison are
reported in Table 6.5.
As shown in Table 6.5, the four groups did not differ significantly. In other words, there were
neither sex differences within each culture nor cultural differences on the relative frequency of all the five
composites. Because the five types of selection rates were not totally independent from each other, a
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repeated measures analysis could not be used here to compare the five composites within each group.
However, a clear pattern appears fi'om the overall data: across all the groups, the most fi'equent "whom'
that subjects would seek or avoid career achievement for was 'self, and the second most was 'self plus
fiunily'. The other three type of selection rates were far less than these two.

Table 6.5 Mean Selection Rates o f Five Compositions o f 'for Whom'
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
For whom
females
males
53.17
52.53
Self
24.77
23.83
Self + Family
6.80
7.00
Self + Extending Group
7.31
8.25
Self + Family + Extending Group
7.94
8.39
Family + Extending Group
* all p > .05

British
females
47.12
23.29
6.49
11.49
11.60

British
males
58.71
21.13
3.71
9.34
7.11

F*

1%)

2.20
0.48
2.06
1.45
1.36

M otive Power o f fo r Whom'
To see how strongly on average an party (e.g. sel^ family) could motive one's career achievement
action, mean possibilities of the five composites fi'om both the seeking and avoiding motive values were
computed for each respondent as an index of motive power of each composite. Since not every respondent

selected all five composites, mean possibilities of unselected composites were treated as missing values.
The Taiwanese and British groups were compared by analysis of variance, and the F results are shown in
Table 6.6. Although there was one significant F result, further comparison by Duncan's range test showed
no significant differences among the four groups. In brief^ there were neither sex differences within each
culture nor cultural differences on the motive power of the five composites.

Table 6.6 Mean Motive Power o f Different Parties
Taiwanese
for Whom
females
Self
1.86
Self + Family
2.07
1.70
Self + Extending Group
2.04
Self + Family + Extending Group
Family + Extending Group
1.60
*p<.OS

Taiwanese
males
1.88
2.12
1.94
2.25
1.64

British
females
1.93
2.07
2.08
2.21
1.83

British
males
1.97
2.15
1.81
2.03
1.69

F
=
0.94
0.39
3.04*
1.93
1.36

Components o f Family
It should be noted that there was a cultural difference on the concept about the components of
family. To reveal this difference, the composite of self plus family was decomposed and examined. Table
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6.7 shows that, in general, there were no sex differences within each culture (no common superscript
letters shared by the two groups of the same culture) but a cultural difference appeared on the selection
rates of the components of family (common superscript letters shared by the different cultural groups): For
the British subjects, the major component of family was spouse/child while for the Taiwanese, that is
parents plus spouse/child. However, as shown in Table 6.8, there were no sex nor cultural differences on
the motive power of these 6mily components.

Table 6.7 Mean Selection Rates o f Different Components o f Selfplus Family
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
British
females
males
females
6.93a
3.69
4.10
Self + parents
2 1 .1 ia c
6.12ab
6.29Cd
Self + spouse/chUd
6 .9 7 a c
16.59ab
18.7Qcd
Self + parents + spouse/child
Note. Figures with common superscript letters in each row differ significantly.
♦*/?<.01. ***/?<001.
Table 6.8 Mean Motive Power o f Different Components o f Selfplus Family
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
British
females
males
females
1.90
1.93
2.22
Self + parents
1.94
2.17
Self + spouse/child
2.06
2.16
2.20
2.05
Self + parents + spouse/chUd
* all/? > .05

British
males
1.19a
15 .2 4 b d

9.66bd

British
males
1.92
2.16
2.07

P
Its.)

5.19**
14.41***
8.45***

F ’"
1.17
1.73
0.70

Tendency o f Individualism or Collectivism
To determine a subject's tendency of individualism-coUectivism, an index, the total concern for
each composite, was computed for each subject by multiplying the percentage by the mean possibility of
each composite. According to the definition of individualism-coUectivism in this study, the total concern
for 'self represented the tendency of individualism, and the total concern for other four composites
represented different forms of the tendencies of coUectivism. Table 6.9 reports the mean total concern for
each composite for each group. There was no difference among the four groups on these total concerns.
Table 6.10 reports the results of comparing the total concern for self with that for other four composites
by paired T-test method. The results show that both the Taiwanese and British samples revealed a
tendency of individuaUsm in the valuation of career achievement. In other words, they concerned for
themselves in the valuation of career achievement more than for other relevant groups wheth^ the groups
included them or not.
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Table 6.9 Mean Total Concernfor the Five Composites

Total Concern for
Self
Self + Family
Self + Extending Group
Self + Family + Extending Group
FamUy + Extending Group
*p < .05.

Taiwanese
females
167.72
114.37
27.94
33.71
49.21

Taiwanese
males
179.19
110.02
33.97
56.48
35.93

British
females
166.55
102.72
32.13
62.14
66.50

British
males
209.17
115.68
25.56
62.06
44.44

F
1.92
0.23
0.64
3.10*
1.80

Table 6.10 Comparisons o f Total Concernfo r Self with Thatfo r Other Four Composites by T-test within
British
British
Taiwanese
Taiwanese
males
females
males
females
Self Compared with
<Self**
Self + FamUy
<Self**
<Self*
<Self*
< Self***
< Self***
Self + Extending Group
<Self***
< Self***
< Self***
< Self***
< Self***
< Self***
Self + FamUy + Extending Group
FamUy + Extending Group
< Self***
< Self***
< Self***
< Self***
Note. < Self indicates that the total concern for self is stronger than that for the compared composite
significantly.
*/7<.05. * * p < . 0 \ . ***p<001.

Discussion
This study provided operational definitions to determine the tendency of individualism or
collectivism in a given situation. The present results cast doubt on the validity of classifying cultures into
individualistic or coUectivistic according to whether they are in the West or East. According this
dichotomy, Taiwan was assumed to be a coUectivistic culture (e.g. Hofstede, 1980; Schwartz, 1992; Lau,
1992) and Britain a individualistic culture (e.g. Hofstede, 1980). The present findings reveal that both the
Taiwanese and British samples showed individualistic tendency on the motivation of career achievement
(Table 6.10), and there were no differences on the selection rates (Table 6.5) and the motive power (Table
6.6) of each composite across the two cultures. These results suggest that cultures in the East do not
necessarily show coUectivistic tendency in every situation. Therefore, researchers have to specify in which
situations the West are expected to be individuaUstic and the East to be coUectivistic, if they continue to
classify cultures into individuaUstic and coUectivistic according to the West-East dichotomy. Or, they
should give up the West-East dichotomy in the first place, and determine the tendencies of individuaUsm
and coUectivism about any cultural sample by measuring the tendencies directly.
The present findings also question the vaUdity of the description of Chinese achievement
motivation proposed by Yang and his colleagues (Yang, 1986; Yang & Yue, 1988). They dichotomized
achievement motivation as the individual-oriented achievement motivation which was defined as a kind of
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functionally autonomized desire and is prevalent in individualistic cultures, and the social-oriented
achievement motivation which was defined as a kind of functionally unautonomized (hence extrinsic and
instrumental) desire and is prevalent in coUectivistic cultures. They assumed that the course of
achievement-related behaviour, the standards of excellence, and the evaluation of the performance or
outcomes in the individual-oriented achievement motivation are determined by the actor himself or herself,
and these aspects in the social-oriented achievement motivation are determined by the significant others,
the family, the group, or the society as a whole. They also assumed that Chinese culture is one of the
coUectivistic cultures, therefore the Chinese are inclined to have a social-oriented achievement motivation.
The findings that both the British and Taiwanese samples showed a individualistic tendency on the
motivation of career achievement cast doubt on the social-oriented depiction of Chinese achievement
motivation, at least at the aspect of career achievement. Although this study did not focus on whether
Chinese achievement motivation is determined by external expectations or social norms, rather than by
personal desires, thus is a kind of functionaUy unautonomized desire, the foUowing findings suggest that
this is not the case on Chinese career achievement motivation. First, the overwhelming man-for-himself
responses across the two cultural samples in Table 6.10 suggest that the career achievement motivation of
the Taiwanese and British samples are mainly directed by self interests which are more likely derived fi'om
personal desires than fi'om external expectations or social norms. Second, the Taiwanese subjects not only
emphasized extrinsic and instrumental values of career achievement, but also emphasized intrinsic values
(Table 6.1). In fact, the extrinsic values were not the most powerful motives to the Taiwanese subjects.
They wa-e weaker than the intrinsic values in term of motive power to the Taiwanese subjects. Third,
although 'reflecting glory on ancestors' was assumed by Yang and Yue (1988) as the ultimate extrinsic
goals that Chinese people especially men are expected to achieve in their life by seeking various
achievements, this value had only median motive power and was not the most powerful motive to the
Taiwanese subjects (Table 6.1)
In general, Yang and his colleagues' hypotheses not only reflected the dimension of individualismcollectivism along the West-East dichotomy, but also echoed the simplified concept of personhood along
the dimension of individualism-coUectivism which was described by Sampson (1989). According to
Sampson (1989), the Western version of personhood has been held either at the extreme pole of
indivicfamsm in which the seemingly autonomous individual is the ontological reality and prime mover, or
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at the pole of collectivism in which the individual is merely a mechanical copy of the underlying social
order. Sampson (1989) argued that this simplified version of personhood had ne^ected *the essentially
dialectical interpenetration of the person and society in which neither has full primacy* (p. 6). Moreover,
differentiating cultures as individualistic or coUectivistic according to the East-West dichotomy without
assessing the real cultural differences in various situations alone the dimension of individualismcoUectivism reinforces the incorrect stereotypes about the East and West. For example, Lau (1992) has
argued that cultures that are classified as coUectivistic may be mistaken to have no individuaUstic concerns,
whereas in fact they do desire and treasure personal rights and interests as Westerners do.
In conclusion, the present results suggest that cultural differences along the dimension of
individuaUsm-coUectivism may be consistent with Bond's (1991) paraphrase of Kluckhohn's words such
that
In some respects, aU men are the same;
in some respects, some men are the same;
in some respects, each man is unique (p. 117).
Research on individuaUsm-coUectivism in the fiiture should try to specify the situations which can
differentiate cultures on this dimension and which do not. This study has provided a method to collect
empirical bottom-up data fi'om various situations to examine the top-down classifications of the
individualistic and coUectivistic cultures according to the East-West dichotomy. Further research using the
method of this study in various situations wiU provide enough data to examine the vaUdity of classifying
cultures into individuaUstic or coUectivistic according to the dichotomy of the East and West, even the
usefulness of the dimension of individuaUsm-coUectivism in distinguishing cultures.

6.5 INTEREST TYPES AND CONTENT STRUCTURE OF ACTIVATED VALUES
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Schwartz and BUsky (1987, 1990) extended Rokeach’s (1973) work
both conceptuaUy and methodologicaUy. They defined values as transituational concepts that can be
classified on three fecets. First, the goal types; values may be terminal or instrumental goals. Second, the
interest types: values may serve individualistic, coUective, or both types of interests. Third, the content
types: value contents can be classified into eight types. Subsequently, Schwartz (1992) developed this
theory further by expanding the number of content types to ten (which are power, achievement, hedonism.
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stimulation, self-direction, universalisai, benevolence, conformity, tradition, and security), by sharpening
some of the definitions of these content types, and by specifying the sets of values that comprised each
content type.
In addition, they hypothesize a circular structure of the content types. The content types that serve
primarily individual interests form a contiguous region opposed to another contiguous region formed by
the content types that serve primarily collective interests. The content types that serve both types of
interest are therefore hypothesized to be located on the boundaries between these two regions. They also
assume that increasing distance around the circular order indicates decreasing conqiatibüity and greater
conflict. Therefore, the adjacent content types are postulated to be most compatible, and the actions taken
simultaneously in pursuit of different values fi'om the adjacent content types may be most conqiatible with
each other. The content types that emerge in opposing directions fi'om the origin are postulated to be in
greatest conflict, and the actions taken simultaneously in pursuit of different values fi'om

these types

may come into greatest conflict. The structural arrangement of these content and interest types is presented
in Figure 6.2.

BOTH

UNIVERSALISM

BENEVOLENCE

SELF-DIRECTION

C O NFORMITY
STIMULATION

H ED O N I S M

SECURITY

ACHIEVEMENT

POWER

BOTH

Figure 6.2 Schwartz's theoretical structure of content and interest types of values (Adapted fiom
Schwartz, 1992)
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In partcular, Schwartz (1992) assumed that simultaneous pursuit of values from the following
nine sets of types is compatible: (1) power and achievement; (2) achievement and hedonism; (3) hedonism
and stimulation (4) stimulation and self-direction; (5) self-direction and universalism; (6) universalism and
benevolence; (1) tradition and conformity; (8) conformity and security; and (9) security and power. Also,
he assumed thaï simultaneous pursuit of values from the following three sets of types gives rise to conflict :
(1) self-directijn and stimulation versus conformity, tradition, and security; (2) universalism and
benevolence ve sus achievement and power; and (3) hedonism versus conformity and tradition.
Schwatz and Bilsky have carried out extensive cross-cultural studies (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987,
1990; Schwarts 1992) on values, and the results support their statement that the interest types and content
structure of vdues are universal. However, like Rokeach (1973), Schwartz and Bilsky defined and
measured values as transituational concepts, therefore it cannot be sure that their classifications of the
interest types aid structural relations among the content types of transituational values are still held on the
relevant values which are used to assess a specified situation. Moreover, because Schwartz and Bilsky's
of
assumptions alout the compatibility of the actions taken in pursuit^yCertain values were based on the
structural relatons among the content types of these values, and the structural relations were based on the
interest types, if peoples' views on whose interests of the values they pursue in a given situation are
different from Schwartz and Bilsky's interest types of these values, their hypotheses about the compatibility
of specified seS cf content types may be rejected. In other words, three questions arise from this doubt.
(1) Are people' views on the interest types of the relevant values to a given situation consistent with
Schwartz's (1992) interest types of these values? (2) Does a value keep the same interest type when it is
used to evaluate different aspects of a given situation or different situations? (3) Are the compatible and
conflicting relaioas among the content types of the relevant values to a given situation consistent with
Schwartz and Bilsky's hypotheses?
To explore the answers to these three questions, the following situation-related hypotheses are
developed and will be tested in motivational appraisals of career achievement.
If the universality of Schwartz's (1992) interest types of transituational values can be applied to
the activated values, the subjective interest types of most, if not all, of the motive values held by the
subjects should be the same as Schwartz's classification, and stay the same when used to evaluate different
aspects of career achievement. However, based on the theory (Chapter 1) and empirical data of Study 1
and 2 on the fact that the nature of transituational values is not completely consistent with that of activated
values used in valuations, it is expected that:
1.

Those motive values of career achievement whose subjective interest types fit Schwartz's

classification do not outnumber those motive values of career achievement whose subjective interest types
do not fit Schwartz's classification.
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2. It is not the case that among the motive values that are used to evaluate the rewarding and
costiing consequences of career achievement, the interest types of most (at least above 50%) of these
motrve values keep the same in the two aspects.
Because the motive values of seeking career achievement may induce compatible approaching
actioins toward career achievement, and the motive values of avoiding career achievement may induce
compatible avoiding actions away from career achievement, and the actions induced by these two kinds of
motive values are in conflict, if Schwartz's (1992) content structure of transituational values can be applied
to the motive values, the content types of the same kind of motive values should be compatible with each
other, and the content types of the different kind of motive values should be in conflict with each other.
However, it is expected that:
3. There is no clear patterns showing that (a) the content types of the motive values of seeking
career achievement are compatible with each other, (b) the content types of the motive values of avoiding
career achievement are compatible with each other, and (c) each content type of the seeking motive values
is in conflict with each content type of the avoiding motive values in Schwartz's (1992) content structure.

To examine whether the interest types and content structure of the motive values of seeking or
avoiding career achievement are as Schwartz (1992) suggested, the motive values which fulfil the
following two conditions were examined. (1) They were selected by more than 50% of each group
members with non-zero possibility scores, so that the values were held as motive values at least by the
minimum majority of each group. (2) They appear in the Schwartz Value Survey (Schwartz, 1992). To
make the data comparable with Schwartz's classifications of interest types, the responses of 'for whom' of
each motive value were classified into three interest types: 'individual' type (for self only), 'collective' type
(for others only), and 'both' type (for self and others). Thus, there are three interest types for each motive
value. The selection rate of each interest type was computed for each motive value in terms of percentage
based on how many persons selected the type among the subjects who selected the value. To determine
which interest type was dominant in a motive value, the selection rates of the three interest types were
compared. If the highest selection rate was above 50%, the interest t>T5e of the highest selection rate was
assigned to the value. If all the three selection rates were below 50%, 'no dominant interest types' was
assigned to the value. The assigned dominant interest types and their selection rates of the motive values,
and Schwartz’s (1992) transituational classifications of interest and content types of these values are listed
in Table 6.11.
The results of Table 6.11 show that Schwartz's interest types of values received only partial
support in the situation of career achievement. No value in Table 6.11 was held unanimously (i.e., selection
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rate = 100%) as a specified interest type by all the subjects who selected the value across the four groups.
Dominant interest types of some motive values were consistent with Schwartz's classification but some
were not. The consistent rates of each group are as follows; 48.6% (17/35) for the Taiwanese females,
50% (18/36) for the Taiwanese males, 40% (12/30) for the British females, and 50% (13/26) for the
British males. Most interest types that were consistent with Schwartz's are 'individual' type, and the rest are
both' type. No value was held as 'collective' type by the majority of each group. These results confirm
Hypothesis 1 that the interest types of the motive values on career achievement are not totally as Schwartz
suggested.
Within each group, some values, such as 'freedom', 'reciprocation of favours', 'health', and 'family
security' in the Taiwanese females, were held as ambivalent motive values which appear as the motive
yalues of seeking and avoiding career achievement at the same time. Some of these ambivalent values,
iuch as 'fi-eedom', and 'family security* in the Taiwanese females and males, keep the same dominant
interest types in both parts of seeking and avoiding motive values. The other ambivalent values, such as
'reciprocation of favours' in the Taiwanese females, 'enjoying life' and 'healthy' in the Taiwanese males,
family security' and 'true friendship' in the British females, have one dominant interest type in one part of
motive values, but no dominant interest type in another part of motive values. These results confirm
Hypothesis 2 that the interest types of some motive values may change when used to evaluate different
aspects of career achievement.
To examine the structural relations among content types of the motive values, Schwartz's (1992)
classifications of content types for the motive values within each group appearing in Table 6.11 were
summarized and arranged according to Schwartz's structure in Table 6.12. Schwartz's structural relations
among the content types of values do not receive clear support in the situation of career achievement.
Eight out of Schwartz' ten content types appear in the seeking motive values within each group. Inevitably,
some conflicting content types assumed by Schwartz, such as ST and SD vs. SE, and PO and AC vs. UN
and BE, appeared in the seeking motive values at the same time. Similarly, some assumed conflicting types
appeared together in the avoiding motive values, which included SD vs. SE in the Taiwanese groups and
the British females, and HE vs. TR in the Taiwanese males. Thus, the content types of the same kind of
motive values were not totally compatible with each other. Moreover, most content types that appeared in
the avoiding motive values appeared in the seeking motive values as well. Since the same content type is
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Table 6.11 Dominant Interest Types (Selection Rates > 50%) and Their Selection Rates (%) o f the Motive

British
Schwartz's
Taiwanese Taiwanese British
(1992)
males
females
females
males
transituational
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Interest Content
Interest
Interest
Interest
interest
%
%
type
%
% type ..
type
type
type
type
Motive Values of Seeking Career Achievement
—
PO
I
85
I
66
I
I
76
Authority
I
PO
—
70
58
Preserving public image
I
I
I
PO
N
N
B
59
N
Social recognition
I
PO
B
71
90
B
71
B
83
B
Wealth
AC
74
64
I
72
I
I
71
I
I
Capable
—
—
I
AC
I
73
I
80
AnAitious
AC
I
59
I
82
I
66
I
62
1
Influential
I
AC
I
57
N
N
N
Successful
Nd
HE
N
I
B* 67
B
56
Eryoying life
ST
I
64
I
69
I
I
N
82
Varied life
ST
68
57
I
I
I
86
I
91
I
Exciting hfe
SD
I
I
79
P
83
85
I
95
I
Choosing own goals
I
SD
I
84
83
I
69
I
I
89
Creativity
I
SD
I
73
89
P
55
P
89
P
Freedom
I
SD
I
68
83
I
56
I
83
I
Self respect
SD
74
I
I
62
N
I
N
Independent
B
UN
64
P
83
84
I
I
87
I
Inner harmony
B
UN
75
87
55
I
93
I
I
I
Wisdom
—
—
UN
B
73
I
81
I
World of beauty
B
UN
N
—
—
N
Equality
B
SE
I
58
60
62
53
I
I
I
Sense of belonging
Nd
B
—
SE
Reciprocation of favours
N
—
Bd 63
—
B
SE
Bs 75
Healthy
Bd 58
B^ 75
B* 63
B
60
B
SE
Family security
SE
B
58
B
64
B
60
Sense of security
B 64
B
I
63
BE
54
C
55
I
N
I
Responsible
—
BE
75
—
C
I
78
I
Spiritual life
I
BE
89
60
76
c
Meaning in life
I
79
I
I
Nd
BE
N
c
True friendship
N
B
53
Motive Values of Avoiding Career Achievement
—
Id 52
I
HE
B« 69
Enjoying life
—
I
SD
87
P
68
Freedom
P
84
P
—
SD
I
—
—
73
Choosing own goals
P
—
—
UN
P
91
B
Inner harmony
Nd
—
B
SE
Family security
B® 65
B* 57
—
Id 50
—
B
SE
Reciprocation of favours
N
Nd
B
SE
Healthy
B
53
—
B® 56
N
BE
Loyal
N
C
N
N
—
BE
54
N
c
B 63
B
Mature love
—
—
—
BE
N
c
Honest
Bd 62
—
—
—
BE
c
True friendship
—
—
—
TR
64
c
I
Humble
TR
71
—
c
—
I
Moderate
—
Note. I = Individual type; C = Collective type; B = Both type; N = No dominant interest type. The values
whose interest types are with superscript letters within each group appear in both parts of seeking and
avoiding motive values; the superscript *s' denotes the same dominant interest types and the superscript'd'
denotes different dominant interest types of these values in the two parts. The symbol ' —' indicates that
the value is not examined for the group because the majority of the group did not hold it as a motive value.
AC = achievement; BE = benevolence; HE = hedonism; PO = power; SD = self-direction; SE = security;
ST = stimulation; TR = tradition; UN = universalism.
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not in conflicting with itself, the content types of the two different kinds of motive values were not exactly
in conflict with each other. These results reject the hypotheses derived from Schwartz's theory, and
confirm Hypothesis 3 that the relations among the content structure of the motive values of career
achievement are not exactly the same as suggested by Schwartz's theory.
The results of Table 6.11 suggest that Schwartz's (1992) assignments of interest type to each
content type of values are not suitable to be applied to the relevant values in a specified situation, because
they cannot tell whether the subjects' views on the interest type of a value in a given situation would be the
same as herXhis assignment to the content type of the value, nor can they tell whether the subjects' views on
the interest type of a value would remain the same across situations.
Moreover, values of the same content types were assumed by Schwartz to serve the same type of
interest. In doing so, Schwartz pre-excluded the possibility that values of the same content types may serve
the different types of interest in valuations of a specified situation. In fact. Table 6.11 shows that values of
the same Schwartz's content type were not necessary regarded as serving the same party's interest by some
groups. These findings remind researchers not to decide the interest types of values according to their
literal meaning without checking subjects' views related to a specified situation. The subjective interest
types of most values may be consistent with their meanings, but some of them may be not so. For example,
'enjoying life' was regarded as an individualist value, and 'humble' as a collectivist value by Schwartz
(1992) and Triandis et al. (1990), but these two values were viewed as opposite in this study. The
Taiwanese and British females viewed 'enjoying life' served interests of both themselves and others, and the
Taiwanese and British males had no dominant interest type on this value. On the other hand, the Taiwanese
females viewed 'humble' served the individual's interest.
The results of Table 6.12 also question the suitability of applying Schwartz's theory about
compatible or conflicting relations among the content types of values in a specified situation. As Table 6.11
shows, both the motive values of seeking and avoiding career achievement contain 'individual' and 'both'
interest types held by the majority of subjects. This suggests that whether the relevant values are regarded
as the same kind of motive values (in this case the values are compatible with each other), or opposite kind
of motive values (in this case the values are conflicting with each other) may not be determined by their
interest types, therefore, Schwartz's theory of content structure of values may not be suitable to be applied
to the relevant values which are used to appraise a specified situation.
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Table 6.12 Content Types of the Motive Vcüues Arrcmged According to Schwartz's Structure

Taiwanese females

Taiwanese males

British females

British males

Motive values of seeking career achievement

Motive values of avoiding career achievement

(si)
Note. PO = power; AC = achievement; HE = hedonism; ST = stimulation; SD = self-direction;
UN = universalism; BE = benevolence; TR = tradition; SE = security. Circled content types tqjpear in both
the seeking and avoiding motive values within each group.

6.6 CONCLUSION
This study applied the measurement of valuation to study career achievement motivation within
and between two cultural samples, one from the West and one from the East. The results reflected directly
the subjects' motivational appraisals of career achievement, not only revealing their seddng or avoiding
career achievement for what in terms of values, but also for whom. Because the measurement of valuation
measurespeople's cognitive appraisals related to a specified situation directly, the data have provided a new
perspective for the theory and measurement of achievement motivation and individualism-coUectivism.
These data also provided a base to examine whether Schwartz’s (1992) theory of interest types and content
structure of values is suitable to be applied to the activated values used in valuation of a given situation.
The results suggest it may not be suitable because of its transituational characteristic.
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Maehr and Nicholls (1980) have urged that 'researchers should accept people's perceptions and
their direct statements about the causes of outcomes, the nature of situations, and their personal qualities
as useful information' (p. 262). The results of Study 3 and Study 4 suggest that this relatively
straightforward approach of valuation measurement can provide a woiicable method to study people's
appraisals of more situations than career achievement within and between cultures.
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PART FOUR

Summary And Conclusion
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CHAPTER 7

Toward an Integrated Approach
to Studying Values and Valuations

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Prior values research has focused on the static aspects of values, ignoring the dynamic aspects of
valuations for a long time. In particular, under the influence of Rokeach's (1973) work, values were
constructed as transituational standards, and were measured only in terms of importance in isolation from
any situation. This transituational importance was used to find the relations between values and other
variables, such as attitudes, behaviour, cultures, personality and so on (see Table 2.3 for examples), by
comparing two or more groups; Group differences in transituational importance of values were associated
with group differences in the interested variable; those values with significant statistical test results were
assumed to be relevant to the variable and the rest values were irrelevant to the variable. In doing so,
values were treated as personality traits: their importance w as assumed to be stable across situations. This
assumption makes values explain at best what some of the people do some of the time, as do traits (Bern &
Allen, 1974). In these previous approaches, how the transituational values interact with a given situation
and influence attitudes and behaviour remain unanswered.
In contrast, this thesis has provided an integrated theory which brings values and valuations
together into consideration, as well as the measurement of valuations which reflects how people assign
meaning to a given situation in terms of the activated values.
In the present approach, values represent the desired or the desirable in a socially acceptable way.
On the other hand, valuations on a specific situation concern what the evaluator and/or others want (the
desired) and/or ought to want (the desirable) in the situation based on vsiiat the situation is or is believed to
be (the existential). Thus, the natures of values are closely linked with those of valuations.
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Like the previous approaches, values are viewed as transituational standards in this thesis. But
unlike the previous approaches, this thesis argues that the transituational quality of values does not mean
that values maintain invariable importance across situations. Instead, the transituational quality of values
only means that no matter how many situations a value can be referred to in valuations, each value can be a
point of reference for evaluating more than just one specific situation. Thus, the same values may be
referred to in different valuations, but not all values are activated in any situation, only the relevant ones.
This transituational character of values makes it possible that people can draw relevant standards from a
list of values for valuations on various situations, if the list is comprehensive enough. The empirical studies
in this thesis have demonstrated that this is the case.
With a list of values established initially by Rokeach (1973), extended latter by Schwartz and
Bilsky (1987) and modified

in this research, the measurement of valuation has been applied to measure

the British subjects' valuations on nuclear weapons, abortion on demand, as well as the British and
Taiwanese subjects’ valuation on antecedents, standards and consequences of career achievement, and
career achievement motivations. These applications uncovered unique sets of data which revealed the
subjective perception and expectation about the given situations within and between the two cultural
samples.
In valuations, values serve either as ends or means. When evaluating what are the
desired/desirable antecedents of a goal (as in the case of antecedents of career achievement), values serve
as means. When values serve as ends, the valuations involve using values to set standards for a situation
(as in the case of standards of career achievement), or to evaluate a specific situation through its
consequences (as in the case of nuclear weapons, abortion on demand, consequences of career
achievement, and career achievement motivations).
When a person evaluate a specific situation through its consequences, the situation is perceived in
such a way as to facilitate the realization of some values or/and to impede that of some other values. The
supported values are held as rewards, and the threatened values as costs of the situation. The trade-off
importance of these potential rewards and costs is assumed to determine how attractive or aversive the
situation is to the person. Three dimensions are involved in evaluating a situation through its
consequences. They are (1) what values are activated by the situation, (2) what affective status (as reward
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or cost) of each activated values is, and (3) how important each activated value is. Valuations about
evaluating antecedents and setting standards usually involve the first and/or third dimensions.
Moreover, another dimension of valuations, (whose interests are served by the activated values in
a given situation), was also measured by the measurement of valuation for the first time (Study 4). This
nature of values. Values fo r whom, or interest types o f values, was initially clarified by Schwartz and
Bilsky (1987). Since they, like Rokeach (1973), did not take valuation into consideration, they treated this
nature of values as an transituational character, and assigned interest types to values according to their
conceptual judgement. However, as the findings of Study 4 showed that the interest types assigned to the
activated values by the subjects in evaluating career achievement motivation were not the same as
Schwartz's (1992) assignment. Since there was only one situation involved in Study 4, more studies with
other situations are needed to examine whether the interest type of each value will remain the same when
activated in different situations.
When considering the interest type of values as another dimension of valuations, this dimension
provides a new way to study individualism-coUectivism. Here, concern for self and concern for group are
measured directly fi-om subjects’ valuations instead of being assumed by researchers. The application of this
dimension to study individualism-coUectivism on career achievement showed that both the British and
Taiwanese samples are individualistic on career achievement. This finding chaUenges the previous
dichotomous classification of the individualistic West and coUectivistic East The result reveals that
samples fi'om the West and East do not necessarily show individuaUstic and coUectivistic tendencies
respectively in every situation. The study not only suggests that further studies aiming to compare samples
fi'om the West and East on individuaUsm-coUectivism should actuaUy measure subjects’ tendencies of
indrviduaUsm and coUectivism on a specific situation, but also this study provides a method to measure
these two tendencies on a given situation.
In the procedure of valuation measurement, subjects are first asked to identify the activated values
relevant to the given situation fi'om a Ust of values, then, if necessary, to identify the affective status of the
activated values and rate their importance, or further identify the parties whose interests are served by the
activated values. The conceptuaUzations and findings that have been reported in this thesis suggest that
with a comprehensive Ust of values the valuation measurement is easy to be modified to serve as an aUpurpose instrument for research on human valuations. But further studies with more different situations
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and cultural samples are needed for proving the versatility o f the valuation measurement, and
adding extra values, if necessary, to the value list to enhance its comprehensiveness.
The present approach has highlighted that Rokeach's approach is unable to capture people's
valuations on the situation theoretically or empirically. Empirical data o f Study 1 and 2 show that the
transituational importance o f values as measured in Rokeach's approach had little, if any, influence on
activated importance, and that many relevant values found by Rokeach's approach were not the activated
values held in the given situation, but some irrelevant values, ignored by his approach, were actually the
activated values. Measuring values in terms o f transituational importance in Rokeach's approach makes
values like transituational traits, which at best explain what some o f the people do some o f the time.
Consequently, numerous former studies using Rokeach's approach might be done again with the present
approach.
The data from Study 1 and 2 strongly support the consistent relationship between attitudes and
valuation results as suggested in the Activated Value Model (Figure 1.3). In Study 1, the trade-off
importance o f the reward and cost values in the valuation process correlated highly positively with
attitudes. For most o f the subjects o f Study 1, the positive valuation score indicated a positive attitude, the
negative valuation score a negative attitude, and zero valuation score a conflicting attitude. This consistent
relationship between attitudes and valuations was stable over time as shown in Study 2. Although only part
o f the Activated Value Model was tested in this thesis due to limited resources, the positive results
confirmed that people's valuations do influence their attitudes.
These findings were in tune with interactionism (Endler & Magnusson, 1976), which emphasized
that in a continuous process o f interaction between the individual and the situation s/he encounters, the
individual is an intentional active agent to assign meaning to the situation, and that this psychological
meaning o f the situation to the individual is an essential determinant o f her/his attitudes and behaviour. The
process o f assigning meaning to the situation is represented by the process o f valuation in this thesis. As
described in the Activated Values Model, the valuation process o f an attitudinal object and that o f an
action are similar. Both are about valuations on the implied or possible consequences o f an object or
action, and include comparing the importance o f reward and cost values. The major difference is that the
activated values (together with their affective status and importance) may be different in each kind o f
valuation. Since the valuation process o f an attitudinal object and that o f an action are similar, the findings
o f the consistent relationship between valuation results and attitudes produce confidence for further
research to find the consistent relationship between valuation results and action intention. Moreover,
comparing the valuation result o f a given attitudinal object with that o f an action tow ard the object would
reveal whether the attitude and action will be consistent with each other.
The samples used in the empirical studies o f this thesis were all university students. This may
cause a limitation in generalizing the findings to other populations. However, two points should be noted.
First, although the size o f each sample was small (except Study 1), it was adequate for statistical analysis.
Thus, the findings at least can be generalized statistically to the student populations which the samples
were from. Second, since students are part o f society, the values upheld by the students underlying a
specified topics in this thesis can be used as anchors to find out the common values upheld by most
members o f the society in further replicated studies with different kind o f samples. The values upheld by
both the student samples and other samples from further studies would be the possible common values
upheld by the society. If all the values upheld by student samples are different from those upheld by
another kind o f sample, it is possible that there are no common values in the society on the given topic.
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Obviously,

the

present approach to

studying values and

valuations

has

wide-ranging

methodological, theoretical and practical implications. These implications are discussed as follows.

7.2 METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
More Accurate Approach
Being in tune with interactionism (Endler & Magnusson, 1976), the present approach has
provided a method to measure directly this cognitive person-situation interaction process at the individual
level. The implications o f this direct measuring can be summarized as follows.
First, the present approach has provide the method to explore how values and various
representations o f the world (situations) are related through valuations.
Second, values research in Rokeach's approach has been carried out nomothetically (ZavaUoni,
1980), that is, to search those values that are relevant to an interested variable through statistically defined
groups. Because in Rokeach's approach, the measurement is about the transituational importance o f values,
there is no way to examine whether the relevant values found in an aggregate (sample o f individuals) are
held at the individual level, therefore this casts doubt on the findings from the aggregate. In contrast, in the
present approach, each individual's valuation on a given situation is measured directly in terms o f activated
values, and the affective status and importance o f the activated values related to the given situation. When
individual valuations are statistically aggregated across the sample, the results reveal what and how the
collective values are held to evaluate a given situation. Also, when each individual's valuation is compared
with the sample's general valuation, the results reveal the unique part o f the individual's valuation. The
present approach provides a clearer understanding o f the limits o f the nomothetic approach for the study o f
values.
Third, in some studies which try to explore how the relevant values influence behaviour, the
relevant values were pre-selected by the researchers (e.g., Feather, 1995; Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz &
Inbar-Saban, 1988). However, there is no guarantee that their selections cover all the relevant values held
by the subjects. This may be one o f the reasons that cause disappointing behavioural prediction fi'om values
in Rokeach's approach (Braithwaite & Braithwaite, 1981; Hughes, Rao, & Alker, 1976; Pitts & Woodside,
1983). In contrast, in the valuation measurement, the relevant values and their affective status and
importance related to a given situation are decided by each individual, rather than pre-decided by the
researchers. This allows the results to reflect more say o f subjects' views about the situation, some o f
which might be pre-excluded by the researchers' selection o f the relevant values. The list o f values used in
the valuation measurement is assumed to be comprehensive enough to represent all kinds o f standards that
might be consulted by evaluators in various situations. If the list o f values is found not to be
comprehensive enough, the study o f valuations can also work to improve its comprehensiveness by adding
necessary items.
Fourth, there was usually only one type o f cross-cultural values research in the previous approach,
that is, to compare the transituational importance o f values between various cultural groups (e.g., Hofstede
& Bond, 1984; Ng, 1982). The results o f this type o f study showed the cultural similarities and differences
in transituational importance o f values. However, this type o f cross-cultural values research cannot reveal
how these cultural similarities and differences are related to various situations. Because the present
approach is closely linked with situations, this makes it possible to compare valuations on various
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situations between various cultural groups. As a result the cross-cultural study of values can study the
universal and culture-unique aspects of valuation on a given situation.
In brie^ the present method reveals more accurate picture of each respondent's own subjective
view, and thus the general views of the whole sample about a given situation. Also, the present %q)proach is
congruent with the neoicHogrcphic approach urged by ZavaUoni (1980) which emphasized the importance
of studying psychological processes as individual outcomes for discovering what is unique and what is
general in psychology.

Comparison between Measurements o f Valuation and Attitude
When values are consulted as standards to evaluate a particular object, the measurement of
valuation on the object can be seen as another form of measuring attitude toward the object. As suggested
the
in^Activated Value Model (see Figure 1.3), the final score resulting fi’om the difference between the
importance of reward and cost values can serve as an index of attitude which shows attitudinal direction
and intensity. The findings of Study 1 suggest that this index correlates highly positively with attitude
measured by semantic differential method, one of the attitude-measurement techniques.
In the theory and measurement of attitudes, there is general agreement that a single attitude is
caused by many values (Mueller, 1986). According to Mueller (1986), in the popularly used attitude scales,
attitude is measured as the affect for or against a psychological object. Among these attitude scales,
semantic differential scales just ask respondents how they fee l about a particular psychological object, but
the other attitude-measurement techniques including Thurstone, Likert, and Guttman scales also ask what
they believe about the object. The belief statements in these attitude measures almost always contain an
affective component. A belief stating that the object is associated with the fulfilment of a particular
important value results in positive affect. Conversely, a belief stating that the object is associated with the
impediment of a particular important value results in negative affect.
Several attitude theorists (e.g., Rosenberg, 1956; Fishbein, 1967) have developed mathematical
equations to explain the relative contribution of each belief about an attitudinal object to attitude toward
that object. The two m^or determinant elements in these equations are (1) the magnitude of the particular
value associated with the attitudinal object in each belief statement, and (2) the extent to which the
statement is believed (i.e., the extent to which the attitudinal object is believed to be associated with that
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value). The two components of these attitude models are similar to those of the expectancy-valence theory,
with the first element similar to the valence and the second element to the expectancy of a particular
relevant value. Thus, the belief statements in attitude scales are equivalent to the measurement of valuation
on a particular psychological object.
The m^or differences between attitude scales and measures of valuation are that the belief
statements in attitude scales are concrete, and the relation between the attitudinal object and the value
associated with each belief statement are predetermined by the persons vdio propose the statements, while
measures of valuation use a list of values which are abstract and whose relations with the object are
decided by respondents. These differences between attitude scales and measures of valuation imply that
measures of valuation have three advantages over attitude scales.
First, the procedure of constructing a valuation measure is ampler than that of attitude scale.
Because a comprehensive enough list of values is assumed to represent the entire universe of the desirable
standards that can be used to evaluate various situations, the list of values and a proper instruction make
up directly a valuation measure to evaluate any given situation. In contrast, when building an attitude scale,
researches have to collect or propose a pool of belief statements about the attitudinal object and select the
proper statements through statistical and conceptual judgement.
Second, measures of valuation provide not only what respondents' affect is toward an object, but
also why the affect arises in parsimonious terms of values. Attitude scales, on the other hand, usually focus
on what affect is toward an attitudinal object. Although sometimes the most positively or negatively
emphasized beliefs statements in an attitude scale may represent the reasons of a respondent's attitude, this
may not always be the case. Sometimes it may be only positively emphasized beliefs statements that
represent the partial reasons of a given attitude, because it cannot be sure whether the values within the
negatively emphasized beliefs statements are regarded as not rdevant to the attitudinal object or being
threatened by the attitudinal object.
Third, measures of valuation may reveal more say of subjects' views about the attitudinal object
than attitude scales do, because it is respondents who determine which and how values associate with an
attitudinal object in measurement of valuation, but in attitude scales these are pre-determined by the scale
their
constructors, some^f idiosyncratic views may not be included in the attitude scales.
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On the other hand, the concrete statements in attitude scales may be easier for respondents to
answer than the abstract values in measures of valuation are. However, the university students used as
sample throughout this research showed no difficulty in identifying the relevant values and their relations to
the given object from a list of abstract values More studies with other groups of samples are needed to
examine the difficulty of measures of valuation. If further studies show that most samples find measures of
valuation easy to answer, the measurement of valuation will be an attractive alternative to attitude scales. If
not, it at least can be used to induce concrete belief statements of attitude scales in the first place.

7.3 THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

Terminal and Instrumental Values
The terms terminal values and instrumental values were proposed by Rokeach (1973) to catch
the end-means character in values. He referred to the desirable end-states of existence as terminal values,
and the desirable modes of conduct as instrumental values, and put them into two separate value lists in the
Rokeach Value Survey. The definition of values as the desired or desirable end-states of existence or
modes of conduct is useful conceptually in clarifying the boundary of values domain. However, viewed
from valuation process, the association between the definition of values and end-means character is
inappropriate, and the two separate value lists are not necessary.
In the valuations about the antecedents of a goal, the activated values are consulted as the
desired/desirable means. In the valuations about the consequences of a situation or about standards of a
goal, the activated values are consulted as the desired/desirable ends. Viewed from valuation process,
whether a value serves as a means or an end depends on what kind o f valuation that activates the value.
The same values may be consulted in valuations on antecedents as well as on consequences of the same or
even different situations, therefore, the same values may sometimes serve as means and sometimes as ends.
The empirical data throughout this thesis have supported this possibility. Consequently, it is not
appropriate to pre-decide which values are end-values and which are means-values.
The findings of Study 1 show that the activated values in each given situation included not only
terminal but also instrumental values as classified by Rokeach (1973) and Schwartz (1987). This suggest
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that subjects did not make distinction between terminal values and instrumental values as classified by
Rokeach and Schwartz when they used values to evaluate a given situation. Thus, there is no need to put
these two kinds of values into two separate lists in the measures of valuation.

Personality, Values and Valuations
Rokeach (1973) proposed that personality can be reformulated as a system of values. Thus, a
person identified as an authoritarian on the basis of her/his F-scale score can also be identified as one who
places relatively high values on being obedient, clean, and polite and relatively low values on being broad
minded, intellectual and imaginative. A person identified as an introvert on the basis of a score of an
introversion-extroversion scale might identify as one who cares more for wisdom and a life of the intellect
and less for fiiendship, prestige, and being cheerful.
Viewed fi'om the present approach, Rokeach's proposal is helpful in understanding the influence of
personality on valuations. The values emphasized by persons with a specific personality should be
consulted, and the de-emphasized values should be ignored by the persons in evaluating many situations.
But what are the emphasized and/or de-emphasized values associated with a specific personality? Some
researchers have specified what values would associated with some personalities (e.g., Rokeach, 1973;
Fumham, 1984). Othea proposed v ay general suggestions about personality and values such as that people
value that which they most want but least have (Fumham, 1984), and that people are in favour of deprived
values and against satiated values (Clawson & Vinson, 1978). These hypotheses were so general that they
did not specified under which circumstances that they are valid. However, these top-down hypotheses can
be tested by the buttom-up data provided by the measurement of valuations.
Measuring the valuations in as many situations as possible of the persons with a specific
personality will reveal not only what are the major values repeatedly activated in valuations, but also the
situations in which these values are activated. Comparisons of the valuations between persons who are
strong and weak in the personality will reveal the values that are fi-equently de-emphasized by the persons
strong in the personality. In other wwds, the results will show what values are associated with a specific
personality, as well as in what circumstances the personality will influence valuations.
Furthermore, the study about personality, values and valuations raise an interesting question; If
there is no emphasized values associated with one particular constmct of personality through various
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situations, is this concept of personality still valid or useful in explaining human mind and behaviour?
Question like this can stimulate further studies aimed to clearer understanding about the function of
personality and its relations with valuations and situations.

More General Expectancy-Valence Theory o f Achievement Motivation
The valuation on the consequences of a specific situation is, basically, consistent with the general
framework of expectancy-valence theory. In terms o f expectancy-valence theory, the expected attractive
outcomes are represented by the reward values which induce positive valences, and the expected aversive
outcomes are represented by the cost values which induce negative valences. As the general framework of
expectancy-valence theory aims to analyze actions in terms of the subjective value of expected
consequences (Feather, 1995), the present approach can make important contribution to bridge the gap
between values and actions, and to motivational theory.
The general framework of expectancy-valence theory has been applied to the analysis of
achievement behaviour, linked with attributional concepts, discussed in relation to social learning theory,
used in theoretical interpretations of job satisfaction and work performance, and used in models of decision
making (Feather, 1982). In these applications of expectancy-valence theory, however, it is the researchers
who specified the possible outcomes for subjects to evaluate their importance and possibility. These
possible outcomes are very limited, usually can be manipulated in laboratory, and do not necessary
represent the whole picture in the subjects' own valuations in the laboratory and in everyday life. As a
result, the models of these applications were valid only within certain boundary conditions (Mitchell,
1982).
In contrast, when ^plying the measurement of valuation to evaluate the consequences of any
given situation, all the possible outcomes of the situation are assumed to be represented by values, and the
expected attractive and aversive outcomes are identified by subjects themselves from a comprehensive list
of values. This makes the measurement of valuation a complete and more accurate model of the
expectancy-valence theory. Moreover, with proper wording, measures of valuation can assess subjects'
perceptional valuation about what are the desirable/undesirable and desired/undesired short-range
consequences brought by a specific situation (as in Study 3), or motivational valuation on what are the
desired/undesired short- and long-range consequences delivered by a specific situation (as in Study 4).
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To demonstrate how the measurement o f valuation could enhance the application of expectancyvalence theory, a more gœeral expectancy-valence theory of achievement motivation will be derived in
terms of motivational appraisal based on the theory of values and valuations. Such a general theory are
suggested as follows;
When people have no doubt about the result of their action toward a task, whether it is success or
6ilure, they will evaluate its possible consequences based on the expected results. However, when people
are not so certain about whether they will succeed or fail a task, they will not only evaluate the possible
consequences of success, but also the possible consequences of failure. No matter what results are
expected, each valuation includes estimating the possible attractive and aversive consequences. In brieC the
attractive consequences are named as rewards and the aversive consequences are named as costs here. The
tendency toward the task would be determined by the trade-off of the expected rewards and costs. The
tendency toward a task when expecting success (T^g), the tendency toward a task when expecting failure
(Tgf) and the tendency toward a task with uncertain results (T^), are defined in the following equations in
terms of valence-expectancy theory:

Tes ~ (Rewards of success) - (Costs of success) = (^JRsy x Ps,) - (^ C s y x P sj)
i=l

Tef = (Rewards of failure) - (Costs of failure) = ( % Pf^ x Pf^) - (^ C f) x Pf,)
*=i
1=1
m

p

i=I

n

(2)
q

x Pf^)] x f s - [ ( I C s , x P%j) + ( I C f , x Pf,)] x P f

Tu = Tes + Tef = K E ^ s , x P s,) + (
k=\

(1)

7=1

7=1

(3)

/=!

where, Rsj - the subjective valence of success reward /; Psy = the subjective probability that success in the
task will lead to the reward /; Csy = the subjective valence of success cost j\ Psj = the subjective prc^>ability
that success in the task will lead to the cost y;

= the subjective valence of failure reward k\ Pf^ = the

subjective probability that failure in the task will lead to the reward t , Cf/ = the subjective valence of failure
cost /; Pf/ = the subjective probability that failure in the task will lead to the cost /; Ps = the subjective
probability of success in the task; and P f = the subjective probability of failure in the task. In the
motivational appraisal, these reward and costs of success or failure can be represented by the relevant
values in the given achievement situation.
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Although personality factors are not included in the equations of general valence-expectancy
theory, the theory does not deny the influence of personality factors. The optimists, for example, may
evaluate an achievement task in terms of success more often than in terms of failure or even only in terms
of rewards of success, while vice versa is the case of the pessimists. However, it should be noted that in
addition to personality, situation is another factor which influences the way people evaluate a task,
sometimes even more powerful than personality. For instance, when the success in a task is obvious people
may evaluate the consequences of the task only in terms of success (Ps = 1, and P f = 0) no matter what
kind of personality they have. Equation 1 and 2 are the simplified cases of equation 3.
With the preceding considerations in mind, equation 3 can now be compared with the Atkinson
model of achievement motivation (Atkinson. 1957, 1964; Atkinson & Birch, 1978; Atkinson & Feather,
1966).
In the Atkinson model the tendency to approach an achievement task (T ^ was determined by the
difference between the tendency to achieve success (Tg) and the tendency to avoid failure (Tf), where the
latter two tendencies were defined in terms of two stable personality factors, the motive to achieve success
(Mg) and the motive to avoid failure (Mf), and four situational factors, the probabilities of success and
failure (Pg and Pf) and the incentives of success and failure (Ig and If). Moreover, the valence of success
(Vg) was determined by Mg and Ig, and the valence of failure (Vf) by Mf and If. The relationship of these
&ctors to achievement tendency was summarized in the following equation ;

Ta = T g -T f = (Mg X Ig X Pg)- (Mf x I f x P ^ = (Vg x Pg) - (Vf x Pf)

(4)

The motive to achieve success was defined as 'a capacity for reacting with pride in
accomplishment', and the motive to avoid ftdlure was defined as a capacity for reacting with shame and
embarrassment when the outcome of performance is failure' (Atkinson & Birch, 1978, p. 96). From the
viewpoint of valuation, only one relevant value was considered in equation 4 in terms of valenceexpectancy theory, i.e., self-pride which is the only reward of success when supported by success and the
only cost of failure when threatened by failure. As the findings of this study show, people consider more
relevant values as rewards or costs than just self-pride in the valuations of career achievement. Compared
with equation 3, it is obvious that equation 4 presumed the probability that success or failure will lead to
the expected consequence is 1, only considered the reward of success and the cost of failure and omitted
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the cost of success and the reward of failure. Of course, not everyone evaluates every task from all aspects
of equation 3, but the costs of success and the rewards of failure may be considered by some people in
some valuations. The influence of the expected costs of success on achievement motivation has been well
discussed by Homer (1972) firstly and many researchers as well as in this study. As an exanq>le of the
expected rewards of failure on achievement motivation, a neglected child may fail his/her examination in
order to get his/her parents' attention. Moreover, the Atkinson model has implied that people always
evaluate an achievement task in terms of success as well as failure which may be not true.
Interestingly, Atkinson (1957) initially stated two possible alternatives aroused by the motive to
avoid failure. According to him, the motive to avoid failure will motivate people to avoid failure either by
leaving the task, if they could, so that they do not need to face the result whether success or feilure, or by
performing the task and succeed it, if they are constrained. But he later claimed these as erroneous
conjectures (Atkinson, 1964), and assumed that the motive to avoid failure only raises a tendency not to
perform the task without explaining why the other alternative of performing the task should be ignored.
From the viewpoint of motivational appraisal, these two altemativesmay reflect the interactive effect of the
motive to avoid failure and the given achievement situation on people's valuations.
In the Atkinson model the probability of success was used to estimate the other three situational
factors. It was assumed that subjects are aware of the inverse probability relationship adopted by
statisticians, therefore P f =1 - Pg It was also assumed that Ig = 1 - Pg based on the rationale that more
pride is experienced following success at a difficult task than at an easy one, and that If = Pg because
greater shame is felt at failing on an easy task than on a difficult one. When these assumptions are
substituted into equation 4 a simplified form is derived such that

=

[P g x (l-P g )]

This equation generated the well Yx\o%)i\ predictions that subjects with a stronger motive to achieve
success (Mg > Mf) will prefer working at a task for which the subjective probability of success is
intermediate (Pg = .50) than at a task that is either very easy or very difficult, and that, in contrast, subjects
with a stronger motive to avoid failure (Mf > Mg) will prefer to woric at tasks that are either more easy or
more difficult than at a task of intermediate difficulty. Experimental studies suggested the validity of these
predictions in ring-toss games (Atkinson & Litwin, 1960) and choices between tasks of different

(5)
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difiBculties (Feather, 1961). However, there were numerous inconsistencies in their application to
experimental findings (Kukla & Scher, 1986), and very little research on applying the Atkinson model to
real life choices (Janman, 1987).
Nevertheless, similar predictions can be generated in another way fi'om equation 3 without
including the personality factors into the equation but with holding the same assumptions in the Atkinson
model, and assuming that subjects leave the costs of success and rewards of Mture out of consideration. In
this case equation 3 is as follows;

Tu = (R s x P s )-(C fx P f) = (IgX Pg) - (If X Pf) = [(1 - Pg) x P g ]-[P g X (l-P ^ )]
of
Equation 6 suggests that if a person concerns about the reward of success and cost of failure^an
achievement task at the same time, s/he would not like to perform the task at all no matter how difficuh or
easy the task is, and that s/he would show no preference on the degree of task difficulty if s/he has to
choose. In other words, an easy task will bring less cost of failure (shame) but less reward of success
(pride) as well, while a difficult task will bring greater reward of success but greater cost of 6ilure as well.
If a person's major concern is about how much reward s/he would gain from an achievement task, s/he may
evaluates the task in terms of the reward of success only. In this case the tendency to approach the task
(T^ = (1 - Pg) X Pg) will be highest when Pg = .50. If a person's major concern is about how much cost
s/he would suffer from an achievement task, s/he may evaluates the task in terms of the cost of failure only.
In this case the tendency to approach the task (T^ = - Pg x (1 - Pg)),
will be lowest when Pg = .50.
These predictions can be tested and compared with that of the Atkinson model in the experimental
laboratories to see if subjects with a stronger motive to achieve success (measured by Atkinson's method)
will evaluate an achievement task in terms of reward of success (pride) while subjects with a stronger
motive to avoid failure will concern the cost of feihire (shame) in the task. However, the over
simplification of the assumptions and the limitation on the range of achievement goals make predictions of
this kind impracticable outside the experimental laboratories where people may think and feel quite
differently about various achievement task in various real life situations. Equation 3 provides a
comprehensive description of achievement motivation in various situations in terms of valence-expectancy
theory based on the process of valuations.

(6)
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7.4 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Although valuations can be measured in the presmt approach, this does not mean that people
always make valuations rationally. Many factors such as limited cognitive ^ility, aroused emotion,
prejudice, personality, biased information and so on may easily prompt people to make valuations with
rigid and narrow scope. The rigid and narrow valuations inevitably confine people to limited choices and
actions.
It is always possible to evaluate the same situation fi’om anotho" point of view and appeal to
a

different values. For example, politicians o^different party always emphasize different aspects of the same
situation to make it worthy or undesirable. Different interpretation of the situation will bring different
feeling, decision and action toward the situation. For example, after Edison's seven-hundredth unsuccessful
attempt to invent the electric light, he was asked by a New York Times reporter. How does it feel to have
failed seven hundred times?' The great inventor responded, I have not failed seven hundred times. I have
not failed once. I have succeeded in proving that those seven hundred ways will not work. When I have
eliminated the ways that will not work, I will find the way that will work.' Several thousand more
experiments later, Edison finally found the one that would woric and invented the electric light (McKenna,
1993).
The individual with the most choices is the one who has most ways of evaluating things and hence
the greatest scope of opportunities, which increases flexibility (McKenna, 1993). It may be regarded that
too many choices would confuse the decision making, but without a clear valuation underiying each
alternative, even if the number of choices is two, the decision is still difScult to make. It should be whether
the valuation underlying each choice is clear, instead of the number of choices, that influences directly the
decision making. The present {^proach can help people to make their valuations more systematically and
thoroughly. With the four dimensions of valuation in mind, the present approach can suggest that when
people evaluate

a situation, they should think of all the possible persons who are benefited or/and who

are damaged by the situation in what values, then assess the importance of these values. The
comprehensive list of values can act as a check list and make it easier to identify all the relevant values.
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Sometime it takes creativity to propose a new valuation. The free association among the situation, each
value of the comprehensive list of values, and possible persons involved may help to stimulate new ideas.
In everyday life, people may not always make valuations in terms of values. The present approach
can help people to translate their valuations from everyday language into values and urge them to
recognize whose interest are represaited by these values. This kind of translation can make different
valuations easy to be compared, and enhance people's self-awareness in their own and others' valuations.
The ability to translate everyday valuations into values can also help to improve interpersonal
the
communication. Because values express the desired in social acceptable way, if people can tell^ther party's
valuations in terms of values, it could decrease the other party's denial and dismissal, and thereby smooth
the communication process; and if people can make the values embedded in their suggestions salient, it
could make the suggestions more acceptable to the other party.
To illustrate how the present approach can be taken into operation, a case of decision making is
given as follows.
Ms. X had a good job in her own country. Her husband was going to work abroad for a year. He
wanted his wife and young son to go with him. She had been distressed by the dilemma for weeks. If she
went with him, she would lose her job, and it might not be easy to find another good one. If not, she and
her son would separate from him for one year. Ms. X was suggested a procedure to make her own mind.
Because go- and not-to-go- decisions are mutually exclusive, assessment about go-decision would be
enough.
First, she listed every possible combination of the persons who were related to the decision. The
list included seven units as follows: [she], [he], [son], [she and he], [she and son], [he and son], [she, he
th a t

and son]. Second, she wrote down the possible rewards and costs^resuhed from the go-decision under each
person unit in her own words. Third, she identified the relevant values to each reward and cost from a list
of values. Fourth, she assessed the importance of these values to her. After compared the total importance
of rewards and costs, Ms. X accepted the go-decision with the peace of mind, because she felt that she had
considered the decision as thoroughly as possible. Moreover, some of the possible rewards she wrote
down were also the goals she wanted to achieve from the go-decision. Finally, h was suggested that she
ask her husband to assess the same decision with the same procedure, then they could compare and discuss
their assessment together. This would increase their understanding about each other.
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The practical implications of the present approach will be useful in many domains such as
education, counselling, decision making, advertisement, policy analysis, personal self-growth and so on.

7.5 CONCLUSION
Lewin (1945) remarked that nothing is so practical as a good theory. This thesis has proposed a
theory which hopefully integrated values, valuations, situations, attitudes and behaviour. The valuation
processes emphasized in the theory bridge the gap between values and situations, and therd)y, clear the
relation between values, attitudes and behaviour. The measurement of valuations derived from this theory
enables researchers to measure directly the cognitive process of interaction between person and situation in
terms of valuations at the individual level. The empirical data reported in this thesis suggest that the
measurement of valuations can be applied to study various topics within and between cultures. Although
the relations between behaviour and valuations are not empirically studied in this work due to limited
resources, the relations are well discussed. The implication that the measurement of valuations can be
applied in wide range is consistent with Rokeach's (1973) belief that "the consequences of human values
will be manifested in virtually all phenomena that social scientists might consider worth investigating and
understanding' (p. 3), except that "the consequences of human values' should be the consequences of
human valuations.
Viewed from the present approach, the previous approaches, Rokeach's approach in particular, to
values research have been found that their theories are incomplete, and therefore, the empirical data
resulted from their measurement of values are limited or even misleading. Now, it is the time to shift from
these old approaches to this more accurate approach and new directions for values and valuations research.
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LIST OF VALUES
1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)
2 AN EXCITING LIFE (stimulating experiences)
3 A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution)
4 A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)
5 A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts)
6 EQUALITY (equal opportunity for all)
7 FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
8 FREEDOM (freedom of action and thought)
9 HAPPINESS (contentedness)
10 INNER HARMONY (at peace with yourself)
11 MATURE LOVE (deep emotional and spiritual intimacy)
12 NATIONAL SECURITY (protection of your nation from enemies)
13 PLEASURE (gratification of desires)
14 SALVATION (saved, eternal life)
15 SELF RESPECT (belief in one's own worth)
16 SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, approval by others)
17 TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close, supportive fiiends)
18 WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)
19 A SPIRITUAL LIFE (emphasis on spiritual not material matters)
20 AUTHORITY (the right to lead or command)
21 CREATIVITY (uniqueness, imagination)
22 DETACHMENT (from worldly concerns)
23 MEANING IN LIFE (a purpose in life)
24 RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS (avoidance of indebtedness)
25 RESPECT FOR TRADITION (preservation of time-honored customs)
26 SENSE OF BELONGING (feeling that others care about you)
27 SOCIAL JUSTICE (correcting injustice, care for the weak)
28 SOCIAL ORDER (stability of society)
29 SOCIAL POWER (control over others, dominance)
30 UNITY WITH NATURE (fitting into nature)
31 VARIED LIFE (filled with challenge, novelty and change)
32 WEALTH (material possessions, money)
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33 AMBITIOUS (hard-working, aspiring)
34 BROADMINDED (tolerant of different ideas and beliefs)
35 CAPABLE (competent, effective, efficient)
36 CHEERFUL (lighthearted, joyful)
37 CLEAN (neat, tidy)
38 COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)
39 FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)
40 HELPFUL (woddng for the welfare of others)
41 HONEST (genuine, sincere)
42 IMAGINATIVE (daring, creative)
43 INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)
44 INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective)
45 LOGICAL (consistent, rational)
46 LOVING (affectionate, tender)
47 OBEDIENT (dutifiil, meeting obligations)
48 POLITE (courteous, well-mannered)
49 RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable)
50 SELF-CONTROLLED (restrained, self-disciplined)
51 ACCEPTING YOUR PORTION INLIFE(submittingto life's circumstances)
52 CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selecting own purposes)
53 CURIOUS (interested in everything, exploring)
54 DARING (seeking adventure, risk)
55 DEVOUT (holding to religious faith and belief)
56 ENJOYING LIFE (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.)
57 HEALTHY (not being sick physically or mentally)
58 HONORING OF PARENTS AND ELDERS (showing respect)
59 HUMBLE (modest, self-effacing)
60 INFLUENTIAL (having an impact on people and events)
61 LOYAL (faithfiil to your friends, group)
62 MODERATE (avoiding extremes of feeling and action)
63 PRESERVING YUOR PUBLIC IMAGE (protecting your "face")
64 PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT (preserving nature)
65 SUCCESSFUL (achieving goals)

Æ
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PARTI
In this section of questionnaire please ask yourself: "What values are most important to ME as guiding
principles in MY life, and what values are less important to me?" There is a list of 65 values on the
separate pages. In the brackets following each value is an explanation that may help you to understand its
meaning.
Your first task is to estimate how important each value is for you as a guiding principle in YOUR life. In
the space afier each number of value, write a number between 0 and 9 that represents the importance of
that value for you, personally. The higher the number, the more important the value is as a guiding
principle in YOUR life. Use the following importance scale as anchors.
totally
unimportant

extremely
important
2

3

6

5

8

1_

17____

33_____

49_

2_

18_____

34_____

50_

3_

19____

3 5_____

51_

4_

20____

36_____

52.

5_

21_____

3 7_____

53

6_

22____

38_____

54.

7_

23_____

39_____

55.

8_

24_____

40_____

56.

9_

2 5_____

4 1_____

57.

10_

26____

42_____

58.

11_

2 7____

4 3_____

59.

12_

28____

44_____

60.

I3_

29_____

4 5_____

61.

14_

30_____

46_____

62.

15_

3 1_____

4 7_____

63_

16

32

48

64_
65
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PART 2
This section of questionnaire is designed to assess your thoughts and feelings toward the issue of
ALLOWING NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN BRITAIN.
ALLOWING NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN BRITAIN, if carried out, may support some of your own values
and go against (threaten! some of your own values ON THIS ISSUE. Read the same list of values on the
separate pages. From YOUR point of view, some values in this list may be supported, some may be
threatened, and some may be irrelevant. In the answer sheet, respond to the relevant values as follows;
(1)In the first space after each number of relevant values, put a
to indicate the supported values or a
to indicate threatened values, and then leave BLANK to the IRRELEVANT VALUES.
+:supported
-ithreatened
(2) In the second space, rate how important the supported or threatened values are to you in this situation
by using the following importance scale.
totally
unimportant
0
+ /-

extremely
important
I
important

2

4

3
+ /-

5
important

6

9
+/-

I_

16___

3 I_

2

_

17_

32_

3_

18___

33_

4_

19___

34_

5_

20__

35_

6__

21___

36_

7_

22___

37_

8

_

23___

38_

9_

24___

39__

I0__

2 5___

40_

Il_

26__

4I__

I2 _

27___

42_

I3 _

2 8___

43_

I4 _

29___

44__

15

30

45

important
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+:supported
-:threatened
extremely
important

totally
unimportant
I—
0
+/-

—
1

2

mq)ortant

5
+/-

6

important

+ /-

46___

53_

60_

47_

54_

61__

48___

55_

62_

49___

56_

63_

50__

57_

64_

5 1___

58__

65

52

59

I
9

important

Check (v) the position between each adjective pair which best describes YOUR attitude toward the issue
of ALLOWING NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN BRITAIN.
bad
undesirable
unacceptable
unjust

good
desirable
_ acceptable
_ ju s t
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PART 3
This section of questionnaire is designed to assess your thoughts and feelings toward the issue of
ABORTION ON DEMAND.
ABORTION ON DEMAND, if carried out, may support some of your own values and go against
(threaten) some of your own values ON THIS ISSUE. Read the same list of values on the separate pages.
From YOUR point of view, some values in this list may be supported, some may be threatened, and some
may be irrelevant. In the answer sheet, respond to the relevant values as follows:
(1)In the first space after each number of relevant values, put a "+" to indicate the supported values or a
to indicate threatened values, and then leave BLANK to the IRRELEVANT VALUES.
+:supported
-ithreatened
(2)In the second space, rate how important the supported or threatened values areto you in this situation
by using the following importance scale.
extremely
important

totally
unimportant
0
+ /-

1

important

2

3

4
+ /-

5
important

9

6
+/-

I_

16_

31_

2__

17___

32__

3_

18___

33_

4_

19_

34_

5_

20__

35__

6

_

21___

36_

7_

22

_

37__

8

_

2 3___

38_

9_

24___

39_

I0__

2 5___

40__

Il_

26___

41__

I2 _

27_

42_

I3_

28___

43__

14_

29_

4 4_

15

30

45

important
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+;supported
-:threatened
extremely
important

totally
unimportant
I—
0

—
1

2

important

+ /-

+ /-

important

53_

60__

4 7___

54_

61_

4 8___

55_

62_

4 9___

56_

63__

50___

57_

6 4_

5 1___

58_

65

52

59
***

***

***

***

***

***

Check (v) the position between each adjective pair which best
issue of ABORTION ON DEMAND.

***

***

_ desirable
acceptable

unacceptable
unjust
***
1. Male

***

—just
***

***

***

***

***

Number of years of formal schooling :
;

1. Single

***

Date of birth

2. Female

day

Marital status

***

good

undesirable

Sex

***

describes YOUR attitude toward the

bad

***

important

+ /-

.46___

***

I
9

month

***
19
year

"
2. Married or cohabiting

3. Widowed

4. Divorced

Number of children :
How religious are you, if at all?
not
at all
0

1

2

extremely
religious
3

4

5

6

7

Which of the following political parties comes closest to representing your views?
1.Conservative 2.Labour 3.SLD (Democrats) 4.Ecology 5.Other
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VALUES QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTION
This questionnaire is about values and how they relate to careers. On the following pages we have listed 76
values. We want you to read each one and state if you think that each value
(1) Is an antecedent or cause of success or achievement at work
(2) Is a work achievement in itself
(3) Is a reward that might be brought by achievement at work (i.e. a positive consequence of
achievement at work)
(4) Is a desirable goal that might be threatened by achievement at work (i.e. a negative consequence of
achievement at work)
(5) Is not relevant to achievement at work.
Read each value and then put a mark (x) or more than one in the space corresponding to the above 5
factors according to vour expectation about vour own career.
For example, consider
"HEALTHY" (not being sick physically or mentally). You might mark 1 and 4 because you believe health
helps success at work but also work achievement makes you feel more pressure from work and damages
your health.
"CREATIVITY" (uniqueness, imagination). Here you might mark i because you believe creativity is
necessaiy for work achievement.
"A WORLD AT PEACE" (free of war and conflict). Here you might chose 5 because this has nothing to
do with achievement at work.
Read each value, then put one or more marks (x) in the space provided.
(1)
The following values can represent: Cause of
(multi-choice allowable) wotkach.

1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)
2 AN EXCITING LIFE (stimulating experiences)
3 A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution)
4 A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)
5 A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts)
6 EQUALITY (equal opportunity for all)
7 FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
8 FREEDOM (freedom of action and thought)
9 INNER HARMONY (at peace with yourself)
10 MATURE LOVE (deep emotional and spiritual intimacy)
11 NATIONAL SECURITY (protection of your nation from
enemies)
12 SELF RESPECT (belief in one’s own worth)
13 SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, approval by others)

(2)

0)

(4)

(5)

Not
Work ach. Reward
Goal
brought threatened relevant
by work by work
item
ach.
ach.
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(1)

The following values can represent. Cause of
(multi-choice allowable] woricacb.

(5)
(3)
(2)
(4)
Not
Woric ach Reward
Goal
brought threatenec relevant
hem
by work by woric
acb.

14 TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close, supportive friends)
15 WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)
16 A SPIRITUAL LIFE (emphasis on spiritual not material
matters)
17 AUTHORITY (the right to lead or command)
18 CREATIVITY (uniqueness, imagination)
19 DETACHMENT (from worldly concerns)
20 MEANING IN LIFE (a purpose in life)
21 RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS (avoidance of
indebtedness)
22 RESPECT FOR TRADITION (preservation of
time-honored customs)
23 SENSE OF BELONGING (feeling that others care about
you)
24 SOCIAL JUSTICE (correcting injustice, care for the weak)
25 SOCIAL ORDER (stability of society)
26 SOCIAL POWER (control over others, dominance)
27 UNITY WITH NATURE (fitting into nature)
28 VARIED LIFE (filled with challenge, novelty and change)
29 WEALTH (material possessions, money)
30 AMBITIOUS (aspiring, strong desire)
31 SOCIAL STATUS (respectable social position)
32 A SENSE OF SECURITY (being free from cares)
33 REFLECTING GLORY ON YOUR ANCESTORS (bring
honour to the family name)
34 INTERPERSONAL HARMONY (get along well with
others, no conflict with them)
35 OUTSTANDING (being excellent among others)
36 BROADMINDED (tolerant o f different ideas and beliefs)
37 CAPABLE (competent, effective, efficient)
38 CLEAN (neat, tidy)
39 COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)
40 FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)
41 HELPFUL (working for the welfare of others)
42 HONEST (genuine, sincere)
43 INDEPENDENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)
44 INTELLECTUAL (intelligent, reflective)
45 LOVING (affectionate, tender)
46 OBEDIENT (dutiful, meeting obligations)
47 POLITE (courteous, well-mannered)
48 RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable)
49 SELF-CONTROLLED (restrained, self-disciplined)
50 CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selecting own purposes)
51 CURIOUS (interested in everything, exploring)
52 DARING (seeking adventure, risk)
53 DEVOUT (holding to religious faith and belief)
54 ENJOYING LIFE (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.)
55 HEALTHY (not being sick physically or mentally)
56 HONORING OF PARENTS AND ELDERS (showing
respect)
57 HUMBLE (modest, self-effacing)

•

ach.
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(1)
The following values can represent: Cause of
(multi-choice allowable work ach.

(2)

(3)

by work
ach.

58 INFLUENTIAL (having an impact on people and events)
59 LOYAL (faithful to your friends, group)
60 MODERATE (avoiding extremes of feeling and action)
61 PRESERVING YOUR PUBLIC IMAGE (protecting your
'face')
62 PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT (preserving nature)
63 SUCCESSFUL (achieving goals)
64 THRIFTY (using resources economically, not wasting
goods or money)
65 FILIAL PIETY (raising and obeying your parents)
66 COMPETITIVE (competing with others in order to win)
67 COMPROMISE (settling a dispute by mutual concessions)
68 HARDWORKING (working with all your energy)
69 PERSEVERING (constant effort to achieve goal)
70 PLANNING (considering and arranging in advance)
71 CONSIDERATE (thoughtful of the needs of others)
72 KNOWLEDGEABLE (having rich knowledge and
information)
73 PATIENT (enduring trouble, delay or inconvenience
without complaint)
74 COOPERATIVE (willing to work with others)
75 CAUTIOUS (paying attention to avoid danger or making
mistakes)
76 A HAPPY MARRIAGE (a contented marriage)

BASIC DATA:
SEX:
AGE:
MAJOR SUBJECT:
NATIONALITY:

MALE

FEMALE

(4)

(5)

Goal
Not
Work ach. Reward
brought threatened relevant
by work
ach.

item
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PARTI
There are 41 values in the following pages which are rewards that may result from the achievement at
work. Please answer the following questions for each value according to vour own expectation about vour
own career:
(1) How possible is it that you seek achievement in your career because of this value? Please choose the
appropriate number on the following scale and write it down in the space before this value.
*If you choose "0" (impossible) please skip to the next value. There is no need to answer question (2)
for this value.
*If your choice is among " 1" to "3" (possible) please continue to answer question (2) for this value.
(2) For whom do you seek this value in your career? Please check (X) the appropriate object(s) in the
space afrer this value (multi-choice allowable).

(2) For whom do you seek this value in your
(1) How possible is it that you seek achievement in your
career? (multi-choice allowable)
career because of this value?
3
2
1
0
skip to next value's Self Parents Spouse Friend Work Work
&/or &/or partner per se
question (1)
1------------1------------1------------1
child relative
very
possible slightly impossible
possible
possible
l.A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)
2. AN EXCITING LIFE (stimulating experience )
3.A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting
contribution)
4.EQUALITY (equal opportunity for alO
5.FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
6 FREEDOM (freedom of action and thought)
7.INNER HARMONY (at peace with yourself)
8 NATIONAL SECURITY (protection of your nation
from enemies)
9.SELF RESPECT (belief in one's own worth)
10. SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, approval by
others)
11 TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close, supportive friends)
12. WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)
13.AUTHORITY (the right to lead or command)
14 CREATIVITY (uniqueness, imagination)
15.MEANING IN LIFE (a purpose in life)
16.RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS (avoidance of
indebtedness)
17. SENSE OF BELONGING (feeling that others care
about you)
18.SOCIAL POWER (control over others, dominance)
19.VARIED LIFE (filled with challenge, novelty and
change)
20.WEALTH (material possessions, money)
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(2) For whom do you seek this value in your
(1 ) How possible is it that you seek achievement in your
career? (multi-choice allowable)
career because of this value?
3
2
1
0
skip to next value's Self Parents Spouse Friend Work Work
1------------1------------ J------------1
question ( 1)
&/or &/or partner perse
very
possible slightly impossible
child relative
possible
possible
21. SOCIAL STATUS (respectable social position)
22.A SENSE OF SECURITY (being free from cares)
23.REFLECTING GLORY ON YOUR ANCESTORS
(bring honour to the family name)
24.INTERPERSONAL HARMONY (get along weU
with others, no conflict with them)
25 OUTSTANDING (being excellent among others)
26.CAPABLE (competent, effective, efficient)
27.INDEPENDENT (selfreliant, selfsufficient)
28.RESPONS1BLE (dependable, reliable)
29. SELFCONTROLLED (restrained, selfdisciplined)
30.CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selecting own
purposes)
31 .ENJOYING LIFE (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.)
32.INFLUENTIAL (having an impact on people and
events)
33.PRESERVING YOUR PUBLIC IMAGE(protecting
your 'face')
34. SUCCESSFUL (achieving goals)
35.COMPROMISE (settling a dispute by mutual
concessions)
36.HARDWORKING (working with all your energy)
37.PERSEVERING (constant effort to achieve goal)
38.PLANNING (considering and arranging in advance)
39.KNOWLEDGEABLE (having rich knowledge and
information)
40. COOPERATIVE (willing to work with others)
4l.A HAPPY MARRIAGE (a contented marriage)
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PART 2
There are 26 values in the following page which are valuable goals that may be threatened by the
achievement at work. Please answer the following questions for each value according to vour own
expectation about vour own career:
(1) How possible is it that you avoid to seek achievement in your career because of this value? Please
choose the appropriate number on the following scale and write it down in the space before this value.
*If you choose "0" (impossible) please skip to the next value. There is no need to answer question (2)
for this value.
*If your choice is among "1" to "3" (possible) please continue to answer question (2) for this value.
(2) For whom do you seek this value in your life? Please check (X) the appropriate object(s) in the space
after this value (multi-choice allowable).

(1) How possible is it that you avoid to seek achievement in (2) For whom do you seek this value in your
your career because of this value?
life? (multi-choice allowable)
3
2
1
0
skip to next value's Self Parents Spouse Friend Work Work
question (1)
1------------1------------1------------1
&/or &/or partner perse
very
possible slightly impossible
child relative
possible
possible
1 AN EXCITING LIFE (stimulating experiences)
2 FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
3 FREEDOM (fi-eedom of action and thought)
4 INNER HARMONY (at peace with yourself)
5 MATURE LOVE (deep emotional and spiritual
intimacy)
6 TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close, supportive friends)
7 DETACHMENT (from worldly concerns)
8 UNITY WITH NATURE (fitting into nature)
9 INTERPERSONAL HARMONY (get along well
with others, no conflict with them)
10 COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)
11 FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)
12 HONEST (genuine, sincere)
13 LOVING (affectionate, tender)
14 CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selecting own
purposes)
15 ENJOYING LIFE (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.)
16 HEALTHY (not being sick physically or mentally)
17 HUMBLE (modest, self-effacing)
18 LOYAL (faithful to vour friends, group)
19 MODERATE (avoiding extremes of feeling and
action)
20 PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT (preserving
nature)
21 THRIFTY (using resources economically, not
wasting goods or money)
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(1) How possible is it that you avoid to seek achievement in (2) For whom do you seek this value in your
life? (multi-choice allowable)
your career because of this value?
3
2
1
0
skip to next value's Self Parents Spouse Friend Work Work
&/or &/or partner per se
1------------1------------1------------1
question ( 1)
very
possible slightly impossible
child relative
possible
possible
22 COMPROMISE (settling a dispute by which each
side gives up something)
23 CONSIDERATE (thoughtful of the needs of others)
24 PATIENT (enduring trouble and inconvenience
without complaint)
25 CAUTIOUS (pacing attention to avoid danger or
making mistakes)
26 A HAPPY MARRIAGE (a contented marriage)

BASIC DATA:
SEX
AGE
MAJOR SUBJECT
NATIONALITY

Maie

Female
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Translations of the Values in the Chinese Version

PA RTI

1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE
2 AN EXCITING LIFE
3 A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
4 A HAPPY MARRIAGE
5 A WORLD OF BEAUTY
6 FAMILY SECURITY
7 FREEDOM
8 INNER HARMONY
9 SELF RESPECT '
10 SOCIAL RECOGNITION
11 TRUE FRIENDSHIP
12 WISDOM
13 A SPIRITUAL LIFE
14 AUTHORITY
15 CREATIVITY
16 MEANING IN LIFE
17 RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS
18 SENSE OF BELONGING
19 SOCIAL POWER
20 VARIED LIFE

21 WEALTH
22 SOCIAL STATUS
23 A SENSE OF SECURITY
24 REFLECTING GLORY ON YOUR ANCESTORS
25 INTERPERSONAL HARMONY
26 OUTSTANDING
27 CAPABLE
28 INDEPENDENT
29 CHOOSING OWN GOALS
30 ENJOYING LIFE.
31 INFLUENTIAL
32 PRESERVING YOUR PUBLIC IMAGE'
33 SUCCESSFUL
34 HARDWORKING
35 KNOWLEDGEABLE
36 SOCIAL ORDER
37 AMBITIOUS
38 RESPONSIBLE
39 HEALTHY
40 PLANNING
41 COOPERATIVE

PART 2

1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE
2 A HAPPY MARRIAGE
3 FAMILY SECURITY
4 FREEDOM
5 MATURE LOVE
6 DETACHMENT
7 RECIPROCATION OF FAVORS

8 INTERPERSONAL HARMONY
9 LOVING
10 ENJOYING LIFE
11 HEALTHY
12 HUMBLE
13 LOYAL
14 MODERATE
15THRIFTY
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